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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
The National Training Center (NTC) at Fort Irwin, California is
currently providing CONUS-based mechanized and armor battalions the most
realistic training possible under peacetime conditions.

During the

fourteen day period of force-on-force and live fire exercises, combined
arms task forces are required to demonstrate competence in a variety of
Army Training and Evaluation Program (ARTEP) missions under extremely
arduous conditions. Freedom to maneuver is constrained only by the
terrain and the mission; as a result, the commander's ability to apply
maneuver as an element of combat power is vividly demonstrated.

Recent

experience at the NTC has indicated that many battalions are deficient
in ability to maneuver against the Opposing Force (OPFOR) particularly
when the terrain is reinforced with minefields and obstacles.

This

experience "documents the need for integrated combined arms procedures
for use by the commander to provide immediate responses in a fluid
tact ical environment." 1
Threat defensive doctrine prescribes the use of extensive and formidable barrier systems to inhibit offensive maneuver.

United States

offensive maneuver, to be effective, demands battlefield mobility, flexible operational practices, well trained units, and speed.2

However,

current US Army AirLand battle doctrine does not provide adequate procedural guidance to bring these components together and provide for the
defeat of a Soviet-type barrier.

This lack of procedural guidance has

hurt the performance of many task forces at the NTC.

As a result of the NTC experience, many CORUS divisions have
designed tactical procedures to compensate for the doctrinal vacuum and
to improve the ability of subordinate battalion/task forces to maneuver
rapidly about the battlefield.

Furthermore, they have created frame-

works within which those procedures can be practiced to develop welltrained units which are confident of their ability to overcome the most
complex Soviet-type obstacle. These procedures, immediate combined arms
responses to predictable tactical situations, or drills, have improved
the performance of using units at the NTC.
Based on the evidence provided by the ETC experience, the Training
and Doctrine Command (TRADOC), through the branch schools, is developing
"how to fight" procedures to help the company/team and battalion/task
force overcome threat obstacle systems.

Unfortunately, these procedures

are largely dependent on equipment, such as projected line charges, mine
plows, and mine rollers, which is not on hand or available to most
units.

Procedures which are independent of specific items of equipment

need to be developed.
TRADOC and the schools have faced up to the problem and are trying
to develop appropriate procedures. The really good news is that some
of the schools are proposing battle drills, formerly appropriate only at
platoon level and below, be developed for teams and task forces as
recommended by the US Army Training Board.

The coordinating draft of FM

17-17, the tank battalion/task force addresses the concept of team and
task force drills in this way:
To achieve a high state of flexibility, while
retaining the initiative during offensive operations, units select specific tactical courses of
action which will be executed under specific circumstances. These action drills are incorporated into
SOPs and practiced as part of tactical training.

2

Action drills are battalion/task force and company/
team maneuver exercises whereas 'battle drills' such
as 'Prepare for Nuclear Attack are platoon, crew,
or individual exercises, not necessarily maneuver
oriented.
The purpose of this study is to present a proposal for a set of
battle action drills, applicable to the team and task force, designed to
overcome typical Soviet-type obstacles.

The proposal is based on the

experience of the author, a former mechanized infantry battalion commander with NTC experience and the following research procedures:
o

All current US tactical doctrines on mobility operations was
reviewed.

o

Soviet barrier and obstacle doctrine was reviewed.

o

Each active US Army division was contacted and asked to submit
tactical procedures or drills developed locally.

o

The following schools and agencies were visited to discuss
mobility operations and battle drills:
The
The
The
The
The

o

Armor School
Infantry School
Engineer School
Army Training Board
Armor and Engineer Board

Several battalions with NTC experience were also visited for a
detailed discussion of obstacle breaching techniques:
3-19th Infantry, 24th Inf Div (M)
3d Engr Bn, 24th Inf Div (M)
4-54th Infantry, 194th Armd Bde
5-73 Armor, 194th Armd Bde

o

In addition, the author participated in a Joint US-Canadian
Tactical Doctrine Seminar at the Canadian Staff College where
antitank warfare and obstacle breaching techniques were
discussed.

3

This individual study report is organized as follow:
Chapter I.

An introduction in which the problem is stated and the
study procedures are outlined.

Chapter II.

The mobility component of current US Army AirLand
battle doctrine is reviewed in contrast with Soviet
obstacle and barrier doctrine. The importance of
combined arms drills to improved mobility is established.

Chapter III.

The fundamentals which must be considered in planning
and organizing to accomplish mobility tasks as part
of any mission are reviewed to establish a basis for
the design of counter obstacle drills.

Chapter IV.

This chapter presents a Task Force Hasty Breach and
Assault Battle Drill and its component Company/Team
Battle Drills.

Chapter V.

In this chapter some conclusions are stated
concerning the current mobility capability of the US
Army and the utility of counterobstacle drills.
Recommendations for the improvement of mobility
doctrine are also addressed.

4

CHAPTER II

MOBILITY AND THE AIRLAND BATTLE

Superior combat power applied at the decisive place
and time decides the battle. FM 100-5
Combat power is achieved when skillful leadership, maneuver, firepower and protection are combined in the right combinu*.on in a sound
operational plan.

The dynamic element of combat pow,

is the means by which forces are concentrated in cri
and use the advantages of surprise, psychological sht,"

is maneuver.

It

al areas to gain
position, and

momentum which enable smaller forces to defeat larger ones.4

Maneuver

is the essence of AirLand battle doctrine. This chapter will examine
the importance of US mobility operations and the threat posed by Soviet
countermobility doctrine. Counterobstacle battle drills will be introduced as a technique to improve US mobility operations in view of the
awesome threat.
SOVIET COUNTERMOBILITY DOCTRINE
The opposition to US battlefield mobility will exist in the form of
obstacles that are used by threat forces to deny access along selected
routes or terrain, to hold US forces within target ranges of weapons
systems, to economize threat forces in defense of an area in order to
provide forces in another area, and to force US forces to mass combat
strength in the area of greatest danger.

5&

The threat force plans to use countermobility support in the
offense to guard against US counteroffensive action and as an integral
component of defensive operations.

In the defense, the threat force

emphasizes a continuous improvement process for positions that are
occupied until the initiative can be regained.

Threat forces can be

expected to use mine warfare and obstacle systems which are tied into
existing terrain obstacles. They will employ obstacles under fire and
at night. 5

The Soviets, their Warsaw Pact allies, and their surrogates

are well-equipped to implement their countermobility strategy.
The major purpose of a threat force defensive posture is to allow
time for regrouping.

They will stay on the defensive only iong enough

to develop conditions necessary to resume the offensive.

The degree to

which obstacles become a part of the defense is dependent upon the
length of time the threat force remains on the defense.

There are two

basic forms of threat force defense, hasty and deliberate.
The hasty defense is most often employed when an offense is temporarily stopped.

Initially, units move off the avenue of advance and

deploy into strong points.6

Doctrine for the defense of a strong point

does not differentiate between a hasty defense or a deliberate defense.
The threat force deliberate defense is organized in successive
belts to provide defense in depth.
mutually supported strong points.

Defense belts are a series of
Obstacles are constructed in front of

each belt to impede, channelize, and force the attacker into kill
zones.7

6

The threat force strong point integral to both the hasty and deliberate defense is a fortified position designed to defend against heavy
attack. Threat force doctrine requires their forces to start imediately the construction of fighting positions and the employment of
8
obstacles upon assuming a defensive posture.

Obstacles are initially located approximately 400 meters forward of
platoon positions.

This first obstacle belt will generally consist of

three to four rows of antitank and antipersonnel mines, wire, and a tank
ditch. As time permits, additional minefields are placed at 1000-1200
meters, and 3000 meters forward of the defensive position. A fully
functional minefield should provide a greater than 502 chance an
attacking tank would strike a mine.
Minefield laying is accomplished most rapidly using armored tracked
minelayers, three per divisional engineer battalion. Temporary teams
from regimental and divisional engineer assets are formed and called
mobile obstacle detachments (POZ).

POZ are normally located on the

flanks of a march formation to be prepared for rapid deployment and
usually are in close proximity to the antitank reserve.
These teams consist of up to three armored tracked minelayers or
truck-towed minelayers and two to three vehicles carrying mines for
resupply.

Using the division's three minelayers, a 3-row antitank

minefield up to 1000 meters long can be laid in half an hour.
same time,

In the

a regimental POZ using three mine laying trailers can lay 500

meters of minefield.

7

The Soviets, their Warsaw Pact allies and their surrogates are
veil-equipped and vell-trained to implement their countermobility strategy.

It must be obvious that effective US battlefield mobility vill be

possible only if the maneuver commander has mastered the fundamentals
and tactics of mobility operations.
US MOBILITY-DOCTRINE
AirLand battle doctrine places a premium on the ability of US forces
to maintain the freedom of movement because such freedom to move forces
and resupply them quickly, at will, anywhere on the battlefield generates the ability to maneuver.

Those tasks which allow or provide that

freedom of movement are collectively labeled mobility.9

Although mobi-

lity is doctrinally the responsibility of the Corps of Engineers, it is
in practice the concern of anyone with a mission to maneuver.

The

capability of combined arms units to maintain mobility can be enhanced
and reinforced by engineers.
Missions involving movement and maneuver depend on the early detection and effective responses to expected or encountered obstacles.

Con-

tact with enemy forces and obstacles must be expected in any place at
any time. The force that can maintain its momentum through the effective bypass or breach in stride has a far greater chance of winning on
10

the AirLand battlefield.

US MOBILITY REOUIUMENTS
US mobility operations are generally classified into five functional areas, three of which are of significance to the maneuver
co mander:

11

8

Countermine overations.

The detection, bypass, breaching and

clearing of mined areas.
Counterobstacle onerations.

The detection, bypass, breaching

and reduction of obstacles other than mines.
Gap crossing overations.

The crossing of Saps in the terrain

in order to pass equipment and personnel.
For the purpose of this study, these three types of mobility operations vill be referred to as counterobstacle operations.
Counterobstacle operations are conducted in support of other tactical missions. Too often, the breaching of an obstacle becomes an end
in itself rather than simply a means to achieving another tactical end.
"Obstacles must not be the focus of attention.

They should not be

attacked, but must be neutralized or bypassed quickly."12

The proper

planning and execution of counterobstacle operations allow US maneuver
forces to overcome known or unexpected obstacles and sustain the neces13
sary momentum to keep the initiative.

FM 5-101, Mobility, establishes performance criteria, or standards,
for the accomplishment of mobility operations.

The nature of the Soviet

threat to mobility demands that two criteria be met:
1. US units need to train, plan, and prepare for mobility tasks
long before the battle begins.
2. A highly skilled and organized unit capable of operating under
intense combat conditions will be required.
To meet these criteria, US maneuver units need to develop procedures and drills which they practice routinely under the following
conditions since they replicate what the unit must do in combat:

9

Execute under fire.

Enemy tank, antitank, and artillery fire

must be suppressed.

Enemy small arms fire should not deter

execution of the tasks.
Overcome obstacles in stride.

Obstacles to movement should be

overcome with the minimum of delay. Established combined arms
procedures (drills) and forward deployment of mobility equipment are eastential.
Execute tasks during periods of darkness.

Whenever possible,

enemy obstacles should be overcome at night when vulnerability
to enemy fire is reduced.
Execute tasks in an Electronic Warfare (EW) environment.

The

ability to accomplish mobility tasks without radios requires
well-rehearsed procedures and prearranged signals (drills).
Victory in combat depends on the application of combat power and
all available resources at the decisive place and time. AirLand battle
doctrine recognizes that the application of combat power is linked to
the ability to move combat units and supplies on the battlefield.
Mobility is essential to retain the initiative, preserve the freedom of
action, and achieve results that would otherwise be more costly in
personnel and material.

In order to preserve mobility, US forces must

be trained, organized, and prepared to move through, around, and over
14

obstacles on the battlefield.

COUNTEROBSTACLE BATTLE DRILLS

The preceding discussion of Soviet countermobility doctrine and US
mobility doctrine has identified two points which will be repeated to
illustrate the connection between effective mobility operations and
battle drills.

10

First, in any combat with the Soviets or their allies, we can
expect routinely to encounter vell prepared obstacles fully integrated
into the defensive scheme. As in their offensive doctrine, in countermobility, the Soviets are pecb.
Secondly, in order to avoid excessive casualties, obstacles must be
overcome with minimal delay.

Our units must be trained to respond

immediately in accordance with rehearsed operational procedures to
rapidly bypass, or breach the obstacles under fire, in daylight and in
darkness.
Combined arms battle drills for the battalion/task force and the
company/team, based on the simple small units drills already in existence can improve our ability to breach Soviet obstacles.

Such drills,

designed to be executed when faced with predicted situations, reduce the
amount of planning required as well as the need for long, involved
orders.

Battle drills are rehearsed in training so that they can be

executed with minimal confusion on the battlefield.

Since they are

based on subordinate tactical unit drills, task force and team drills
are modular and can be designed differently for varied equipment availability.

(Just as the crew drill for an M2, Bradley Fighting Vehicle

is different than one for an M113 Armored Personnel Carrier so the
drill for a Mine Roller equipped engineer platoon will be different from
that of one without the mine roller.)

Battle drills for the task force

and the team are possible. For counterobstacle operations, they are
essential.

Following a review of obstacle breaching fundamentals in

Chapter III, several counterobstacle battle drills will be presented in
Chapter IV.

11

CHAPTER III
OFFENSIVE COUNTEROB STACLE OPERATIONS
Obstacles must not be the focus of attention. They
should not be attacked, but must be neutralized or
bypassed quickly. FM 17-17
The primary goal of any unit faced with an obstacle is to continue
the mission as swiftly as possible. 1 5

At no time is this fact more

important than in the attack when maintaining momentum, and therefore
retaining the initiative, is key to success.

It is in the attack,

therefore, that counterobstacle battle drills are most important.

This

chapter will analyze the fundamentals of obstacle breaching operations
during the attack and further demonstrate the need for combined arms
drills designed to improve US breaching capability.
OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS

Because drills are designed to allow the unit to deal with predictable, but unexpected situations, it is necessary to look at offensive
tactical operations to determine which are most likely to provide those
conditions.
Training Text (TT) 71-2J, The Mechanized Infantry Battalion Task
Force lists five major types of offensive operations:
Movement to Contact
Hasty Attack
Deliberate Attack
Exploitation
Pursuit

12

"Although the intent of the commander differs in each of those
operations, the tactics and techniques used in the movement to contact
and the attack (hasty or deliberate) are the basis for all task force
offensive operations."1 6

The hasty attack is usually conducted as the

preferred conclusion to the movement to contact and therefore will be
considered in this paper as being part of the movement to contact.
An examination of the deliberate attack and the movement to contact
should be all that is necessary to determine which offensive operations
will most likely produce the conditions which require counterobstacle
battle drills.
The movement to contact is usually characterized by a lack of
information about the enemy. The task force and its company/team(s)
must maneuver using movement techniques that provide security and afford
commanders maximum flexibility. 1 7

Unique organization and the massing

of specialized equipment for mobility operations is generally not possible since flexibility would be reduced.
Deliberate attacks are characterized by more planning time, more
information about the enemy (including the location and type of obstacles), and more synchronization of effort.1 8

Unique organization and

the massing of specialized mobility equipment is not only possible but
practical to facilitate obstacle breaching.
The conditions which require counterobstacle battle drills are
therefore more likely to be found in the movement to contact (and its
cousins, the exploitation and pursuit) than in the deliberate attack.
The fundamentals of breaching operations which establish the basis for
the drills will be addressed in the context of a task force movement to
contact.

All aspects of planning and control are applicable to the

deliberate attack as well but since time will be available to plan in

13

detail and to gather information about the enemy, battle drills are not
essential to the deliberate attack. They vill, however, provide a
training procedure useful to the deliberate attack.
FUNDAMENTALS OF BREACHING
The first effort of any tactical unit detecting or encountering an
obstacle must be to bypass it and continue the mission.

Unfortunately,

bypasses or the time necessary to find them may not be available.

In

order to maintain the momentum of the attack when a bypass is not
available the commander should attempt to breach the obstacle "in
stride."

That is,

he should breach it

without any substantial reorgani-

zation or loss of time.
Mobility doctrine defines three methods of breaching an obstacle:
Hasty breaching.

"The hasty breach maintains the momentum of

the attack by attempting to breach 'in

stride' as the

attacking force encounter the obstacle.

A hasty breach is

conducted by a force with immediately available assets.

Hasty

breaches may have to be accomplished by maneuver units without
combat engineer participation.

1hM are based IM aobili

drills and

aggressive esxecution

=r

characterized k

(underlining added)." 19
Deliberate Breaching.

"The deliberate breach is conducted

when it is not possible to take the obstacle in stride (or
after a hasty breach has failed)."20

Normally, a deliberate

breach is conducted as part of a deliberate attack.

14

Forcina through.

In essence, a hasty breach without the

benefit of counterobstacle equipment.

Visual detection is

used in an attempt to avoid mines as the unit attacks through
the obstacle.

Regardless of whether the breach is in strike

(hasty) or deliberate, there are certain fundamental tasks
which must be accomplished to insure success.
Detection - All efforts must be taken to detect the obstacle before
the unit runs into it. Scouts must be trained and equipped to locate
obstacles and bypasses well in advance of the task force.

Consideration

should be given to attaching an engineer reconnaissance team to the
scouts to aid in detection.

Additionally, the task force must plan to

make contact with the smallest force possible.

If this force is not the

scout platoon, then the lead company/team should encounter the obstacle
with a small force and prevent the main body from becoming engaged
simultaneously.
SuOression - Enemy direct fire must be eliminated from the breach
site and his indirect fire suppressed.

Eumy small arms fire must also

be suppressed, however, failure to accomplish this should not deter the
breach.

Obscuration - Enemy observation of the obstacle must be eliminated

through the application of smoke from artillery, mortar fire, pyrotecnic
devices, and chemical units.

Security - The flanks of the obstacle must be secured to prevent an
enemy flank attack on the formation while breaching operations are
underway.

If possible, the far side of the obstacle should be secured

to eliminate enemy small arms fire.

15

Reduction - A portion of the obstacle must be reduced to allow
passage of the main body through the obstacle. Consideration must be
given to providing as much freedom of movement as possible to allow
rapid passage.
Passake - Units must move through the obstacle rapidly, assault
defending enemy, and continue the original mission.
CHARACTERISTICS OF A SUCCESSFTIL BREACH

In order to accomplish the fundamental tasks, the attacking unit
must be properly organized, trained, and equipped.

Battle drills must

incorporate each of the fundamental tasks and be executed with the
following characteristics:
Deception - The enemy must be deceived of the true location of the
breach so that he is unable to mass firepower or maneuver against it.
If the entire obstacle cannot be obscured, consideration should be given
to obscuring false breach sites. Attempting to breach at multiple sites
will also confuse the enemy as to the point of main effort.
Leadership - Success of the primary mission will be dependant on
breaching any obstacles which cannot be bypassed.

The critical place on

the battlefield for the commander is therefore the breach site. His
presence at that location is essential to insure effective command and
control, aggressiveness, and mission accomplishment.
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Speed - The intent of any defender employing obstacles is to delay
and impede the advance of the attacker.

To achieve success, the

attacker must breach before the defender can react with fire or maneuver. There can be no wasted time and no halfhearted attempts. To allow
one's forces to build-up on the near side of the obstacle is

to court

disaster.
Coordination - In general, each of the fundamental tasks described
earlier will be the principal responsibility of a selected platoon or
company/team, although each unit can provide secondary support to
another's task.

This effort must be combined through close and con-

tinuous coordination.

Prearranged signals, veil

rehearsed drills, and

confident leaders insure complete coordination.
Aggressiveness - Aggressiveness on the part of every soldier and
leader is required to breach an obstacle.

Everyone must understand the

imperative of breaching rapidly so that initiative can overcome problems.

Everyone must either be constantly pressing forward through the

obstacle or searching for a way around it.
Renorting Accuracy - The commander must be kept fully informed so
that decisions can be made without loss of time.

Locations of lanes,

gaps, and bypasses cannot be misunderstood.
Combined Arms Discipline - Accurate, integrated, coordinated and
effective fires are essential to the tasks of obscuration and suppression.

Maneuver units must move when told to do so and fires must have

the flexibility to support the maneuver.
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The only way that a hasty breaching operation can be assured of
possessing these characteristics is through prior rehearsal.

Since

rehearsals for specific operations are rarely possible, and then usually
for deliberate attacks (specified for a night attack), standardized
procedures, practiced during training are a must.

Battle drills

compensate for the lack of specific rehearsals.
CONDUCT OF THE BREACH
A breaching operation begins with detection of the obstacle by
encounter or other means and a decision by the commander to breach.
Lead elements of the task force engage enemy targets with direct fire
while artillery and mortars suppress enemy indirect fires and provide
obscuration respectively. When the attacking unit is equipped with mine
plows, rollers, and line charges, either separately or in combination,
that equipment is immediately used to breach vehicle width lanes; when
that equipment is not available, dismounted infantry and engineers must
breach using mine detectors, probes, and explosives. The dismounted
breach is time consuming, difficult and not preferred. However, it is
the only option available to most active Army units today due to the
lack of required mine clearing equipment.
The best condition under which to conduct a dismounted breach is
reduced visibility.

Waiting for darkness may cause the loss of momentum

and require transition to the deliberate breach.
Once two or more vehicle width lanes are cleared through the
obstacles, following units of the task force assault through and
continue the attack supported by the fires of the lead elements.
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ORGANIZATION FOR BREACHING OPERATIONS
All of the current US Army Field Manuals prescribe an organization
for the conduct of breaching operations.
confusion.

This prescription has caused

The organization is similar to that prescribed for the

deliberate attack and st:gests that a unique reorganization of the force
is required before conducting a breach.

In fact, the organization is

not unique, but simple labels fire and maneuver (the familiar time
honored components of an attack) forces with other names as depicted
below.
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BREACHING ORGANIZATION

Force

Function

Support Force

Support-by-fire the breaching
and assault forces. (Fire)

Breaching Force

Clears lanes through the obstacle

Assault Force

Passes through the lane to
destroy enemy on the far side
or continue the mission.
(2aneuver)
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Speed has been identified as an essential characteristic of a
successful breach.

Breach before the enemy can react.

In order to do

so, whenever a unit organizes for offensive operations (movement to
contact, deliberate attack, exploitation, or pursuit), it must ensure
that it can rapidly provide a support force, an assault force, and a
breaching force.

Each of these forces should be based on maneuver

company/team headquarters and require no unusual reorganization (unless
the mission is deliberate attack).

Each of the company/teams must be

prepared to conduct any of the three functions on order.

In general,

position in the task force scheme of maneuver (or formation) will be
determined by the expected functions, e.g., the anticipated support force
should lead the task force.

Antitank platoons and heavy mortar platoons

are always in the support force while the engineers always support the
breaching force.
The Support Force
The support force overwatches the breaching force initially and
then the assault force.

It consists of at least one tank or mechanized

team and supporting antitank, mortar, electronic warfare, and air
defense units.

Its mission is to suppress enemy direct and indirect

fires on the breaching and assault forces.

Tank heavy teams are pre-

ferred for this function.
The Assault Force
The assault force quickly passes through the breach to assault and
destroy the enemy defending the obstacle.

This force is prepared to

reinforce either the breaching force or the support force.
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Upon passing

through the obstacles, the assault force may become the breaching force
or the support force for a subsequent obstacle. At least one mechanized
infantry heavy team should be in the assault force.
The Breaching Force
The breaching force must create lanes in the obstacle through which
the assault force can pass rapidly in the conduct of its assault.

It is

responsible for initially marking lanes and controlling traffic.
Infantry and engineers are best suited for this function.

It must be

relieved of its marking and traffic control responsibility as soon as
possible to allow it to assist the assault or to breach additional
obstacles.
BREACHING COMPLEX OBSTACLES

Battle drills designed to accomplish all of the fundamental tasks
of breaching operations will improve the capability to breach an obstacle in stride.

Before presenting the battle drills, it will be useful

to go through the step-by-step procedure of breaching a complex obstacle
(one which requires the breach of several different types of obstacles
in succession) and demonstrate the integration of the fundamental tasks.
Should a battalion/task force conducting a movement to contact
encounter a minefield which it cannot bypass it must either breach it in
stride or gain approval from the brigade commander to delay the attack
and conduct a deliberate breach.
In all probability, special equipment such as the M173 projected
line charge and the mine roller will not be immediately available to the
task force.

Both of these items degrade mobility somewhat and vill, if
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issued, follow the unit on transporters.

In the deliberate attack, these

devices would be deployed and the reduced mobility accepted in consideration of the threat.
The first fundamental task in counterobstacle operations is detection. To accomplish this task, the commander deploys his scout platoon
well forward of the task force to find the enemy, provide security, and
locate obstacles.

The scout platoon conducts its mission using recon-

naissance and security battle drills similar to those developed by the
Fourth Infantry Division (Mech.) (Appendix 2, TAB A)
The lead elements of the task force must be organized and prepared
to assume immediately the support-by-fire role should they or the scouts
detect an obstacle.

The detecting unit occupies a covered and concealed

position and adjust obscuration fires on the enemy side of the obstacle
to prevent observation of the deploying task force and reports to the
task force commander. The scout platoon, by SOP, continues its reconnaissance, attempting to fix enemy positions and identify either
bypasses around the obstacle or likely lanes through it.
Based on the information he has received and a quick estimate of
the situation, the task force commander issues a Fragmentary Order
(FRAGO) using a prearranged format from his unit SOP directing his lead
team(s) to occupy hasty battle positions (team drill) prepared to provide overwatching, supporting fires.

The attached Fire Support Team

(FIST) adjusts indirect artillery and mortar fires to obscure the obstacle and suppress enemy direct and indirect fires. The heavy mortar
platoon (2 sections of three guns each) will have executed an immediate
fire mission drill to support by fire using direct lay or direct alignment procedures if possible.

Infantry squads from the lead teams will

reconnoiter the obstacle, find and secure its flanks, mark potential
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lanes, and attempt to cross and secure the far side.

(Most obstacles are

tied into natural obstacles which deny vehicle movement but may allow
dismounted traverse.)
Information concerning the enemy and terrain continues to be
reported to the commander as he personally reconnoiters the obstacle.
With information provided to him by his commanders and staff, the task
force commander completes his plan and issues the FRAGO to initiate the
breaching drill.

Using the FRAGO format from his unit SOP, (an example

is at Appendix 1, TAB A) the task force commander will specify:
o

Enemy location

o

Assault objectives

o

Support, breach, and assault forces

o

Location of lanes to be breached

o

Time to commence the operation

His FRAGO uses checkpoint and the Terrain Index Reference System
(TIRS), FM 17-15 Test, to simplify the transmission of locations.
Since, in a hasty breach, there is no time for a substantial reorganization of the task force, the commander will select either of these
two options:
Single Beah. One company/team breaches; at least one
company/team supports; and the remainder assault through.
This alternative provides for mutual support, mass, and
command and control.
Multiole Breach. Two company/teams breach, at least one
supports, and the remainder assault.

This alternative

provides a measure of deception, increases span of control,
and decreases mass and mutual support.
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On order, execution commences with continued obscuration and suppression of the enemy. The support force must be successful in suppressing and obscuring or the breach is doomed. Lanes are breached by
platoons using battle drills designed around the type of breaching
equipment assigned. Lanes are marked by the breaching platoon and the
far side is secured.

A minimum of two lanes must be breached to support

the task force.
On signal or order, the assault force passes through the lanes and
attacks objectives on the far side using fire and maneuver battle drills
similar to those contained in the Third Infantry Division's "3ID
Maneuver Pamphlet" (Appendix IV) or the "Iron Horse Battle Drills."
(Appendix II)

Once the assault force has passed through the obstacle,

the breaching force commander hands off responsibility for the lanes to
a previously designated (in the unit SOP) Officer-In-Charge (OIC).

The

OIC uses the engineer unit to continue the clearance of lanes and begin
permanent marking.

Each lane must be marked out to specified and

clearly identified contact points.

The OIC will actively control move-

ment through the obstacle to insure the units do not needlessly mass
close to the obstacle. He will also take whatever action and use any
asset available to insure the lanes remain clear. Recovery and medical
evacuation vehicles belonging to the breach force will be used by the
OIC to support his mission until task force equipment can be brought
forward.
Depending on the distance between the first obstacle and the next,
either one of the assaulting company/team (when the distance is short)
will become the breaching force (supported by the other assault team) or
the original breaching force will continue in that role.
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The type of

breaching drill will again be dependent on the nature of the obstacle
and the type of equipment that is available.

Whenever possible, confu-

sion is avoided by continuing to breach with the original breach force.

Task force commanders are most likely to encounter unexpected
obstacles during the movement to contact when the enemy situation is
vague and the friendly force must retain the greatest flexibility.

The

commander who trains his unit to accomplish all of the fundamental
breaching tasks with the characteristics described and understands that
he must plan and organize before he arrives on the battlefield has the
greatest chance of success.

The rehearsal of breaching operations

through the mastery of battle drills and the proper equipping of squads
and platoons before the battle is the key to success.
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CHAPTER IV

HASTY OBSTACLE BREACH BATTLE DRILLS

This chapter will briefly review the definition of battle drills,
reinforce the contention that they have applicability at the tabk force
and company/team level, and then present a proposed task force counterobstacle battle drill and examples of its subordinate team battle
drills.

Each battle drill incorporates the required tasks and charac-

teristics described earlier.

An example of the application of these

drills to a tactical situation is included in Appendix 1.

BATTLE DRILLS

Battle drills are defined in several sources such as the Engineer
School's draft TC 5-101:
(Test):

Mobility Drills, the Armor School's FM 17-15

The Division 86 Tank Platoon, and FM 17-17:

Tank Battalion/Task Force.

The official TRADOC definitions are con-

tained in TRADOC Regulation 310-2 (Test):

Development, Preparation, and

Management of Army Training and Evaluation Programs,
"Dril:

The Division 86

dated 20 January 1984.

A standardized technique or procedure and the method

by which it

is

trained.

Drills serve as a link between indi-

vidual and collective proficiency.

Drills are intended for

small units (squad, section, platoon) and establish as doctrine the manner of execution for a collective task."
'Combined Arms Drill.

A framework for integrating branch

specific collective tasks into a combined arms response to a
predictable tatical scenario."
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The task force hasty breach and assault battle drill and its subordinate company/team drills are combined arms drills in consonance with
the TRADOC definition.

They build upon squad, section,

and platoon

drills some of which are specified in doctrinal literature such as FM
71-1,

The Tank and Mechanized Infantry Company Team, FM 71-2, The Tank

and Mechanized Infantry Battalion Task Force, TT 71-2J, FM 17-17, FM 1715 and in locally produced training pamphlets like the Iron Horse Battle
Drills produced by the Fourth Infantry Division (Appendix II).

All

drills are essentially based on training and evaluation outlines
described in branch Army Training and Evaluation Plans (ARTEP). Units
have developed their own battle drills because the field manuals and the
ARTEP have failed to provide adequate "how to" guidance.
Counterobstacle Drills

The hasty obstacle breach battle drills presented in this chapter
are based primarily on those developed by the First Infantry Division
and the 24th Infantry Division.

Supporting mobility drills for engineer

squads and platoons are derived from TC 5-101, Mobility Drills, while
supporting maneuver platoon and squad drills come from a combination of
sources to include branch field manuals, the Iron Horse Drills, and the
24th Infantry Division.

The battle drills listed below are proposed and

described in the following pages:
o

Task Force Hasty Breach and Assault battle Drill

o

Company/Team Hasty Breach Battle Drill

o

Company/Team Hasty Complex Obstacle Breach Battle Drill

o

Company/Team Support-By-Fire Battle Drill

o

Company/Team Assault Through Breach Battle Drill

o

Mechanized Infantry Platoon Breach Battle Drill
28

Each of these drills presumes Division 86 organization but are
applicable vith minor modification to any MTOE.
FM 17-17, The Division 86 Tank Battalion/Task Force presents an
excellent proposal for breaching with the projected line charge and the
mine roller.
TC 71-50, Attack and Assault on a Complex Obstacle and Strongpoint
presents an excellent technique for the deliberate breach and deliberate
attack.
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TASK FORCE HASTY BREACH AND ASSAULT BATTLE DRILL

1.

Task:

Attacking task force breaches obstacles in stride and

under fire.
2.

Condition:

The task force has detected an enemy obstacle and

has attempted to bypass but cannot.

The TF must attack through the

obstacle. The exact location and disposition of obstacles and enemy were
initially unclear to the TF so that the breach must be conducted as a
battle drill.

3. Standard:
a. Scouts or lead team detect enemy obstacle and report.
Obstacle is marked and recon continues.
b. Detecting unit calls for obscuration fires to prevent
enemy observation of the TF advance.
c. Heavy mortar platoon occupies firing positions.
d. TF Cdr orders lead team(s) to establish overwatch.
e. Overvatching team's FIST adjust indirect fires.
f. Scouts and lead team(s) recon to locate bypass and
suitable breaching sites.
g. METT-T information is provided to the Cdr from the scouts,

lead team(s), and staff.
h. Cdr conducts personal recon and makes an estimate of the
situation.
i. Based on (g)and (h), Cdr elects to conduct a hasty breach
to maintain momentum or to achieve surprise. (Less than 2 hours)
j.

Cdr receives staff recommendation and issues a FRAGO which

includes:
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(1) Location and disposition of the enemy.
(2) Designation of support-by-fire force.
(3) Procedures for obscuration and suppression of the
enemy.
(4) Designation and mission of breaching and assault
forces.

During a hasty breach there is no time for substantial reorga-

nization of the task force.

Therefore, the Cdr will designate either of

these options (follow on tasks support both options):
(a) One company/team breaches, one company/team
supports, and the remainder assault through.
(b) Multiple company/team breaches and assault.

At

least one company/team supports.
(5) Designation of priority of engineer effort.
(6) Coordination of fires (direct, indirect, close air
support, and attack helicopters).
k.

On execution, the support, assault, and breaching forces

move into position.
1. Enemy is suppressed while breaching.
m.
begins.

If possible, the far side is secured before breaching

Flanks are secured.
n. Lanes are cleared, marked with expedient markers, and the

far side completely secured by the breaching force. At least two lanes
are required.

Dismounted infantry requires one platoon per lane.

o. Assault forces attack through lanes while suppressing
fires are shifted.
p. Assault forces conduct fire and aneuver battle drill to
reduce enemy positions.
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q.

Engineer platoon ensures adequate clearance of lanes and

begins permanent marking.
r. Breaching company/team commander hands off control of the
breach to a designated obstacle crossing OIC and continue his mission.
The OIC, designated in the unit SOP, may be the REC Cdr, the AT Co Cdr,
the TF XO, or anyone else the TF Cdr selects.

The assignment should be

habitual and the designated officer must have the equipment necessary
for effective command and control.
s. The crossing OIC assumes operational control over the
engineers and TF recovery and evacuation assets supporting the breach.
t. The obstacle crossing OIC will ensure proper, standard
marking of the obstacle and lanes out to contact points; supervise
continued clearing and widening of lanes; supervise movement control;
and render appropriate reports to the TF Cdr.
u.

The TF S3 will coordinate the passage of follow on combat

support and combat service support units.

Units will come forward to

pass through only on order.
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COHPANY/TEAM HASTY BREACH BATTLE DRILL

1. Task:

The Company team breaches a major obstacle as part of a

task force attack.
2. Condition:

Other company/teams support-by-fire or assault.
The company/team is designated the breaching force

as part of a task force hasty breach-assault mission.
cannot bypass the obstacle.

The task force

The company has an OPCON engineer platoon

equipped with one CEV and one AVLB.
3.

Standard:
a. The company commander, engineer and maneuver platoon

leaders reconnoiter the obstacle while the TF support force moves into
position.
b.

Coordination is made with the support force.

c. Team combat trains move forward to support the breach with
recovery and medical evacuation assets.
d. Company/team commander issue a FRAGO based on SOP
designating:
(1) Location and disposition of enemy.
(2) Designation of near side security platoon and breach
platoons.
(3) Locations of lanes (at least two).
e.

Platoon leaders issue FRAGO.

f. TF support force commences suppression and obscuration of
far side.
g. Dismounted infantry secure far side by finding a way
around or breaching a foot path through the obstacle.

(Inf Squad Breach

Drill)
h.

Multiple lanes are breached using infantry and engineers.
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(1) Specific platoon minefield breaching drills are
used based on type of equipment available, such as mine rollers,
mine plows, projected line charge, or bangalore torpedoes.
(2)

Tank ditches are cleared using a tank ditch pla-

(3)

Wire is cut and pulled out of the way with grappling

toon drill.
hooks attached to APCs (Squad Drill).
(4) Lanes are marked using expedient markers.
i. The breaching team provides close in security as the
assault force passes through the breach.
j.

Once the assault team(s) have passed through the breach,

the breach team commander hands off control of the obstacle to the
designated OIC.
k.

Time to complete should not exceed two hours.
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COMPANY/TEAM HASTY COMPLEX OBSTACLE BREACH BATTLE DRILL

1. Task:
force attack.

The team breaches a complex obstacle as part of a task
Other company/teams support-by-fire or assault.

2. Condition:

The team is designated the breaching force as part

of a task force hasty breach mission. The task force cannot bypass the
obstacle. The team has two mech infantry platoons, one tank platoon,
and an OPCON engineer platoon.
one CEV and one AVLB.

The engineer platoon is equipped with

The obstacle consists of an AT/AP minefield, 80-

100m deep, a tank ditch, and barbed wire.
3.

Standard:
a.

The team occupies a hasty defensive position.

b. The team commander, and platoon leaders reconnoiter the
obstacle from a vantage point while the TF support force maneuvers into
position.
c.

The team commander coordinates with
the support force.

d. The team combat trains move forward to support the breach
with recovery and medical evacuation assets.
e. The team commander issues a FRAGO based on SOP which
includes:
(1) Enemy location and disposition.
(2) Designation of team support (tank platoon and AT
section), breach, and assault forces.

(At this level breach and assault

forces may be the same.)
(3) Locations of lanes to be breached (at least 2).
f. Platoon leaders issue FRAGO.
g. TF support force commences suppression and obscuration of
obstacle.
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h.

Multiple lanes are breached using infantry and engineers.

Breaching will be accomplished using the platoon obstacle breach drill
which conforms to the specific equipment available.

If rollers, plows,

and projected line charges are unavailable, the following procedure will
be followed:
(1)

Breach minefield with infantry and engineers.
(a) Dismounted infantry secures the far side of the

minefield by finding a way around it or by breaching a foot path through
it.

(Infantry Platoon Breach Drill)
(b) Following dismounted infantry and engineers

widen and mark lane through the minefield.
(2)

Breach tank ditch with CEV and AVLB.
(a) CEV fires at tank ditch sides and berm to cause

partial cave in and detonate mines.
(b) Dismounted infantry cross the tank ditch using
squad assault ladders and secure the far side (clearing out any enemy
positions in the berm).
c)

Engineers using mine detectors (or probes) find

and destroy mines at ditch approaches and exits.
d) The AVLB is guided through the minefield by the
engineer platoon leader and the bridge is emplaced.
(e) A second lane across the tank ditch is provided
by either:
(j) If the far side is adequately secured and
suppressed, the CEV crosses the AVLB and pushed the berm into the ditch
opposite the 2d lane in the minefield.
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(Preferred)

(2)

If the far side is not adequately secured

the CEV attempts to breach from the near side using its main gun and
blade.
(f) Infantry APCs supporting the breaching platoons
cross first to provide close supporting fires and assist in breaching
wire obstacles.
(3)

Breach wire obstacle:
(a) If the obstacle is not extensive and it is

close to the enemy defensive positions, the assault force should attack
over the wire.
(b) If the obstacle is not extensive and it is
sufficiently removed from the enemy, it should be breached with grappling hooks attached to APCs (Squad Wire Breach Drill).
(c) Extensive wire obstacles (e.g. 1/2 inch wire
cable running through concertina, and staked down) will require engineers with bangalore torpedoes to breach.

(Bangalore Drill)

i. The breaching team secures the far side and provides close
in security as the assault force passes through the breach.
j.

Once the assault team(s) have passed through the breach,

the breach team commander hands off control of the obstacle to the
designated TF OIC and continues the mission prepared to breach again or
support a breach as either the assault force or the support force.
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COMPANY/TEAM SUPPORT-BY-FIRE BATTLE DRILL
1. TaI:

The company/team provides support-by-fire to obstacle

breaching and assault or bypass operations as part of an attacking task
force.

Other company/teams breach, assault, or bypass.

2. Condition:

The company/team is designated the support-by-fire

unit of a task force conducting a hasty breach-assault operation or a
bypass operation.
3.

Standard:
a. Generally, two situations may occur which will initiate

this drill:
(1) The scouts have located an enemy obstacle, and the
task force commander has designated the team the support-by-fire unit.
Time is available to reconnoiter and plan while approaching the hasty
battle position from which support will come.
(a) A FRAGO is issued to the team.

Fires and

movement are coordinated.
(b)

The team reconnoiters the support-by-fire posi-

tion (hasty battle position) and maintains observation of the enemy.
(c) Reconnaissance patrols are sent out to determine limits of the obstacle, and to find bypasses, gaps, or potential
lanes, and to mark those which are found.
(d) Coordination is made with the breaching and
assault teams, or the bypass team; and with supporting antitank units.
(e) The team selects defilade hide positions and
prepares to occupy the hasty battle position by SOP and on order.
(f) The team FIST chief assumes responsibility for
obscuration fire from the scouts.
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(g)

The team commander issues a FRAGO specifying

direct and indirect fire control measures.

Platoon leaders issue FRAGOs

and troop leading procedure continue.
(h) On order or by signal, the team moves into
firing positions and commences suppression of the enemy.
(2) The team has located the obstacle either by observation or by detonation and has come into direct fire contact with the
enemy.
(a) The team returns fire immediately, marks the
obstacle with expedient markers, and withdraws to a hasty battle position from which it can provide suppression. Damaged vehicle(s) are
recovered.
(b) The team commander reports the situation to the
task force commander.
(c) Reconnaissance patrols are sent out to determine
limits of the obstacle, and to find bypasses, gaps, or potential lanes,
and to mark those which are found.
(d) The team receives a FRAGO and begins coordination with the breaching and assault teams; with supporting antitank
units, and with indirect fire support.
(e) The team FIST chief plans obscuration fires and
initiates on order.
(f) The team commander issues a FRAGO specifying
direct and indirect fire control measures.

Platoon leaders issue FRAGOs

and troop leading procedures continue.
b. The location of bypasses, laps, and potential lanes is
reported to the task force commander.
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c.

Once suppression begins all fires are used.

Fires are

carefully controlled to insure the length of suppression is sufficient to
cover the full breaching or bypass operation. Control of fires must be
carefully coordinated to support the assault.
d.

In a breaching operation the support-by-fire force nor-

mally moves through the breach after fires are masked by the assaulting
companies/teams. Rovever, in the case of a deep objective and little
enemy resistance, the support force may be moved through prior to the
assault.

In the later instance, the support-by-fire drill is repeated.
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COSPANY/TEAM ASSAULT THROUGH BREACH BATTLE DRILL
1. Task:

The company/tea. assaults through a breach created by

another company/team as part of an attack.

Other companies/teams sup-

port by fire or breach.
2. Condition:

The company/team is designated the assault force as

part of a task force hasty breach-assault mission.

The task force

cannot bypass the obstacle.
3.

Standard:
a. The company/team reconnoiters or maintains continuous

coordination with a lead company/team and TF 82.
b.

Coordination is effected with the support-by-fire and

breaching company/teams.
c. A FRAGO is issued to the company/team. Fires and movement
are coordinated.
d. The company/team prepares to conduct a passage of lines
through the obstacle. CP is moved forward to observe and respond to
changes in FRAGO.

Company/team prepares for assault.

e. Company/team commander issues a FRAGO (a vantage point is
ideal).

Platoon leaders issue a FRAGO. Troop-leading procedures con-

tinue as the breach commences.
f. On order or by signal, the company/team moves vigorously
through the breach in a designated sequence.
(1) If in the lead, the company/team passes through the
breaching force on a designated route, assaults, and clears the objective using assault battle drill.
(2) If following the support company/team, the company/
team selects a formation and moves to assault position, then assaults.
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(3) In both options, direct and indirect fires are
coordinated with the breaching company/team commander, the TF commander
and with the support commander.
g.

The company/team commander is prepared to assault on order

or when the breach is completed, which is dependent on the size of the
obstacle.

Normally this is not more than 2 hours after the TF FRAGO is

issued.
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PLATOON nASTY lAC!
1. lak:

RATTLE DRILL

The mechanized infantry platoon breaches a mine and wire

obstacle as part of a company/team breach drill.
2. Condition:

The platoon is designated as one of the breaching

units of a team hasty breach operation. An engineer squad is OPCON to
the platoon.

The team FRAGO has indicted the location of the breach.

3. Standard:
a.

The platoon leader reconnoiters the obstacle and issues a

FRAGO.
b. The platoon starts into the minefield with the initial
objective of securing the far side.
(1) The platoon leader designates two breaching squads,
and one near side security squad.
lane entrance.

One APC is positioned close to the

The others are in defilade.
(2) Squads working side-by-side clear a path 8 meters

wide through the minefield to the wire.
(a) Squads use grappling hooks to trip the trip
wires.
(b) Two probers lead each squad followed by two
security riflemen (one with grappling hook tied off to supporting APC).
Squad leader follows behind security men and maintains control.
(c) Mines are marked by probers.

Lane is marked

with engineer tape by security men.
(3)

Wire is cut with wire cutters to make 8 meter gap.

Grappling hook is attached to wire.
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(4)

The lane is cleared of men and equipment and the APC

with both grappling hook lines tied to it, pulls the wire through the
lane, detonating tilt

rod mines and exposing some buried mines.

(5) Remark lane and mines, continue probing from far
side of wire to end of minefield.
(6)

Secure far side with dragon and machine guns.

c. Engineers place explosive charges on marked mines and
destroy them to clear the lane.
d. Platoon leader insures the lane is cleared.
e.

Engineers mark the lane with partially filled sandbags,

engineer tape, and chemlights.
f. Platoon passes through the obstacle, secures far side, and
prepares to continue the mission.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

As little as three years ago (1981) our principal "how to
fight" manuals, FM 71-2 and 71-1 for the Tank and Mechanized Infantry
Task Force and Team respectively paid scant attention to how to overcome
obstacles.

In essence, maneuver commanders were told in the manuals to

use the engineers to breach and get on with the mission.

It is with

that type of doctrinal foundation that the first mechanized units fought
the well-prepared OPFOR at the National Training Center.

Most units

took too long to breach the realistic obstacles on the live-fire course
and many were unable to breach all of the obstacles before the end of
the exercise.

It was with that horrible memory that many units returned

to home station and began to devise procedures that would allow them to
overcome the NTC obstacles.
In 1982, coordinating drafts for revised FM 71-1 and 71-2 were
distributed to the field.

These manuals were a great step forward for

battalion and company level tactics in every area except counterobstacle
operations.

By this time most units had developed their own counter-

obstacle procedures similar to those of the 24th Infantry Division and
the NTC obstacles were routinely breached.
The experience of the field is now influencing those who write
doctrine and a new generation of manuals like TT 71-2J and FM 17-17 are
appearing which provide much greater detail and guidance for counterobstacle operations.

Yet the field still lacks a standard and funda-

mental procedure related to the equipment it is authorized and assigned.
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The procedures developed by the First Infantry Division, the Fourth
Infantry Division, and the 24th Infantry Division are simple and practical but, since they were developed by different people, with varied
experience, at different locations, they are dissimiliar.

That makes it

extremely difficult to achieve high standards of performance across the
US Army.
This study has attempted to collect the best and the most practical
procedures from the field manuals, the doctrine writers, the company
commanders, and the battalion commanders and synthesize them with a
procedure that could be used as the cornerstone for a standardized set
of combined arms counterobstacle battle drills.

Their utility is sup-

ported by the facts that units other than the 4th Infantry Division and
the 24th Infantry Division are using their pamphlets and procedure.
These battle drills are not complete.
criticized, and improved.

They need to be analyzed,

Soldier's manual tasks and leader tasks must

be identified and integrated into the drills before they can be a completely effective training tool.
Our soldiers are willing.

But they are a first step.

They are well led.

If told to breach a

minefield with wooden probing sticks they will do so.

The most powerful

nation in the world should not have to ask its soldiers to do that.

To

breach enemy obstacles effectively with minimal casualties we need
modern mechanical and explosive obstacle breaching devices.

The Soviets

have had mine plows, mine rollers, and projected line charges for years.
The Israelis have all of that and a man-portable line charge.
using pointed sticks.

Aggressively executed battle drills are one way

to accommodate our shortcomings.
modern, effective

We are

Those same battle drills combined with

equipment will allow us to overcome those shortcomings

and win.
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APPENDIX I
AN EXAMPLE APPLICATION
In this appendix a hypothetical situation is portrayed in which an
attacking task force utilizes the hasty breach and assault battle drills
to overcome a complex obstacle system.
General Situation.

The 50th Infantry Division (Mech) has been

deployed to the country of Mohave in Southwest Asia to counter an OPFOR
thrust into that country. The Mohavian Armed Forces have been overvhelmed in the border regions and are falling back to the east.

Contact

with the OPFOR has been lost, however lead regiments are believed to be
establishing hasty defensive positions south of the Granite Mountains
(attached map) to allow follow on forces to catch up with his rapid
advance.

First Bde, 50th Infantry Div has been directed to attack west

to gain contact with the OPFOR.
forces abreast.
South.

The 1st Bde is attacking with two task

TF 1-76 (Mech) in the north and TF 1-14 (Armor) in the

TF 1-76 has been tasked organized with two tank companies, two

mech companies, an engineer platoon, and an ADA platoon.

The Attack
The TF 1-76 commander has planned to cross the LD with his scouts
conducting a zone reconnaissance approximately 10 km ahead of the lead
teams.

An engineer recon team is attached to the scouts.

He will

attack on two axes with a tank heavy team leading and a mech heavy team
trailing on each.
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One AT platoon will follow and support each lead team.

The AT

CO(-) will remain in general support of the task force and will follow
the mech team on the northern axis.

The engineer platoon will follow

the lead team on the northern axis.

The ADA platoon will defend both

axes.
As the TF crosses the LD the scout platoon reports that it is at
CP4 and has detected an enemy AT minefield "from CP4 south to CP20 and
from CP4 north through CP3 approximately 2 km."
The scout platoon leader further reports that he can see enemy
fortifications vicinity CP6 and CP7 and estimates the enemy strength at
company size.

At possible enemy tank ditch is located vicinity from CP7

right 1.2 and down 0.6 running generally south for 2 km.

The scouts

have been unable to bypass the first obstacle.
The TF commander confers with his S3 and FSO and prior to the TF
crossing PC COW issues the following FRAGO (See FRAGO format, TAB A).
"Guidons (net call), this is Leader (T Cdr), over."
"This is Red (TM A-Mech),

over."

"This is White (TM B-Mech),

over."

"This is Blue (TH C-Tank), over."
"This is Green (TM D-Tank), over."
"This is Yellow (CoE-AT), over."
"This is Leader, Blockbuster:
Line 1.
CP7.

Estimated enemy rifle company vicinity CP6 and

Enemy minefield starting at CPS and running south for 5 km.

ainefields, north and south of CP4.

Enemy

Tank ditch southeast of CP7 across

axis leap.
Line 2A.
2B.

Blue, 2 km north of CP3, direction CPS and CP6.
Green, CP4, direction CP6 and CP7.
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Line 3A.

Red vicinity CP3, hold at CP2.

Line 4A. White, hold at CPI4, on order follow Blue
objective CP6, be prepared to conduct Blockbuster, vicinity 500m south
of CP5.
Line 5A.

On order, over."

"This is Red, Wilco, out."
"This is White, Wilco, out."
"This is Blue, Wilco, out."
"This is Green, Wilco, out."
"This is Yellow, Yellow 1 will occupy CP4, I will move to CP3
(he is designated crossing site OIC), out."
"This is PICK (Engineer), I monitored, will join Red, out."
As the task force crosses PL COW, the FSO begins indirect suppressive and obscuration fires on CP5, 6, and 7. The scouts report dismounted bypasses on the hill masses at CP4 and vicinity CP20.
marked a potential breach site with a red flag.

They have

Dismounted scouts are

on the far side of the obstacle and unobserved by the enemy have
emplaced but not activated smoke pots.

The heavy mortar platoon exe-

cuting immediate fire battle drills has one section occupying a position
500 meters forward of CP2 and one section 1 km south of CP14.

Both

sections, using direct lay procedures are prepared to fire smoke 100
meters beyond the first minefield.
Team C (Blue) occupies a hasty battle position (team drill) 1.5 km
north of CP3 and begins direct fire engagements.

His infantry platoon

dismounts and secures the far side and flank of the obstacle.

The AT

platoon (yellow 1) supporting Team C locates a position and joins the
engagement.
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Team D (Green) is unable to engage CP6 and CP7 but occupies a
battle position between CP3 and CP4 from which he can engage CP5.
reports this change to the TF Cdr.

He

The AT platoon supporting Team D

(Yellow 2) dismounts its TOWs and begins engaging CP6 and 7 from atop
the hill at CP4.

The AT platoon in general support (Yellow 3) also

dismounts on CP4 to provide overwatching fires.
When the support force is in position, the task force commander
radios team A (Red), "Red, execute now, over."

As Team A approaches the

breach site, dismounted infantry from team D mark with red smoke the
breach site previously identified by the scouts with a red flag. Team D
dismounted infantry, using the bypass found by the scouts have secured
the far side of the obstacle.

The team A commander, who has already

been forward coordinating with the team D commander and completing his
reconnaissance, moves his tank platoon into position to provide close in
support, and his two infantry platoons to breach sites at least 100
meter apart.

The engineer platoon leader has attached one engineer

squad to each infantry platoon to assist in the dismounted breach.
While the breach at CP3 is being accomplished, dismounted scouts
have moved to OPs at the north and south flank of the second obstacle
and are reporting enemy activity on the objective and are adjusting
fires. The engineer recon team with the scouts recommends a breach site
500 meters south of CP5.

The scouts also report that the enemy strength

seem concentrated south of CP7.
Due to the excellent suppression provided, Red breaches two vehicle
width lanes in less than 60 minutes and marks each with green smoke
(SOP). The Company E (AT) commander has come forward to assume responsibility for the crossing site.
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The task force commander orders team C (Blue) to assault through
the breach and fires a white star cluster to signal commencement of the
assault. Team B follows team C in accordance with the FRAGO. The
engineer platoon, minus the two squads improving the breached lanes,
follows team B to assist at the second obstacle.

Team C and team B,

supported by fire from team D and CoE(-), assault through the breach
using the Assault Through Breach Battle Drill.

The TF Cdr orders team D

to begin passage through the obstacle, using bounding overwatch, when
his fires are masked by teams B and C. Team D will support-by-fire
forward of CP3 and be prepared to assault the rear of the enemy position
on CP6.

Team A is ordered to hold at CP3 prepared to assault on order

through the second breach.

Teams C and D conduct support-by-fire battle

drills while team B executes the hasty breach battle drill.

On order,

team A assaults through the breach and attacks the flank of the enemy
defensive position on the forward slope of the hill at CP6.

Team D,

follows team A through the breach and assaults the rear of the hill at
CP6.
While the task force is consolidating on the enemy position vicinity
CP6 and CP7, the CoE commander continues to clear, widen, and mark lanes
through both obstacle systems.

The TF commander has directed the scout

platoon to maintain contact with the withdrawing enemy.

The engineer

platoon will remain OPCON to the CoE commander for improvement of the
breach until relieved by the engineer company under brigade control.
The company E commander will ensure the orderly movement through the
obstacle of all combat,

combat support, and combat service support

elements in accordance with the priority given to him by the TF 83.
Once consolidation is complete, the task force continues in a
coordinated attack to secure the objective.
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TAB A
TASK FORCE HASTY BREACH AND ASSAULT FRAG ORDER
Codevord:

BLOCKBUSTER

Line 1.

location of enemy and obstacles.

Line 2.

Support-by-fire Force.

A.

Units

P

(callsign)

(checkpoints
or TIRS)

n

Direction of fire
(Checkpoints or TIRS)

B.
C.
D.
Line 3.

Breach Force
Units

Location of Lane

A.
B.
C.
D.
Line 4.

Assault Force
Attack Position

A.
B.
C.
D.
Line 5.

Coordinating Instruction

A.

Time to initiate breaching.

3.

Tiae or signal to comence assault.
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APPENDIX II
IRON HORSE BATTLE DRILLS
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TAB A
RECON AND SECURITY
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RECONA1

fIRON

cURiTY

OHORME

BAITLILWLS

~

UIC FINDE

PAE

ITEK
Road Map

1

Conduct of Battle Drills

2

References

5

Individual Tasks

6

Leader Tasks

8
9

Squad Leader Tasks

10

Platoon Leader Tasks
Squad Collective Tasks and Standards (Squad Drills)

12

Canouflage APC

13

Maintain Light and Noise Discipline

16

Organize/Prepare for a Recon Patrol

17

Recon a Wbodline

19

Recon a Bridge

21

Recon a Suspected Themy Location

22

Recon a Small Built-Up Area

23

Occupy LP/OP's

25

Platoon Collective Tasks and Standards (Platoon Drills)

28

Establish Security in Assembly Area

29

Establish Security at Halts

30

Recon a Road

31

Occupy a Screen

36

Occupy Guard

38

•m

i

CUICK FINDER
(Contin.ed)

rlMI

PAGE

Organize for a Combat Patrol

39

Mbve as A Canbat Patrol

41

Actions at Objective For Ambush Patrol

46

Actions at Objective For Raid
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CONDXT OF BA=TL

1.

DRILLS

Preferred method.

a. The fabric of past U. S. Army successes has been woven by the cocky,
steel-like resolve of its small unit leaders, the considerable pluck of its
gunners and riflemen, the cohesion and discipline of its crews, squads, and
platoons, and the ability of these units to improvise and effectively operate
in an independent mode. These small unit fighting capabilities were not born
of c mnittee or cer :ralized training and analytical approaches. They were
born of crew/squad and platoon identification and initiative and independent
endeavors unfettered by centralization, detailed supervision and high level
scrutiny.
b. With this in mind, these fighting qualities must be developed concurrent with the training of low-level combat skills. This translates to
battle drills being conducted by the inmediate chain of command in a decentralized nnrrer. During red and amber time (non-training priority), leader,
individual, and pre-battle drill training should be conducted in garrison
and close in areas.
Based on previous ARTEP/battle drill results, learning
decay, personnel turnover and leader judgment, appropriate tasks in each
battle drill are selected for training. Conpany commanders train their
platoon leaders in their leader tasks. Platoon leaders train their subordinate leaders in their leader tasks, and insure these leaders are proficient
in skill level 1 and 2 Soldier's Manual tasks. Squad leaders, tank commanders, and crew chiefs then train these skill level I and 2 tasks to their
soldiers. Once these individual and leader tasks are trained to proficiency,
squad and platoon leaders train the basics of the battle drill collective
tasks in the company area, on parade grounds, motor ools, or close in training areas. Once this preparatory training is accomplished, the small units
conduct the squad/crew and platoon drills on sane realistic terrain do
range during green time (training priority).
c. Battle drills represent building blocks of ARTEP missions. Once
battle drills are trained to proficiency, squad/crew, platoon, company, and
battalion ARTEP's must be conducted. There are ten battle drills (bve,
Shoot, Communicate, Fire and Maneuver, Recon and Security, Battle Positions,
NBC, Night, MOr. and Sustain).
These drills provide a closed loop training
package. If a unit trains all ten drills, it will be trained to proficiency
in all individual tasks (skill level I and 2, Soldier's Manual), leader tasks
(skill level 3 and 4, Soldier's Manual), and collective tasks (per How To
Fight Manuals) associated with all 33 ARTEP missions. Accordingly, a training sustainment program should be instituted for all 10 drills.
d. At times, real world realities will preclude use of the preferred
method of implementation. These realities embrace extensive red/amber time
support missions, unviably low NOD strength, high NMf turnover, unacceptable
small unit leader tactical/training proficiency and short notice NOD fill-pre-deployment training contingencies.
In these cases, a more structured,
centralized approach may be required. This approach is discussed in the
succeeding paragraphs. Note that only the management, support, validation,
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and leader training functions are centralized. Training execution is still
de-centralized. Squad leaders and tafk camanders train their soldiers in
individual skills and squad/platoon leaders train their units on the collective drills. Although it is recognized that this approach must, at times,
be used, it is imperative that leaders at all levels find ways to return to
the preferred method as quickly as possible.
2.

Interim method.

a. Phase I: Decentralized Content Input. Squad and platoon leaders,
using expanded job books that include" all
Aividual, leader, and collective tasks for each battle drill, diagnose the weaknesses of their units.
In addition to their own judgment, they factor in past battle drill/RIP
results, turnover and likely learning decay in deciding on these weaknesses.
b. Phase II: Centralized Maagement. Company and battalion commanders
receive this content input, analyze it and formulate the battle drills required to train their units to proficiency. If the job book input relative
to fire and maneuver skills indicates that the units are weak in 8 of 15
individual tasks, 7 of 12 leader tasks, and 9 of 18 collective tasks, then
a fire maneuver drill would be formlated addressing only those 24 tasks.
The battalion staff plays an active role in these formulations. Importantly,
individual and leader tasks should be selected to complement the collective
task drills.
c. Phase III: Centralized Support. The staff then makes arrangenents
for training areas, ammunition, sand tables, tentage, vehicles, equipment,
the building of bunkers, trenches, minefields, acquiring check lists, and
whatever else is required to execute the drills. Training documents outlining individual responsibilities and unit schedules are prepared. An
officer or Senior NCO is assigned responsibility for each battle drill, and
it is this person's responsibility to orchestrate staff support. Hopefully,
this officer/WC0 will came from the unit being trained; however, it is conceivable that due to the lack of resources, principally time and well qualified trainers, it will be necessary to centralize the OIC/NOIC function
at battalion level. Once NCO's have run through the drills several times,
they should gain proficiency through experiential learning and then be in
a position to run their own drills for their own unit. Once this situation
exists, higher headquarters can set up battle drill lanes for which all
field fortifications, sand tables, devices, equipment and other support
items are kept permanently ready for use by any platoon leader.
d. Phase IV: Decentralized Training/Centralized Validation. The night
or morning before the drills are conducted, squad leaders assemble around
a sand table, terrain model or Dunn Kempf Board and are validated or trained
on their leader skills by the battle drill OIC/NOIC. Before they depart
this location, the squad leaders are also validated or trained on the individual skills which they will next be teaching to their own soldiers. Ihile
the squad leaders are undergoing these activities, the platoon leader is

supervising pre-operations checks and services, loading, issuing rations,
ammunition, and other pre-drill admin logistical activities. He, furthermore,
validates all drill skills that have been taught in the garrison environment. Once the squad leaders mar-y up with their units and the platoon
arrives at the battle drill site, 'sulti-echelon training commences.
Platoon
leaders are taken to the sand table, terrain model, or Dni Kenpf Board and
are validated or trained on their leader skills by the battle drill OIC/NCOIC.
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Their responsibilities in preparing for and leading the ensuing collective
drills are gone over in detail. Concurrently, the squad leaders validate
or train their men on the individual skills associated with that particular
battle drill. Once the soldiers are trained to proficiency in their individual and leader tasks, they are returned to their units for training
in the collective tasks that have been diagnosed as being weak. They are
presented in the form of squad and platoon drills executed and validated
under the auspices of the battle drill OIC/NCOIC. Throughout execution
of the entire battle drill, written validation is rendered. 1'hen a soldier,
leader, or unit performs a task inadequately it is immediately drilled to
perfection. At the conclusion of all the squad and platoon drills the
written validations are turned over to the platoon leader for internal use
and for formulation of future battle drills. It is particularly important
to note that throughout execution of these drills the squad and platoon
leaders are training their own soldiers. The lane may be set un and validation accomplished outside the chain of camuand, but the training of the
soldiers and the units is accomplished by immediate leaders. All training
throughout this phase is '"hands on" and performance oriented.
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INDIVIDUAL

TASKS
6

RECMISSANCE AND SECLRTY BATILE DRIL--IlIVUAL TASKS

1.

Camouflage/conceal self and individual equipment.
FM 7-11B, Task 051-202-1001, Page 2-II-B-l.I.

2.

Cauflage/conceal equipmnt.
FM 7-11B, Task 051-202-1002, Page 2-II-B-2.1.

3.

Use challerge and password.
FM 7-11B, Task 071-331-0852,

Page 2-Il-C-i.l.

4.

Collect/report information--SAUE.
FM 7-11B, Task 071-331-0803, Page 2-II-C-3.1.

5.

Identify OPFO vehicles.
FM 7-11B, Task 071-331-0806, Page 2-II-C-6.1.

6.

Identify OPFOR weapons and equipment.
FM 7-11B, Task 071-331-0808, Page 2-II-C-7.1.

7.

Process known or suspected eneny personnel.

FM 7-11B, Task 071-331-0802, Page 2-II-C-2.1.
8.

Conuct day and night surveillance without the

aid of electronic devices.
FM 7-11B, Task 071-331-0804, Page 2-II-C-4.1.
9.

&place and recover field expedient warning
devices.
FM 7-11B, Task 071-331-0809, Page 2-II-C-9.1.

10.

Emplace/recover pyrotechnic early warning devices.
FM 7-11B, Task 071-331-0810, Page 2-II-C-l0.l.

11.

Biplace/recover electronic anti-intrusion devices.
FM 7-11B, Task 071-331-0811, Page 2-II-C-1I.i.

|I

LEADER

TASKS

SQUAD LDER TASKS

1.

Eaforce noise, light and litter discipline.

FM 7-11B, Task 071-331-0807, Page 2-II-C-8.i.

2. Analyze terrain using O0CKA.
FM 7-11B, Task 071-331-0820, Page 2-II-C-12.1.
3. Prepare and issue a patrol order.
FM 7-I1B, Task 071-326-5505, Page 2-VII-A-2.1.
In addition, the following mist be included in
patrol order (FM 7-1, page 273):

4.

a.

Primary and alternate routes.

b.

Departure and reentry of friendly areas.

c.

Action at danger areas.

d.

Actions on contact.

e.

Rally points.

f.

Actions at objective area.

Supervise/direct emcution of the following squad
drills:
:ouflage APC

a.

C

b.

Maintain light and noise discipline

c. Organize for a recon patrol.
d.

Reco woodline.

e.

Recon an obstacle.

f.

Recon a bridge.

g.

Recm a suspected enemy location.

h.

Recom of a smalI built-up area.

i.

Occupy LP/CP's.
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PLATOON4 LEADR TASKS

1.

Analyze terrain using OWKA.
FM 7-11B, Task 071-331-0820, page 2-II-C-12.1.

2.

Prepare and issue patrol order.
FM 7-11B, Task 071-326-5625, Page 2-VII-C-5.1.
In addition, the following must be include in
patrol order (FM 7-7, page 6-3):
a. Primary and alternate routes.
b.

Departure and reentry of friendly areas.

c.

Action at danger areas.

d.

Actions on contact.

e.

Rally points.

f.

Actions at objective area.

3.

Plan and conduct an area recomaissance mission.
FM 7-IB, Task 071-326-5806, page 2-VII-B-6.1.

4.

Plan and conduct a route recomaissance mission.
FM 7-11B, Task 071-326-5805, page 2-VII-B-3.l.

5.

Prepare a route reccinaissance report.
FM 7-11B, Task 051-196-3009, page 2-VII-B-4.1.

6.

Conduct a bridge recornaissance.
FM 7-11B, Task 051-196-3008, page 2-VII-B-5.1.

7.

Plan and conduct a screening mission.
FM 7-11B, Task 071-326-5807, page 2-VII-B-7. 1.

8.

Plan and conduct a zone reconnaissance mission.
FM 7-11B, Task 071-326-5808, page 2-VII-B-8.1.

9.

Supervise and direct the following platoon drills (refers
to Battle Drill book references only).

a.

Establish security in assembly area.

b.

Establish security at halts.

c.

Recon a road.

d.

Occupy Screen

e.

Occy guard.
10

PkTa)N~t LEADR TASKS
(contimied)

f. Organize for combat patrol.
g. Move as combat patrol.
h.

Ambush-actions at objective.

i. Raid-actions at objective.

11

SQUAD
COLLECTIVE
.SQUAD

TASKS

DRILLSD
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S|ADRLL--CAMMFLAGE APC

1. TASK:

Squad camouflages squad carrier.

2. STANDARDS:

a. Carrier is pattern painted.
b.

Squad uses rope, chicken wire, twine, coamo wire, etc., to tie
down natural cmxuflage such as grass and tree branches.

c.

mtches surroimdK~
mae

vegetation and breaks up outline of

vehicle.
d.

Camouflage is changed as it becomes dry and wilted or if squad
movement causes surrounding vegetation to change.

e. Caouflage does not interfere with maintenace of vehicle or
operation of .50 cal machinegun.

f. Troops in cargo hatch are able to see and shoot.
g. If carrier is halted for extended period, camuflage net is
erected.
h. Position and camouflage of carrier prevents it from casting a
distinct shadow, especially in early morning and late evening.
i. Squad camouflages carrier tracks leading into positions.
3. Carrier camouflage tecmiques.

a. ALL APCs require PATIERN PAINTIR=

for combat. Pattern painting

reduices the eneny's ability to see your vehicle--moving or stationery. (lnge patterns according to the season and location to
best hide the carrier. You MIM DIV RELY on pattern painting
alone. The addition of natural materials tends to break up the
shape of the APC (straight lines are always a dead giveaway) and
to conceal it while moving.
•..THIS

13

S4UA

b.

DRflL--CAI!JFAGE APC

"Ise rope, chicken wire, twine nets, or wire to tie down natural
caniouflage materials such as grass and tree branches.

Tiedown material should be crisscrossed by being attached to brush
L-guards and tiedown loops on top of the APC and to the shroud bolts on the-ixottoin. Branches can then be inserted into the wire.
4.

Gano.flaging tracks and trails.

a.

To hide tracks.

THIS...USE TERRAIN TO HI)E TRACK..

14

.. NTHI

SCUM D RfL2-CfAMME APC
(qMtimied)

b.

Keep new trails to the absolute minmmn.
.THIS ...

New trails must blend into the background
pattern, following hedges, areas of stone or
rock, gullies and streambeds, under trees,
and along the edge of grassland and scrub.
New trails which cannot be fitted into the
ground pattern must not stop at the position
to which they lead, but be extended further to
deceive the enemy.
iPOSITION is the RELATION of a man
or an object to its background. Positions for
men and materiel should permit blending or
absorbing to provide concealment. Camouflage material should blend with the ground/
background.
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NOT THIS

SQUAD DRIL--MAnTEAIN LIGT AD NOISE DISCIPLINE

Squad is trained and disciplined to maintain light and noise
discipline under all conditions.

1.

TASK:

2.

STANDARDS:
a.

Squad leader insures that-(1)

Noise is kept at a minimum.

(2)

No light is visible to the enemy.

(3)

Area is free of litter and other evidence of unit's presence.

b.

There is no unnecessary vehicular or foot movemnt.

c.

Metal parts are taped or otherwise secured to prevent then fram
making noise when contacting each other.

d.

Shiny articles (bayonet blade, mess kit) are not exposed.

e.

There is no talking except for what is absolutely necessary to
conduct or plan operations. Radios are kept at low volume.

f.

No smoking except when concealed fram eneny view.

g.

All flashlights are filtered and concealed.

16

SC

DRLt--OKAN

1.

TASK:

2.

STANDODS:

/PWARE FR A RBiN PA1ROL

Squad, men, and equipment are organized and tasks are assigned
to conduct a reconnaissance patrol.

a. Siuad leader organizes squad n,
he performed at the objective.

and equipment based on tasks to

b. If recon objective is restricted in area and clearly defined (as
in point recon), squad organizes into:
(1) Security element of one or more security teams to secure
objective area.
(2) Recon element of one or more recon teams to recon objective.
(3) Squad leader nomlly moves with recon element.
c.

If the recon objective is not clearly defined and located (as

in area recon), the squad organizes into tw

or more recon/

security teams which will move tro, h recon objective by mutually

supporting bounds.
d. Squad leader designates personnel for special tasks during movemnt such as:

(1) Point security team.
(2)

CAcxpass man.

(3)

Pace mn.

e. Squad leader plans for and assigns special equipment such as:

(1)

Binoculars.

(2) Night vision devices.

(3) Mine detector if required by mission.
f. Squad uses all available time to conduct inspections and rehearsals.
Squad leader inspects to:

(1)

Insure all squad nmebers are in the right uniform and have the
right equipment.

(2)

Quiz squad personel on their duties during mission.

17

StJAD

,IIRL--ORANIZE/PR

ARE FUR A REOCN PATROL

(Contiwed)

g.

Squad rehearses:

(1)

Actions at objective.

(2)

Actions during movenent (danger areas, MwnY contact).

18
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SQUAD DRflL--REC0tN A 1I)WLINE

1. TASK:

Squad performs recounaissance of a woodline.

This task will

Most frequently be done to help secure mvement of a larger

unit across a large open area.
2.

3.

STANDDS:
a.

Squad uses concealed route to reach woodline.

b.

Squad uses one or more recon/security t
Drill--Organize for Recon Patrol."

c.

Squad movement is characterized by stealth and alert observation
to avoid enemy contact.

d.

Squad checks for enemy positions or evidence of enemy activity such
as tracks, litter, broken vegetation, abondoned fighting positions,
etc.

e.

Squad determines if woods are trafficable to tracked vehicles.

f.

Squad checks for mines, booby traps, and natural or man-made
obstacles.

g.

Squad checks all portions of woodline frum which enemy could observe
or fire on friendly elements moving across open area.

h.

Squad reports results of recon.

as shon in "Squad

Woodline recon techniques.

L

I

~Start
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int or ORP.

SQUAD DRLi--REM

A V MODLINE

(Continued)

3.

Woodline recon techniques (continued).

0
OPEN AREA

WJODES

0

DT
L
I
N

4

VOWDS

Start Point or ORP.
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SQUIAD MnfL--REOI A 3MDX

Squad recons a bridge.

1.

TASK:

2.

STA1DW.
a.

Squad approaches bridge on best covered, concealed route, using
stealth and alert observation to avoid enemy~ contact.

b.

Squad security teams ford stream and establish OP's on key terrain
of far bank to secure bridge site.
Squad recon team moves forward and checks bridge and approaches for
mines, booby traps, or demolitioni charges.

c.
d.
e.

Mines, booby traps and demlitionis should be removed or neutralized
by engineers, but squad may be required to do this.
Squad reports condition of bridge and approaches as well as
evidence of enemy activity.

Recon team mo~ves to position 3 to
overwlatch while security tear
mov'e on routes "A' & "B", ford

212

SQAD DRILL--RE0tt

1. TASK:
2.

A SLJSP= MM IDlCATION

Squad conducts point recormaissance of suspected enemy location.

STANDARD:
a.

Squad occupies Cbjective Rally Point (ORP) in covered, concealed
location near recon objective.

b.

Squad security teams establish LP/OP's to secure objective area
for recon elent.

c. Squad recon element checks suspected enemy location for presence
or evidence of enemy occupation or activity.
d.

Squad mavevent is characterized by stealth and alert observation
to avoid enemy detection.

e.

Squad security teams provide early warning of enemy movement into
objective area from any direction.

f. Squad returns to CRP, desslminates information and radios report.
3.
Sec

Example of point recon.
ity Team

Suspected
Enemy

T

Iocation

SecurityTem

I

RcnTeamsA
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SQUAD rlL-RE

11 BUL-UP AREA

Squad conducts recomaissance of mall built-up area.

1.

TASK:

2.

STANDARDS:
a.

A

Squad positions security element to overwatch movemat of recon
element into town and provide early wning of approachuig eney

elements. If possible, this should be done from one location on
high ground utdch offers a good view of town and all approaches.
b.

Recon element enters tam from flank or rear.

c.

Recon teams work their way to far end of town then, without
exiting, turn and work their way back.

d.

All biildlngs are checked and cleared.

e.

Wwere possible, recon teams move through yards and gardens and
stay off street.

f.

Recon teans check for presence or evidance of asny occupation,
being especially alert for mines and booby traps.

3. Exmr.le of Reccionitering a tn.

,h this exmp=, Tem A!

(sq
ri yad lem
sec nt1,

MOST LIKELY

with carrier) moves into

VEUO
AEU

overntch/security position
le Team "W"(squad

oted into ton.

Q..
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SQUAD DRMlL--RECON A RKAL BUILT-UP AME~

3.

Example of Recomoiterirg a town~ (Ccrntinied).

RECONNOITERING A TOWN

uses to

reon en
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1.

TASK:

ERi-OCUPY IP/OP'S

Squad establishes listening post(s)/observation posts)

(L/OP's).

Squad will normally put out one LP/OP for

security in a platoon assembly area or battle position.
Squad will normally put out tw or three LP/OP's as part

of a platoon screening mission. Platoon leader will tell
the squad leader the general location of the LP/OP's.
2.

STANDARDS:
a.

Squad occupies positions which:

(1) Allow good observation of the assigned sector or avenue
of approach.
(2)

Provides cover and concealment.

(3)

Has covered and concealed routes to and fram positions.

b.

Observers avoid hilltops and do not skyline.

c.

Each OP/LP has two persormel--one observer and one recorder.
Persorel should trade jobs periodically to avoid observer
fatigue.

d.

Coimmication with OP/LP's is by wire with radio as a backup.
If these are not available, one man at the OP/LP site acts
as a messenger.

e.

OP/LP's withdraw only on order.

f.

If squad occupies more than one LP/OP as part of platoon
screen:

g.

(1)

Carrier is positioned in hull down or hide position.

(2)

Squad mamizver teams dismomt to occupy two or three
OP's.

I/

OP/LP looks for:

(1)

Straight lines (they do not occur naturally).

(2)

Tracks or other evidence of activity.

(3) Broken foliage or foliage that doesn't match.
(4) Mbmmit.

25
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SQWA

DRnlL-ocCUPY

LP/OP's

(Continued)

h.

(5)

Clare or shine.

(6)

&ioke, flash, or dust.

(7)

ATGM in flight (especially Important during movement).

(8)

Enemy aircraft.

(9)

Shadows.

OP/LP listens for:
(1)

Uheeled and tracked movement.

(2)

Light or heavy machinexi fire.

(3)

Indirect fire.

(4)

Rocket, recoiless rifle, or tank fire.

(5) Approaching aircraft.
i.
3.

Wzxodlines, buildings, covered avenues of approach, and other
areas where the enemy may hide are checked closely.

Selecting exact OP position.
a.

Don't attract attention. Don't select a position such as a
water tower, an isolated grove of trees, a lone building or
tree, or an abandoned vehicle that naturally draws the enemy's
attention.

b.

Don't skyline the observers. Avoid hilltops; you are usually
better off farther dan the sloe on a flank of the hill as
long as covered withdrawal routes are available.
.. TI

NOT THIS ...
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ScgtM DPlL--OCaJPY LP/OP'S
(Cotinued)

4.

Squad with more than one OP/LP location as part of platoon

•'- op"',.
..-' '
ft......
kcrWt.

OF,.

EASY ACCESS TO APC
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COLLECTIVE
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TASKS

DRILLSD
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PLATON RILL--ESTABLISH SEWRITY IN ASSEI.Y ARFA

1.

TASK:

Platoon establishes security in assembly area.

2.

STANDARDS:
a.

Squads are positioned with overlapping sectors of observation and
fire to insure 360 degree coverage.

b.

LP/OP's are put out in all directions.

c. Everything is camouflaged from ground or aerial observation.

d. Light and noise discipline is maintained. (See Squad Drill 'Maintain
Ligit and Noise Discipline" in this book).
e. Hasty battle positions are dug.
f. Platoon establishes work/alert and sleep/alert plans to insure
alert observation is maintained around platoon position at all
times.

29
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PLAT0W DRILL--ESTAILISH SECJRITY AT HALTS

1. TASK:

Platoon establishes security at temporary halt during xovemeit.

2. STANDARDS:
a. Platoon occupies secure formation.
(1) Herringbone or coil if on roadmarch.
(2) Hasty Battle position if on movement to contact.
b.

Squads are positioned with observation and sectors of fire to
insure all around secutiry.

c.

Maneuver teams dismount.

d. Depending on length of halt, LP/OP's are established in all
directions.

.ERRINGONE
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PIATON DPfIL--REON A PAD

1. TASK:

2.

Platoon conducts reconnaissance of a road. Platoon is assigned
to obtain detailed information about a specified
nis task
road and all adjacent tezrain from which the enmy could influence movement along that road.

STANDRDS:
a. Platoon checks road and key terrain on both sides of the road.

Techniques for Coing this are:
(1)

Have nc. squad move on key terrain on each side of the road

and one squad move on or adjacent to road.
(2) Have a squad maneuver tean move on key terrain on each side
of the road, thile platoon carrier teams move on or adjacent
to road.
b. Platoon uses proper movement techniques based on likelihood of
enemy contact (See '"IVE Battle Drill"). Bounding overwatch can
be accomplished by having elements on either side of the road
alternate moving and overwatching from key terrain features.
c. Platoon uses a dismounted element overwatched by platoon (-) to
check bridges, defiles, bends in the road, and built-up areas.
d. Platoon collects and reports the following information.
(1) Condition, trafficabillity and width of road.
(2) Evidence of enemy presence or activity.
(3) Obstacles.
(4) Bridge locations and conditions.
(5) Ford locations.
(6)
3.

Location and dimensions of any tunnels or underpasses.

Ekamples of platoon reconnaissance of a road follows on next pages.
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PLATOON DRILL--REW0N A ROAD
(Continued)

3.

Exanples of platoon reconnaissance of a road (Contirru).

*

,

•

--

Squad moving on or adjacent to road.
Squads moving on key terrain on each side

-

-rad.

rN
PL BLUE

ROUTE

RED

PL YELLOW

*

.-- 9
-

Squad movirg on or adjacent to road.
Squads moving on key terrain on each side of road.
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PLATOCtN DI~l.L--RECC A RAD
(Continued)

3.

kxamples of platoon recomaissance of a road (Continued).

oue Peccriraissance P,7 A
echanizerc
&"~fT
~i-'ty._____

,/7 r

9A

Platoo diwitzits
ne maeuver ean ech to ~ve aCb

"P kl
latoon

-)nt
with carier tea nsct uve

A

otB

on route

s
".

n

an

TIhis techniques is used if terrain on routes "A"' and "B" is imnassable
to track vehicles. If terrain is p~assable, then squads can iw~ve mnxt ed on routes "' and "W" or with naneuver team moing~Z d~ismoited followed by carrier team in support.
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PLATDON DRfLL--REWON A ROAD
(Continued)

4.

Checking a Bend in a Road. The enemy will often zero weapons, particularly antitank weapons, on a bend in a road and lie in wait. A
bend and its shoulder may also be mined. Before moving around a
bend, send a dismounted element to look on the other side and use
dismted infantry to check for midnes.

Svrth

quad
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PIAItX DRflL--REON A RAD
(CItiIed)

5.

Checking a defile. A defile is an ideal ambush site because movement is restricted. Before the unit moves into a defile, squads
reconnoiter the high ground on both sides. Dismounted infantry
check the defile for ambushes, mines, and booby traps.
a.

Mounted or dismoumted squads reconnoiter the high ground and
move to vantage points overlooking the defile (points A and B).

b.

Dismounted maneuver tea enters the defile and checks sides
for mines, booby traps, or ambushes. Carrier teas overwatch.

A

c.

Dismounted mameer team checks the road for mines.

d.

Maneuver team noves forward to determine if the enmay is
lying in wait beyond the exit. If possible, this is done
without exiting through the defile.

e.

The unit moves through the defile and continues its mission.
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PLATON IF.IIL--OOU"PY A SaEZMI

1. TASK:

2.

Platoon occupies positions to conduct a screening mission.
This task is done in order to execute surveillance over an
extended frontage to the front, flanks, or rear of a moving
or stationary force.

STANWRDS:
a. Platoon occupies a series of LP/OP's as follows:
(1) Each squad establishes two or more LP/OP's as shown in
"Squad Drill--Occupy LP/OP's."
(2) LP/OP positions cover entire platoon sector with overlapping
field of observation, concentrating on liktely avenues of
approach.
b.

Platoon leader establishes caomo to LP/OP's.

One technique

for this

is as follows:
(1) Platoon leader conmymicates with all squad carriers by
radio.
(2) Squad carriers camnicate with the squad's LP/OP's by wire,
radio, or messenger.
c. !Lhenscreening a moving force the platoon may have to conduct a
mobile screen as follows:
(1) If the protected force is advancing slowly, the platoon can
maintain the screen by leapfrogging squads from the rear to
the front along the axis of advance.
(2) If the protected force is moving rapidly, the platoon conducts
a mounted screen, moving constantly in a widely dispersed
formation.

d. Platoon reports location, strength, disposition and movement of
any enemy force.
e. Platoon fires it

organic weapons only in self-defense or within

its capability to destroy or repell small reconnaissance elements
that may attempt to penetrate screen.

The platoon may impede

the advance of a strong enemy force by calling for and adjusting
supporting indirect fires.
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FIATM-N! DRIIL--OXJPY A SaREE
(Continued)

3.

Example of screening a slow moving attack.
a.

During a slow

oving, attack, the platoon leader will find it

necessary to displace certain squads in order to keep abreast
of the main thrust of the attack.

This can be accomplished

by the lean fog technique.
b.

For example, the platoon has already occupied OPs 1, 2, 3, and

4. The main thrust of the attacking force has already seized
OBJ 1 and 2 and is beginning its attack to OBJ3. Because the
attack is rather slow, the platoon leader displaces the squadat

OPI and has it move to and occupy OP5, thus giving the main
body continuous flank security. Once OP5 is occupied, the squad

at OP 2 would be displaced and occupy OP6.

This techniques,

although tlme-consuming and dependent on trafficability, affords
the commander three permanent OPs constantly watching his flank
and no more than one in notion.

IEiD3
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PLATOON DRInL--OCUPY GUAD

1.

TASK:

Platoon occupies positions to conduct a guard mission. This
task is assigned to orovide security for a larger force over an

extended frontage.
2. STANDARDS:
a.

The platoon occupies positions for a guard mission in the same maner
as shown in the preceding "Platoon Drill--Occuqny Screen."

b.

In addition to detecting any approaching enemy force the platoon
trust plan to impede the advance of enemn forces as follows:

c.

(1)

Destroy or repel recomaissance elements.

(2)

Attrite enemy forces with organic and supporting direct and indirect fires.

(3)

Force eneny advance guard or main body to deploy in attack formation.

In order to conduct a guard task against an enemy mechanized or armor
force, the platoon must be supported by TOWs and/or tarks.
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PLAETCN DPL--ORFGNlZE FR A (

W PAMLM

1.

TASK:

Platoon organizes men and equipment to conduct a combat patrol.

2.

ST1

D)S (Ambush Patrol):

a. Platoon is organized into:
(1)

Headquarters element (platoon leader, platoon sergeant,

RM) for comnnd and control.
(2)

Security element to provide flank and rear security and
early warning at ambush site.

(3)
b.

Attack element to execute ambush and fire into kill zone.

Squad integrity is maintained as much as possible. For example,
one squad could act as the security element with two or Yore

security team while two squads with the platoons 140 machineguns

act as the attack element.
c.

Platoon leader assigns any required additional tasks and duties
such as:
(1)

Search/POW teans to search kill zone after ambush and secure any survivors as POis.

d.

(2)

Aid/litter teans to treat and evacuate friendly casualties.

(3)

Personnel to carry and emplace mines and/or deolitions.

Sample ambush platoon organization showing distribution of
crew-served weapons.

SPlatoon Readqaters

L

I

5IO machineguns
(First2sqa

_AUtd 3dSuasI

*Dragon(s)
Mines

Search/POW twn

Aid/litter tean

*Dragons may be carried as situation and enemy threat requires.
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PLATON DRILL--ORCANIZE FR A CXMBAT PATRCL

(Continued)

3. STANDARDS (Raid Patrol):
a.

Platoon is organized into:
(1)

Headquarters element (platoon leader,
RTO) for command and control.

(2)

Security element to provide security and early iarning
to the flanks and rear and on high speed approaches leading into raid objective.

(3)

Support element to support assault element with direct
fire.

platoon sergeant

(4) Assault element to close with and secure objective area.
b.

Squad integrity is maintained.

c.

Platoon leader assigns any required additional tasks such as:

d.

(1)

Search/POW team.

(2)

Aid and litter team.

(3)

Demo teans to accomplish any required destruction in
objective area according to platoon requirements.

Sample Raid Patrol Organization showing distribution of crew-

served weapons:
Headjqarters
Platoon

(1Ust Sudlmn II(dSu)(3d
1

Sud

4 1160 machinegums

Aid/litter teams
(rem on(s)

1 MO Maschinegun

Search/POW team
Aid/litter team
Demo team

*Dragon(s)
*Dragons may be carried as situation and emm

threat requires.

Dragons can be employed by security team on hig speed aveues
of approach.
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PLA70M DP,.L--M3eE AS A O1MAT PATROL

1. TASK:

2.

Platoon moves to combat patrol objective.

STANDIRS:
a. Platoon moves on concealed route using stealth and alert observation to avoid eny detection.
b.

Platoon can move:
(1)

As sham in 'Hove Platoon Drill--Move Dismounted."

(2) As a file or staggered file using point, flank, and ?
security teas

c. At Danger areas the platoon:

(1)

Secures the near side.

(2)

Secures the flanks.

(3) Secures the far side.
(4) Crosses the danger area.
The above can be accomplished by using bounding overwatch or by

securing flanks and rear side with platoon (-)while point
security team moves across to recon and secure far side.
d. Platoon leader plans for and designates rally points along the
patrol route where the platoon reassembles if it becomes dispersed.
e. If er~my contact is made, platoon breaks contact (by fire and
maneuver if necessary) and reassembles to continue mission. If
platoon is dispersed, reassembly will occur at the last designated
rally point.
3. Patrol movement (FM 7-7, page 6-3).

a. In patrolling, the unit uses the same basic movement techniques
discussed in'"Iie Battle Drill." Hmmver, the patrol wants to

avoid contact unless It is according to the plan. The patrol's
mission could be compromised by premature or unexpected contact.
Lead elements seek the enemy's location and avoid contact. If
contact is established, they try to break contact unless the
patrol has been detected and the enemy is so weak that the squad
can destroy him readily without compromising the operation. To
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OTDRLL--MDVE AS A OCIMAT PATROL
(Continued)

b.

Route selection and planning. The patrol leader selects a primary
and at least one alternate route to and from the patrol objective.
Each route is divided into legs or sections which start and end
at recognizable terrain features. This technique enables the
patrol leader to remain oriented and check progress throughout
the patrol. When terrain permits, the legs may be on a compass
azimth or along a recognizable terrain feature and paced off
during the patrol. Enemy STANO devices and the requirenent to
use covered and concealed routes will normally prohibit movement
on a direct conpass azimuth. TPPs are planned on recognizable
terrain features along the patrol route to allow the patrol to
send reports and call for supporting fire.

ALL CLEAR 106.OJFCTV
I'ROOC DINGTO

...
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ALTERNATE

c. Rally points. Rally points are used along the patrol route to
reasseable the patrol if it becomes dispersed. Rally points are
selected on the near and far sides of danger areas. Additional
rally points may be selected along the route as required or designated during the patrol. The patrol leader nst state the action
to be taken at rally points. During the patrol, additional instructions are issued. Each man must 1aww the rally point in case
the patrol becomes dispersed. Normally, instructions provide for
continuing the patrol after a certain ruber of men arrive at
the rally point or after a certain period of time. The senior
man at the rally point will, in the absence of the patrol leader,
decide how to best accomplish the mission.
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PATMM DR1.L--M3VE AS A OW'AT PATRCL
(Cotntfied)

d.

Departure and restry of friendly lines. The movnt away from
and back into friendly positions is One of the most critical
parts of the patrol.
The patrol leader is rrmally given points
of departure and reentry. The patrol leader must arrange for
guides through obstacles, code words, recognition signals, and
must verify each meber of the patrol-to insure there are no
infiltrators. Nomally during reentry the patrol leader will
stop at a rally point and contact friendly units to recievclearance before reentry.
COORDINATE FOR REENTRY BEFORE YOU DEPART.

FRIENDLY UNIT

e.

Danger
danger
patrol
danger

areas. Mien moving to the objective, a leader must ayoid
areas or areas ubere the chance of the enen, detecting the
is likely--but sometimes they cannot be avoided. Typical
areas are:

(1)

Highmys.

(2)

Streans.

(3)

Large open areas.

(4)

Known eney positions.

Special techniques must be used at danger areas.
Part of the lead element may secure the flanks and have the remainder of the patrol pass through them to the far side. Each
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(Continuied)

brcak contact, the leading or
botziding element stops and backs
atay as soon as contact is made.
It does not open fire unl~ess
necessary to allow it to back
amy from the enemy (often the
&ia1ry ihl shot if he suspects
contact, and the return of fire
will confirm contact).

obi

Mhe lead element warns the rest of the patrol which also backs
away. The patrol then tries to find aniother route around the
enemy.

L4

PLAMCN MInf--3VE AS A COMAT PAROL
(Cotinued)

SECUME

LANK

'

,V

..

SECURE FAR SIDE

'~

danger area is different, and you may use many different cross-

ing techniques. However, there are certain things to do in the
following order:
(1)

Secure the near side.

(2)

Secure the flanks.

(3)

Secure the far side.

(4)

Cro~s the danger area.

Reconnoitering and securing the near side may involve nothing
It may also involve placing
a security element sae distance out on both sides of the crossing point to give early warning of enemy approach.

more than a visual observation.
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PLATON IRn.L--ACfIlNS AT OBJECrTIVE FXR AMBUSH PATRO.
1.

TASK:

Platoon occupies positions and executes a point or area
ambush.

2.

STA

RPDS-

a.

Platoon occupies and secures an objective rally point (ORP) in a
covered and concealed location near objective.

b.

Platoon and squad leaders move forward to conduct leaders recon
of objective area. Platoon leader designates:
(1)

Location of kill zone(s).

(2)

Position(s) for attack element.

(3)

Positions for security element.

(4)

Withdrawal routes from objective back to MD.

c.

Security element occupies positions to provide early warning to
the flanks and rear and to cover withdrawal of the attack element
back to ORP. Security teams have wire communication with platoon
leader.

d.

Attack element occupies positions to fire into kill zone.

Con-

cealment is first priority.
e.

Claymore mines are set up to fire into kill zone.

f.

Far side of kill zone should have a natural obstacle.
it is mined.

g.

Flank security teams warn platoon leaderof enemy approach towards
kill zone.

h.

When enemy is in central kill zone, platoon leader initiates
ambush with casualty producing device (the best way is by firing

If not, then

claymores, otherwise have E6O MG open fire).
i.

Personnel in attack element fire and throw handgrenades into kill
zone.

J.

4m.n enemy activity in kill zone ceases, platoon stops firing
and search teams move forward to search enemy casualties and
secure any survivors as prisoners.
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FUR AMBH PATROL

(Contirued)

RP to reassemble for avemem back to

k.

to
Platoon withdra
friendly positions.

1.

In an area ambush, the attack elemnt will be broken dan into
two or more team a-d positioned to cover multiple approaches
into kill zone. The security elemt is normally employed in
one location to provide rear security and/or cover withdrawal
of attack elemt back to CRP.
mbush tecmiques (FM4 7-7, page 6-10).

3.
a.

Point ambush.
(1)

A point ambush is positioned along the enmy's expected
r
e of march, with the amsh elements deployed to fire
into.a mingle killing zone.

(2)

If possible, the far side of an ambush should be an obstacle,
e.g., rivers, cliffs, thick woods.
present, lay same mines.

If no obstacle is

ENEMY
ATTACK
FORCE

POF

SECURITY FORCE

(3)

The security force must secure the rear and Rlnks, and
be prepared to cover the withdraeal of the attack force,
md seal off the mids of the killing zone to prevent may
escape or reinforcumant.

(4)

Site as mmy wearcns as possible to shoot enfilade fire
down the avenue of aporoach.
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AMBUSH)
POINT
AENEMY
POINT

ESCAPE RQUTE'

14

1

A point ambush is established at a site having several trails or other
escape routes leading away from it. The site may be a water hole, an enemy
campsite, a known rendezvous point, or on a frequently traveled trail.
Point ambushes are established along the trails, stream beds, or other
escape routes leading away from the central killing zone.

b.

Area Arbush.

Pa area amb~ush is6,a series of point ambushies which are
coordinated over an are to acccuplish a specific purnpose.
This type is often employed in counterguerrilla warfara
to kill enemy infiltrating an area.
AREA AMBUSH
(1)

"

4F8

#ENEMY

PIX~ 2NIRTT I --ACTION.S AT OJECIVE FR RBUSH PAMDL

(Continued)
(2)

(3) The mnith is initiated vwhen the target moves into the
central 1-illing zone.

*

*

The target,lwhether a single group or several groups
approaching from different directions, is permitted to
move to the central killing zone. Outlying amb~ushes report approaches of the enemy by wire. They do rvt attack
(unless discovered).

c.

(4)

Wme the target breaks contact and tries to disperse,
escaping portions are intercepted and destroyed by the
outlying ambushes.

(5)

The multiple contact achieve increased casualties, harassment, and confusion.

(6)

This version of the area arbush is best suited to counterguerrilla operations in terrain where movement is largely
restricted to trails. Ambushes produce best results when
they are deliberately established.

Signals.
(1)

Signals to execute the ambush are normally given by exploding
a claymore or by firing a machinegun or the patrol leader's
weapon, or by a canbination of these.
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PATROL

(Continued)

(2)

).-a. signals are required to--

0

111t the lritrol to clUic1'y up-

A telephone can be run from the
security elements to the main body of
the patrol. Men can be linked with
communication wire on which a
designated number of tugs tells of
enemy approach.
*l.ilt
or shift iire and assault the
target.

Voice commands, whistles, or pyrotechnics may be used. All fire must
stop or shift at once so that the
assault can be made before the target
can react.
*.llthdrai" the ambush.
This too, can be voice commands,
whistles, or pyrotechnics.

d.

Withdrawal to the Objective Rally Point.
(1)

The ORP is located far enough from the ambush site that it

will not be overrun if the enemy attacks the ambush. Routes
of withdrawal to the ORP are reconnoitered. Situation permitting, each man walks the route he is to use. 14hen the
arbush is to be executed at night each man must be able to
follow his route in the dark.
(2)

On signal, the patrol quickly but quietly withdraws to the
objective rally point, reorganizes, and begins its return
march.

(3)

If the ambush was not successful and the patrol is pursued,
withdrawal my be by bounds. The last group may arm mines,
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(Continued)

previously placed along the withdrawal route, to further
delay pursuit. Preplanred, on-call indirect fire support
is effective in covering withdrawal and to delay and disorganize any pursuit.
(4)

The basic techniques for executing a point ambush apply
equally against dimumted or armored enemy forces.
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PIATON DRILL--ACtIONS AT OBJECTIVE FOR RAID

1. TASK:

2.

Platoon occupies positions and executes a raid. A raid is
normally conducted to destroy a specific enemy position, installation, or personnel.

STANDARDS:
a. Platoon occupies and secures an objective rally point (ORP) in
a covered and concealed location near raid objective.
b. Platoon leader and squad leaders move forward to recon objective
area. Platoon leader designates positions for security, support
and assault elecm ts and withdrawal routes back to ORP.
c. Security element occupies positions to provide early warning on
the flanks and rear of platoon and on high speed aporoaches to
objective.
d.

Support element moves into position to fire on objective.

e. Assault element moves into position to assault objective on best
covered route.
f. Support selement initiates raid with high volume of surprise fire.
Support element shifts fire as assault element moves on objective.
g. Assault element closes on objective and eliminates any remaining
enemy resistance.
h.

Search/P(X 1 teams search objective and secure any survivors as
prisoners.

i. Deo teas perform any required destruction.
j. Platoon withdraws to ORP to reassemble and move back to friendly
positions.
3. Diagram of platoon in position for raid is shon on next page.
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3.

FUR RAI

Diagram of platom in positiom for raid (ccxtined).

*N

!1011E:

Bet taliq
Ia to have aesault elanert comdct assault at
right angles to spport elunt fire. Support elmit cmi
sitfire
across objective in frcnt of assailt elinit.
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PLATJO4 DRILL- -ACCINS AT OJECrIVE FOR RAID

(Continued)

4.

Raids (FM 7-7, page 6-8).
a.

The mission of a raid patrol is to destroy a specific enemy
position, installation, or personnel. The patrol uses the
techniques of a recomaissance patrol to get to the area to be
raided, then conducts an attack. The actions at the objective
must be accomplished quickly so the patrol can reasserble and
leave the area before the enemy reacts.

AIDS

UY
, /it

b.

'I

The patrol leader must assign tasks to his patrol for a raid.
Security is placed to provide early warning of approaching enemy,
to seal all avenes of approach and escape by fire, and to cover
the witklrwal of the patrol to the GEP. He assaults with whatever is necessary to accomplish the destruction mission.

It may

include men assigned to carry dumilitions, handle prisoners, and
search. Supporting weapons are employed to cover the actions of
the assault by delivering accurate, massed fire on the objective.
This may be done from stationary positions or by moving with the
assault.
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TAB A
TASK FORCE HASTY BREACH AKP ASSAULT FRAG ORDER

Codevord:

BLOCKBUSTER

Line 1.

Location of enemy and obstacles.

Line 2.

Support-by-fire Force.

A.

Units

Position

Direction of fire

(callsign)

(checkpoints
or TIRS)

(Checkpoints or TIRS)

B.
C.
D.
Line 3.

Breach Force
Units

Location of Lane

A.
B.
C.
D.
Line 4.

Assault Force
Units

Attack Position

A.
B.
C.
D.
Line 5.

Coordinating Instruction

A.

Time to initiate breaching.

B.

Time or signal to commence assault.
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TAB A
RECON AND SECURITY
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TAB B
FIRE AND MANEUVER
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CONDUCT OF BATIhE DRILLS

1. Preferred method.
a. The fabric of past U. S. Army successes has been woven by the cocky,
steel-like resolve of its small unit leaders, the considerable pluck of its
gurners and riflemen, the cohesion and discipline of its crews, squads, and
platoons, and the ability of these units to improvise and effectively operate
in an independent mode. These small unit fighting capabilities were rot born
of ccrmittee or centralized training and analytical approaches. They were
born of crew/squad and platoon identification and initiative and independent
endeavors unfettered by centralization, detailed supervision and high level
scrut iny.
b. With this in mind, these fighting qualities must be developed concurrent with the training of low-level combat skills. This translates to
battle drills being conducted by the inmediate chain of comiand in a decentralized manner. During red and amber time (non-training priority), leader,
individual, and pre-battle drill training should be conducted in garrison
and close in areas. Based on previous ARTEP/battle drill results, learning
decay, personnel turnover and leader judgment, appropriate tasks in each
battle drill are selected for training. Company commanders train their
platoon leaders in their leader tasks. Platoon leaders train their subordinate leaders in their leader tasks, and insure these leaders are proficient
in skill level I and 2 Soldier's Manual tasks. Squad leaders, tank commanders, and crew chiefs then train these skill level 1 and 2 tasks to their
soldiers. Once these individual and leader tasks are trained to proficiency,
squad and platoon leaders train the basics of the battle drill collective
tasks in the company area, on parade grounds, motor pools, or close in training areas. Once this preparatory training is accomplished, the small units
conduct the squad/crew and platoon drills on some realistic terrain down
range during green time (training priority).
c. Battle drills represent building blocks of ARTEP missions. Once
battle drills are trained to proficiency, squad/crew, platoon, company, and
battalion ARTEP's must be conducted. There are ten battle drills (Move,
Shoot, Commnicate, Fire and Maneuver, Recon and Security, Battle Positions,
NTBC, Night, MOT, and Sustain). These drills provide a closed loop training
package. If a unit trains all ten drills, it will be trained to proficiency
in all individual tasks (skill level I and 2, Soldier's Manual), leader tasks
(skill level 3 and 4, Soldier's Manual), and collective tasks (per How To
Fight Manuals) associated with all 33 ARTEP missions. Accordingly, a training sustainment program should be instituted for all 10 drills.
d. At times, real wrld realities will preclude use of the preferred
method of implementation. These realities embrace extensive red/amber time
support missions, unviably low NOD strength, high NO) turnover, unacceptable
small unit leader tactical/training proficiery and short notice NOD fill-pre-deploymnt training contingencies.
In these cases, a more structured,
centralized approach may be required. This approach is discussed in the
succeeding paragraphs. Note that only the management, support, validation,

,I

and leader training functions are centralized. Training execution is still
de-centralized. Squad leaders and tank ccmmanders train their soldiers in
individual skills and squad/platoon leaders train their units on the collective drills. Although it is recognized that this approach must, at times,
be used, it is imperative that leaders at all levels find ways to return to
the preferred method as quickly as possible.

2.

Interim method.

a. Phase I: Decentralized Content Input. Squad and platoon leaders,
using expanded job books that include all individual, leader, and collective tasks for each battle drill, diagnose the weaknesses of their units.
In addition to their own judgment, they factor in past battle drill/ArEP
results, turnover and likely learning decay in deciding on these weaknesses.
b. Phase II: Centralized Management.
Company and battalion commanders
receive this content input, anlyze it and formulate the battle drills required to train their units to proficiency. If the job book input relative
to fire and maneuver skills indicates that the units are weak in 8 of 15
individual tasks, 7 of 12 leader tasks, and 9 of 18 collective tasks, then
a fire maneuver drill would be formulated addressing only those 24 tasks.
The battalion staff plays an active role in these formulations.
Importantly,
individual and leader tasks should be selected to complement the collective
task drills.
c. Phase III: Centralized Support. The staff then makes arrangements
for training areas, ammunition, sand tables, tentage, vehicles, equipment,
the building of bunkers, trenches, minefields, acquiring check lists, and
whatever else is required to execute the drills. Training documents outlining individual responsibilities and unit schedules are prepared. An
officer or Senior NCO is assigned responsibility for each battle drill, and
it is this person's responsibility to orchestrate staff support. Hopefully,
this officer/NO will cae from the unit being trained; however, it is conceivable that due to the lack of resources, principally time and well qualified trainers, it will be necessary to centralize the OIC/NCOIC function
at battalion level. Once NOW's have run through the drills several tines,
they should gain proficiency through experiential learning and then be in
a position to run their own drills for their own unit. Once this situation
exists, higher headquarters can set up battle drill lanes for which all
field fortifications, sand tables, devices, equipment and other support
items are kept permanently ready for use by any platoon leader.
d. Phase IV: Decentralized Training/Centralized Validation. The night
or mrning before the drills are conducted, squad leaders assetle around
a sand table, terrain model or Dunn Kempf Board and are validated or trained
on their leader skills by the battle drill OIC/NO0IC. Before they depart
this location, the squad leaders are also validated or trained on the individual skills which they will next be teaching to their a
soldiers.
hile
the squad leaders are undergoing these activities, the platoon leader is

supervising pre-operations checks and services, loading, issuing rations,
ammunition, and other pre-drill admin logistical activities. He, furthermore,
validates all drill skills that have been taught in the garrison environ-

ment. Once the squad leaders marry up with their units and the platoon
arrives at the battle drill site, multi-echelon training comences. Platoon
leaders are taken to the sand table, terrain model, or Dunn Kepf Board and
are validated or trained on their leader skills by the battle drill OIC/NC0IC.

i

Their responsibilities in preparing for and leading, the ensuing collective
drills are gone over in detail. Concurrently, the squad leaders validate
or train their men on the individual skills associated with that particular
battle drill. Once the soldiers are trained to proficiency in their individual and leader tasks, they are returned to their units for training
in the collective tasks that have been diagnosed as being weak. They are
presented in the form of squad and platoon drills executed and validated
under the auspices of the battle drill OIC/NO0IC. Throughout execution
of the entire battle drill, written validation is rendered. 1.hen a soldier,
leader, or unit performs a task inadequately it is inmmediately drilled to
perfection. At the conclusion of all the squad and platoon drills the
written validations are turned over to the platoon leader for internal use
and for formulation of future battle drills. It is particularly important
to note that throughout execution of these drills the squad and platoon
leaders are training their own soldiers. The lane may be set un and validation accomplished outside the chain of command, but the training of the
soldiers and the units is accomplished by immediate leaders. All training
throughout this phase is 'hands on" and performance oriented.
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1.

Rl 7-7, The Mchanized Infantry Platoon and Squad
(Leader and Collective Tasks).

2.

Ell 7-11B 1/2/3/4, Soldier's Manuals (Individual and
Leader Tasks).

3.

XC 7-1, The Rifle Squads (Leader and Collective Tasks).

4.

TC 7-4, The fchanized Infantry Platoon (Leader and
Collective Tasks).
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A.

TASKS--.-

TASKS

INDIVIDUAL TASKS

1.

1bve as a Imrber of Fire Tean.
071-326-0501 Page 2-II-A-1.I

liB Task,

2. lbve Under Direct Fire. liB Task,
071-326-0502 Page 2-II-A-2.1
3. React to Indirect Fire. liB Task,
071-326-0510 Page 2-II-A-3.1
4. live Over/Through Obstacles.
071-326-0503 Page 2-II-A-5.1

liB Task,

5. Select a Temporary Vehicle Position.
Cover and concealment from ground and
aerial observation.
b. Avoid conspicuous terrain features.
c. Access in and out of position.
d. Able to cover the area by fire or observation.
1iB Task, 071-326-5606 Page 2-III-C-2.1
a.

6.

Select a Temporary Battlefield Position.
Task, 071-326-0513 Page 2-II-A-7.l

7.

Conceal lbvement by Poute Selection.
071-326-3001 Page 2-VII-E-2.7

8.

Locate Hines by Visual eans.
051-192-1021 Page 2-IV-B-8.1

9.

Locate 11ines by Probing. liB Task,
051-192-1022 Page 2-IV-B-9.1

10.

liB Task,
Neutralize Enemy Mines.
051-192-1501 Page 2-DI-B-10.1

11.

Perform Safety Checks on Hand Grenades.
071-325-4401 Page 2-1V-A-l.1

12.
13.

liB

liB Task,

liB Task,

Identify and Wploy Hand Grenades.

liB Task,

liB Task,

071-325-4405 Page 2-1V-A-3.1

ith Had rrenades.
Engage Enemy Targets
071-325-4402 Page 2-IV-A-2. 1
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liB Task,

LEADER

TASKS
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SQUAD ILADER TASKS

1.

Select and Control Occupation of Overwatch Position.
liB Task, 071-326-5606, Page 2-VII-C-2.1
liB Task, 071-326-3004, Page 2-VII-E-5.1

2.

Select Exact Terrain Route for an APC, Then Direct
Driver Over the Route.
liB Task, 071-326-3001, Page 2-VII-E-2.1

3.

Use Visual Signals to Control 1overmt (Dismounted).
liB Task, 071-326-0600, Page 2-VII-E-2.1

4.

Direct the Fire and M.1aneuver of a Mechanized Squad
Against an Enemy Position.
lB Task, 071-326-3006, Page 2-VII-E-7. 1

5.

Call for and Adjust Indirect Fire.
liB Task, 061-283-6003, Page 2-11-12.1

6.

(Observation and
Analyze Terrain Using O)DKA.
fields of fire; Cover and concealment; Obstacles;
Key terrain; Areas of approach.)
liB Task, 071-331-0820, Page 2-II-C-12.1

7. Control Rate and Distribution of Fire.
lB Task, 071-326-5501, Page 2-VII-A-l.I
8.

Consolidate and Reorganize Squad Follwing Enemy
Contact.
1iB Task, 071-326-5510, Page 2-VII-A-3.1

9. Prepare and Issue an Oral Squad Operations Order.
liB Task, 071-326-5505, Page 2-VII-A-3.1
10.

Direct and Supervise the Following Squad Drills:
a. Organize for Corbat (Page 8)
Page 10)
b. Dismount under fire.
c. Breach a wire obstacle. (Page 12)
d. Breach an enemy minefield. (Page 14)

e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Conduct suppressive fire. (Page 18)
Assault momted. (Page 21)
(Page 25)
Assault dismounted.
Clear trenchlines. (Page 29)
Khock out bunkers. (Page 33)
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PLATOON IFADM TASKS

1.

Prepare and Issue an Oral Platoon Offensive Operations
Order. Task 071-326-5625, Page 2-VII-C-5.1

2.

Direct Fire and "Imeuver of Platoon Against an Enemy
Position. Task 071-326-5635, Page 2-VII-C-7.1

3. Control Rate and Distribution of Fire.
Task 071-326-5501, Page 2-VII-A-l.I
4. Select a Mbvement P~ute Using a Iap.
Task 071-326-0515, Page 2-II-A-15.1
5. Call for/Adjust Indirect Fire.
Task 061-283-6003, Page 2-II-A-12.1
6. Analyze Terrain Using OO)KA.
Task 071-331-0820, Page 2-II-C-12.1
7.

Consolidate and Reorganize Platoon Following Enenry
Contact. Task 071-326-5511, Page 2-VII-A-4.1

8.

Direct/Supervise execution of the Following Platoon
Drills.
a. Bypass. (page 40)
b. Break contact. (Page 42)
c. Close and assault mounted. (Page 52)
d. Close mounted, assault dismo'.mted. (Page 53)
e. Close and assault dimnounted. (Page 56)
f. Negotiate obstacle. (Page 57)
f. React to indirect fire. (Page 61)

•
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SQUAD
COLLECTIVE
CSQUAD

TASKS

DRILLS

7,

nMJA

MnIL- -OCGANIE FtE. CCPIAT

1.

TASK: Organize and position personnel on the APC to
conduct mounted or diwnouted assault.

2.

STANDADS (OV=E):
a.

1-en cargo hatch is open the squad's maxinu'. fire
power provides all arounid security for the vehicle.

b.

Each individual has a sector of fire and observation.

c.

Vleapons are positioned to provide nmximrn suppressive
fire in the direction of the assault.

d.

Squad leader places him~self where he can best control
vehicle.

e.

Squad menbers not positioned in cargo hatch are tasked to reload magazines, Dass up aummxition, and replace casualties.

f.

Figure below shows a typically mounted sqiuad.

SQUAD

LEDRGNE

DRIVER

TEAM LEADER

SQUAD DP.ILL--0R

NIZE FMR O0MBAT

(Continued)
3.

STANDARDS (DISMUNTE)):
a.

Squad is organized into a maneuver team and a
carrier team.
Squad leader moves with maneuver team.
Carrier team is organized to support maneuver by
fire.
Senior team leader controls carrier team and acts
as .50 cal gunner.
Carrier team has at least a driver and team leader/
.50 cal gunner at--i-t
es.
Key leadership positions are filled.
Most potent weapons are manned first.
Shown below are two examples of how a squad
might organize.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

FULL STRENGTH SQUAD

TL

SLM

GL

TL/
GUNNER

DRIVER

MG

DRAGON
GUNNER
CARRIER T .AM ,

R

*M0 Machinegun and DmgW trackr mached from plataon HO.

SL

MG

R

OL

MANEUVER TEAM

TL/

OL

GUNNER
L

-

UN9ERSTRENGTH SQUAD

DRIVER

DRAGON

GUNNER

CARRIER TEAM

R

GL

MANEUVER TEAM

-~J

SWUAD DRfl--DISIfl3N
1.

TASK:

2.

STANW4RDS (DISM=JN

UNDER FIRE

Squad mneuver tean dismuts under enemy fire.
ON BOTHlSIDES):

a.

Squad has disnount SOP--soldiers kniow who dimioizts.

b.

Driver moves to covered/concealed location and faces carrier
tcx&'ard enemy.

c.

Squad leader confmmds "DISMUN71.X

d.

Men on right side--go right.
left.

e.

Soldiers mneuver to covered/concealed positions on
flanks of carrier but not forward of carrier- -so
they can still see squad leader.

f.

Carrier team provides suppressive fire.

g.

Soldiers in cargo hatch dismannt last.

h.

M1aneuver team moves away fraxn carrier (it draws
fire).

M200

10

Me~n on left side--go

SQUAD DP.L--DIS!U=T UMER FIRE
(Contirued)

3.

STANDARDS (DIUU'I'

RIGHT OR LEVr):

a.

If driver is unable to face carrier toards
enemy, or if there is little cover/concealment to one side of the carrier, then maneuver
team dismounts right or left.

b.

Squad leader commands "DIV1LCU,7 PfIJMT."

c. Entire maneuver team moves to covered/concealed positions on right side of carrier.

I)ISMOUNT RI(

1

1[

In this situation, enemy fire is directed at the carrier from the left front.
The driver was able to quickly move into a covered position but was unable
to face the carrier toward the enemy position. Because the enemy fire on the
left side of the carrier is heavy and there is little cover to that flank, the
squad leader wants the entire maneuver team to get off the carrier to the
right side. The carrier team consists of the TL/gunner, driver, and a
grenadier. The maneuver team has six men, an attached M60, and an
attached Dragon.
SQUAD DISMOUNTING RIGtT-

i

TL

I

0

,

of

at

Enemy fire from the other side could have forced the squad to
dismount left.

'IG
I

k
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SQAD DRILL--BEACH VTMRE OBSTALES

1.

TASK:

Squad breaches barbed wire fence or entanglxient.

2. STANDARDS:
a. Enemy fire is suppressed by squad overwatch/fire
support element.

3.

b.

Enemy vision is obscured with smoke.

c.

Breaching tean reduces obstacle with wire cutters,

d.

Nearby enemy positions are assaulted to secure
movement of the rest of the platoon

e.

Wire obstacles can also be reduced with bangalore
torpedos or demolitions.

TJire Fortifications and Entanglements (F4 7-1 and 7-7):
a.

Wire fortifications and entanglements are used in
separating accompanying infantry from armor. They
can also be effectively employed as roadblocks
against wheeled vehicles.
A T iO N

ALi q+ 11-O

A'I \q

1)

,,

Tactical wire is used in conjunction with other
obstacles when possible. Wire is relatively easy
to breach and rust be covered by fire to be effective.
Wire by itself is not a significant obstacle to a
mechanized or armor force. You mist, of course,
suppress the enemy's fire, obscure his field of
vision, establish security for your breaching party,
and then reduce the obstacle. You can reduce wire
with cutters, bangalore torpedoes, or demolitions.
Watch out for antipersoel mines and boobytraps.
These must be neutralized with demolitions or grappling hooks first.
12

SqUAD DPILL--BPEAC-H I-TflE OBSAICES

(Continued)
b. Once through the wire, you must assault nearby enemy
positions and reestablish security to permit the rxovement of the rest of your platoon through the obstacle.
Tank fire, the demolition gun of the combat engineer
vehicle, and massed fires of the platoon will helo
your squad breach wire entanglements.

13
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S(W DRLL--BWxAcH mINuF=L

1.

TASK:

2.

STANDARDS: As part of the platoon, squad does any or all
of the following.

Squad breaches an enemy minefield.

a. Enemy covering minefield is suppressed using all
available fires.

b.

Smoke is requested to obscure enemy observation without
indicating where breach is to occur.

3.

c.

Breaching team probes a footpath or vehicle path to find
and mark mines.

d.

Far side is secured (This can be done before probing
if you are able to move dismounted around minefield).

e.

Marked mines are destroyed using demolitions, grappels,
or ropes.

f.

Cleared lanes are marked.

11inefields (RI 7-1, Page 360):
a.

The preferred method to clear a lane through a minefield
is to use a rocket-propelled line charge or similar
device. However, these devices may not be imnediately
available. To maintain the momentum of the attack, every
infantry squad must be prepared to ininediately assist in
breaching minefields. To breach a minefield, a RIFLE
PIATOWN must:
Probe a footpath to find
mines -- mark mines. DO
NOTTRYTO LIF'TTHEM.

Secure the far side.

Destroy marked mines with

demolitions.

Mark cleared lanes.
14
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SQUAD DRULL--BREAQI IMTIEMS
(Continued)

b.

Acting as part of the platoon, the squad must be prepared to assist with, or conduct, any of these tasks.

c.

The minefield is a convenient, easily constructed, portable
obstacle that is frequently employed to cover large armas.
1Iinefields will differ in layout and cluster composition,
and the mix of antitank and antipersonnel mines, depending, upon the availability of mines and the nature of the
avenue of approach they are blocking. Mnefields may
by employed in open areas or dense woods. A typical
mission to assign a rifle squad, supported by the renainder of the platoon, is to probe a path through a minefield.

d.

The only way that a squad can clear a minefield without
special equipment is to probe with pointed sticks. DO
NOT USE BAYO=E because they may detonate all known
types of antipersonnel (AP) mines and will detonate any
magnetic mines. Artillery and mortar fires are normally
enloyed to suppress the enemy and obscure the area with
smoke. The platoon withholds fire to avoid disclosing
the exact location of the breach. If the probing squad
is discovered and brought under direct fire, the platoon
will provide supporting fire. If indirect fires are
not available, grenade launchers and long-range machinegun fires are used to keep from disclosing the point
where the breach will be made.

e.

4When a squad is given the mission to probe a footpath
through a minefield, it will use two propers; one in
front, clearing wide enought to craA71 through, and a
second man clearing 10 meters behind him and slightly to
one side so that their lanes overlap. Clearing a
path for APCs requires more probers.

C'hange the_ I)ril)(-r%i)e'riod(ic.ally
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SQWA

DRflL--BREA~i NIEFIELS
(Cont inued)

f.

The probing team should not be ecumbiered by weapons,
fieldpacks, etc. Their equirnent will be carried
by other nembers of the squad. Tw~o other men will
crawl behind to provide security for the 'robers,
carry additional supplies, or to assucie a prober's
mission if one becomnes a casualty.
(Cover this activity with fires

to your flank,

g.

Mine locations should be marked with sticks, engineer
tape, cloth or toilet tissue. No attempt should be

LEAN STICK OVER
ENGINEER TAPE
rop
OFMINEAROUND MI NE.

KNOT TOWARD

POINT GRASS

made to rawve mines because they may be boobytrapp3ed
with antihandling devices, and considerable tim~e is required for removal. The squad will frmadiately follow~
the probing team. On~ce throcih the minefields, they
will establish security.
16
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Destroy nines with
danolit ions.

pounmd of T-4T
or C-4
TIME FUZE

F pop-Min Remval b

Mine Removal by Grapnel

info. Mlnefd
2. Fniu 5.9. Wlifnee. run
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S(,UAD DRILL--OODUCr SUPPRESSInE FIPE
1. TASK: Acting as overwatch for platoon maneuver element
or breaching element, squad suppresses and fixes enemy
by fire.
2.

STAN3RDS:
a. Squad complerely covers enemy targets.
b. Fire is distributed so that:
(1) All exposed enemy personnel are engaged.
(2) Probable firing points of visible enemy positions
are engaged.
(3) Probable enemy battlefield positions are engaged.
c. Armor vehicles and bunkers are exgaged with .50 cal,

LA-7, Dragon, and IV03 HE Dual Purpose Round (M433).
d. Exposed enemy personnel are destroyed with machine
gun, small anms, and 2Q03 fires.
e. Enemy bunkers and fighting positions are suppressed
with machine gun, small arms, and IQV03 fire.
f. Rate of fire is increased until enemy fire is notice'ably reduced or stopned. Rate of fire held at that
level until enemy positions can be occupied or destroyed.
g.

Squad has SOP to control rate and distribution of fire

(See S task 071-326-5501, Page 2-VII-A-I.l). Techniques for controlling fires include:
(1) Arm and hand signals (Ifsoldiers can see leader).
(2) Assign targets and sectors of fire for each
soldier orally (iftime and conditions permit).
(3) Use pyrotechniques or whistles to start/stop
fires.
(4) Squad and tean leaders set example on rate and
location of fires. Leaders can use tracers to
mark center and flanks of target.
(5) 1203 smoke or flare round can be used to mark
target.

(6) Fire teams can engage nearest half of linear
target.

3.

his task should be drilled under the following three
conditions. The above standards apply in all three cases.
a.

One squad acts as overwatch for platoon (-) maneuver/
assault.
18
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SOI'AD DRILL--CON2DUCT SUPPRESSIVE FIRE
(Cont inued)
b.

Squad carrier teams under control of platoon
sergeant c as over.,atch for dismounted platoon
maneuver / assault.
Platoon (-) acts as over..Tatch for one squad
n-Anei ner/assault.

4.

FyxLnles of sunoressive fire (F-' 7-7. Oale 3-21).
a. Fire on the neMy is the key to allaoing forward
manouer. The fire element tries to destroy or
sunoress -he ency. Suppressive fire is placed
, the Pn,.y to keep him from hitting the maneuver
element.
b.

The platoon or -;quad can concentrate fire or
dis.tr- ute fire. in both cases the leader must
control the fire. He must see that the fire is
directed rn
oenmv and not on the maneuver
meh,.
elem.ent

c.

Concentratei ffre is directed against a specific
identified target--such as a machinegun. All
troops Lire aL the target. Spreading the fire
elemxt out aids in this type of fire because the
fire is direc:ec from multiple directions.

19ONCENTRATED IRE
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SQUAD DRILL--CONDUC

SUPPRESSIVE FIPE

(Continued)
IITl'JR I l "'"i:
I) F"JIRE!
A squad leader normally gives half of an area target t'beac team. Within
Seach team:

team cover
the dead tree left.
carrier team cover to the
right of it."

S"Maneuver
Tfrom
The squad leader di'tributes fire so that the squad's
entire area is covered.

d.

Fire is distributed in width and/or depth to keep all
parts of the target tnder fire. Fire is placed on
likely locations for enemy positions rather than into
a general area. Each RIFLEWA fires his first shot on
that part of the target that corresponds to his position
in the tean. If he is left of the team leader, he fires
to the left of the team leader's tracers.

20

SQUAD DRILL--ASSAULT 'MOUUNrD

1. TASK:
2.

Squad conducts mounted assault against eneny
position.

STANDARDS:
a.

Squad is organized for combat as shown in squad
drill on page 8.

b.

Squad carrier follows best covered and concealed
route which offers observation and fields of fire.
If route is exposed, APC moves forward in short
rushes (10-12 seconds or less) from covered position
to covered position.

c. Squad suppresses probable antitank weapons locations.
d. Squad leader controls rwovement of APC and directs
fires of squad.
e. Small arms fire from hatch directed at close in
targets.

3.

f.

.50 cal fire is directed at longer range targets.

g.

Squad fires protect flank and rear.

h.

APC slows on eney position so that hand grenades
can be thrown and weapons fired into enemy positions.

CONMJUC1

OF ZEUNTED ASSAULT (RI 7-1):

CLOSE MOUNTED, REMAIN MOUNT'FD
This method is normally employed when the
-platoon is partof a tank-infantry team and when.
1 I':ncmy ri,.tante is light.
2

vapon ha't, hen
Thc ent-mv tintitank %%
mu ppr.se.d.

3

'rcrrain allows rapid mounted movement onto and through the enemy

21

SQUAD DRILL--ASSAULT MoTrED

(Continued)
a. Tanks lead and place a heavy volume of fire on enemy
positions. I'binted infantry follow behind the tanks
and suppress probable antitank weapons oositions.
b.

All elemerts of the team attenpt to move close to
the enemy position before deploying. At that time,
the team commander will order the tanks to deploy

m.id the rmuted infantry to fcllow the tanks.
f

I.

c. The squad leader controls the movement of his APC
and directs the fires of his squad. He follows in
the tracks of one of the tanks, watching the platoon
leader's APC to determine how far to the rear of the
tanks he should be. If he loses sight of the platoon
leader, the squad leader attempts to keep approximately 100 meters to the rear of the tank he is
following. Since the APC is about 100 meters behind
the tank it should not have to stop if the tank halts
to fire, but don't get so close to the tank that you
are hit by fires directed at the tank. If the tank
is put out of action, the squad leader directs the
APC driver to follo another tank

22

SQUAD mULL--ASSAULT .UJMMD
(Continued)
d.

Ithen the mechanized platoon deploys behind the
tanks, each squad has responsibility for specific
sectors of fire.

e.

Small arms fire from cargo hatches is directed
against close-in targets. Fire fron the .50
caliber MGs is directed at longer range targets.
Squads modify their sector of fire based upon
their position. The squad leader must insure
that fires from his squad are not directed at
friendly APCs or tanks. Both .50 cal HG fire and
the 40-m HEDP round will penetrate the side of
an In13 and damage tanks. Small arms fire will
kill tank ccmmders and personnel firing from
other carriers.

f.

Not only does the squad suppress antitank weapons
and protect the flanks and rear of the tank, but
it rust protect its own flank and rear. Assign
areas of responsibility to each soldier positioned
in the cargo hatch. A soldier on each side is
normally responsible for the flank of the APC.
He also places suppressive fire to the rear of
adjacent tanks and between APCs. One man should
cover the rear of the APC.

g.

The most critical part of the mounted assault is
moving over the enemy position. Enemy soldiers
normally will be down in their positions protected
from direct fire. As you move over the position,
the APC should slow down so that hand grenades
can be thrown and weapons fired into enemy positions.
23

SQUAD DRILL- -ASSA1JLT IM=E
(Continued)

The troops mist be continually alert for ensnv
antitank gurnners ubo wait for arnnred vehicles
to pass over their positions and then pop up to
engage these vehicles fran the flank or rear.

24

SEUAD DRILL--ASSAULT DIS1VUWr!D

Squad dismounts to assault enemy position.

1.

TASK:

2.

STANDARDS:
a. Maneuver team dismotts in a covered/concealed
location or on or near enemy position.
b.

Carrier tean and men in cargo hatch provide
suppressive fire while maneuver tean dismounts.

c.

Carrier team fixes the enemy with suppressive
fire during movement and assault of maneuver
team.

d.

Maneuver team uses direct fire (normally IY0
) to suppress the parts of the enemy position
not adequately suppressed by carrier tean.

e.

Maneuver team locates and assaults flank, rear,
or other weak point.

f.

Maneuver tean uses best covered/concealed route
to close with the enemy.

g.

During assault, individuals and teans advance
by short rushes (2 to 3 seconds) while other
individuals and teans provide suppressive fire.

h.

Leaders control fires and maneuver with arm and
hand signals, oral commands, whistles, pyrotechniques and/or "do as I do" techniques.

i. Squad maintains steady rate of fire with fire
being controlled so that ammunition is left to
deal with possible counterattack.
3.

DISRUJNTE

ASSAULT TECIIQUES (FM7-l).

a. On order, the squad moves forward as rapidly as
possible by craling, short rushes, or employing
rushing fire. Within the squad, fire and
maneuver by fire teans, buddy teams, or individuals
shLuL.:. ba used. During movement, control by squad
leaders and platoon leaders is critical. Withthe attack will quickly bog down. The
out .rci,
squad leader and team leaders must make aggressive
efforts to keep the squad moving forward. Care
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SJAD DRfIL--ASSAULT DMIUMI
(Continued)

nmust also be taken to insure men don't bunch up
during this phase of the attack and present good
targets to the enemy. The fire team leader is
the key man. He moves using the best method for
the situation facing him, and, using every
advantage offered by the terrain, the fire team
members follow his exa'ple.

(1)

CRAWLfLNG may be required when the fire team
faces intense enemy fire and has little
cover. Individuals use either low or high
crawl depending upon their situation, the
requirement for speed, and the example of
their fire tean leader. This method is slow
but reduces exposure to enemy observation
and fire. Mhen not moving forward, individuals
place suppressive fire on the enemy. If
necessary, the members of the squad may
advance all the way into and through eany
positions using the crawling method.

(2) SHORT RUSHES from covered position to covered
position may be used when enemy fire allows
brief exposure. Mane vering fire teams,
buddy teans, or Individuals may advance by
short (2 to 3 seconds) rushes to avoid accurate
enemy fire.

26
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SCUAD DRILL--ASSAULT DISRM=IED
(Continued)

t

ii

'i

b.

Under exceptional conditions, the entire squad
may be required to make the final move into the
enany position in a single rapid rush. The squad
does this only when no other course of action is
open to it because-the squad is receiving a heavy concentration of indirect fire and immediate and
decisive movement is necessary to prevent
its annihilation.

* the complete lack of cover and concealment prohibits another course of action.

c.

Mvenent must be rapid and accoranied by a heavy

volume of fire. The assault should be conducted
over a short distance that can be covered quickly

and where the enemy's defense may be quickly overrun. For effect on the eisny, such an attack
should be conducted with fixed bayonets and each

27
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MILL- -ASSAULT DIS=I

D

(Continued)

man yelling as loudly as possible.
d. The attack continues until the squad's objective
is cleared of resistance. Individual enemy
positions are cleared by fire tean or buddy tean
fire and maneuver.
One element fixes the enemy
position with fire and the other maneuvers
closer to the position to destroy it with hand
grenades, demolitions, or fire, as shown in the
picture below.

The squad may mark enemy positions with smoke (e.g.
fran the 1203) or tracers to allow supporting
tanks and Tla4s to knock then out.
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S JAD DRIU--CLEAR TR=CELINES

.
2

TASK:

Squad assaults and clears enemy trenchline.

STANDALS6:
a.

Squad organizes into 2 or 3 man buddy teams.

b.

Squad (-) supplies suppressive fire while one buddy
team secures and holds penetration point. Hand
grenades used before entering trenchline at penetration point.

c.

Penetrating buddy team covers rear while trenchline
is systematically cleared by other buddy teams.

d. Squad clears in only one direction.
e.

Squad clears along main trench, leaving buddy team
to hold each cornecting trench.

f. Handgrenades are used before turning corners or
entering bunkers/fighting positions.
g.

Machine guns are used to destroy and suppress
fighting positions.

h.

Grenade launchers used to put fire in front of leading team.

i.

LAWs used to destroy fighting positions and armor
vehicles (watch back blast).

J.

Dragons used to destroy crew served weapons position
and arnxr vehicles (Dragons may be consolidated into
platoon overwatch element).

k.

Flomu

weapons used to destroy crew served-weapons in

bunkers.
3.

TREWFL-E CLEARlN TECHTIOUES (FW7-1):
a.

Clearing Trenchlines. Trench systems are prepared to
allow the defender freedom to move his forces to meet
an attack. A trench system usually has narrow main

29
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SQUAD DRILL--CLEAR MENCHLY0
(Continued)

trenches with comecting secondary trenches. Each
trenchline has frequent turns and curves to keep
fires from being placed don the lenght of the trenchline. A system also has fighting positions, such
as bunkers, constructed at intervals.

Ori

~~trench.

1I' t main trench

b.

One trenchline supports another. The defender can
continue to deliver a heavy volume of fire an

an assault force, even after the first trenchline

has been overrun.
c.

The squad normally clears a trenchline as part of
the platoon and corwany assault. Its objective is

a specific section or point in the trench] ine, and

30
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SQUAD DRILL--CLEAR TRENCHLINE
(Continued)

Indire,,ct ,compaow .c
"'es

Suadcleaingtrench

4.

platoonvrwt~

Indirectthan

it will normally be supported by a platoon or company
overwatch element.
d. To clear a trenchline, fire teams normally break
down into two or three man buddy teans. Upon penetrating the trenchline, one buddy team covers the rear
while the trenchline is systematically cleared by
other buddy teams.
e. After securing the penetration point, the squad
should clear its section of the trench:
(1) In only one direction.
(2)

Along the nmaintrench, leaving a buddy team to
hold each comecting trench. You don't want
to leave an unsecured trench behind you.

f. Techniques.
(i) Use the existing trench as protection from indirect enemy fire and friedly supporting fire.
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MILL- -CIZAR TMflCHLfNE
(Continued)

u...techs

THImS

at

HLDINGvei

(2) tjeybdytaiwt

(3)Cler
he re~h

nemi y using

htfw

grmnades before turnirg a corner or entering a bunker.
(4) Mkintain an interval between buddy teams
to prevent two teams fran getting caught
by the sawne aiy fires.
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SQUAD DRILL:

KNOCK OUT BMIERS

1.

TASK: Squad assaults and destroys one or more enemy
bunkers.

2.

STANDAR:
a.

Squad attacks one bunker at a time.

b.

Bunker is suppressed by machine gun and small arms
fire directed into entrance or opening.

c. Squad attenpts to destroy bunker by firing LA.T,
Dragon, or M03 at entrance or opening.
d. Buddy team approaches bunker from it's blind side
and kills enemy with grenade or demolitions.
e.

3.

A white phosphorus grenade thron near the opening
will obscure the enemy's observation and may get
burning white phosphorus fragments into the bunker.

BMIKR KNOCKOUT TECHNIOUES (FT

7-1, Page 156)

KNOCKING OUT BUNKERS
The squad should attack one bunker at a time.
Always approach the structure
from the bunker's blind side,
watching out for mutually supporting positions.

*

•Direct part of the squad's fire into
the entrance or opening to pin
down supporting enemy infan-

.'"y

*

The remaining troops move forward armed with grenades or
demolitions to kill the enemy in
the bunker.
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SOJAD DRIL:

KNOCK OUT BUKlERS

(Continued)

Bunkers are also used in built-up areas in conjunction
with existing buildings and com=%ication trenches.
The techniques for clearing bunkers and buildings are

similar.
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(FM 7-7, Page 3-19)

CiDUCT OF FIRE AD MANELN

1.

The techniques for moving when in contact is--FIPE AND
It is done to-MANEUVER.
a.

Find out more about the enemy; e.g. locate positions,
determine enemy strength.

b.

Close with and destroy the enemy.

c.

Move away from the enemy; i.e., withdraw.

2. Fire and maneuver is used in all of these situations, and is
performed basically the sane way in each case. For that
reason, it will be addressed here in terms of closing with
the enemy. This section does not address the immediate
actions on contact taken when you first meet the enemy. (See
MDVE Battle Drill.)
3.

How fire and maneuver works. Fire and maneuver consists of
two actions that take place at once.
a.

A fire element covers the movenent of a maneuver element
the enemy position.
by shotin-g

b.

The maneuver element moves forward to either close with
the enemy or to a better position from which to fire at
the enemy.

c.

Depending on the distance to the enemy positi.

and the

amomt of cover and concealment available, the fire
elemetnt and the maneuver element switch roles as needed
to continue moving. Before the maneuver elaent
advances beyond the supporting range of the fire element,
it takes a position from which it can fire on the enmny
and the fire element becomes the maneuver element.

MANEUVER ELEMENT SWITCHES

Inaneuve

TO FIRE ELEMENT

ENEMY

FIRE ELEMENT
SECOMES MANEUVERE

FIRE ELEMENT

~~ELEMENT
, ANUVR

7.-

LEMEN

.

~

4
033k
.
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ONUCT CF FIE AID ZWEUV

4.

(FM 7-7, Page 3-19, (Cotinued)

Mchanized Infantry platoons and squads will normally
employ, or take part in, fire and menver under one of
these conditions:
a.

Wien in a company tean with tanks leading and contact
is made by the tanks.

b.

When in a cormany tean with the mechanized platoon
leading dismoumted in front of the tanks and contact
is made by the infantry.

c.

Wten fightting as part of its coaD any with no tanks
attached. (Platoon may be leading or overwatching,
mounted or dismounted when contact is made.)

MAMIEUN

WRONG

MASKS

FIRES

AND

0S

EXPOSED TO ENEMY FIRE

EINMV
0,l

.

r

,

• ..

NOT COVERED

5.

V FIRE

ELEMENT

MANEUVER

1TOVAG POI TOi NO

'd

ELEMET

Ngq

4EL
FIE

EMENT

In each condition described above, the platoon acts as either
a ccepany (teem) fire element or a mamver element. 1hen it
is a meneuver element, the platoon conducts fire and maauver
If the platoon is diswith its squads in order to advance.
mounted, the platoon leader uses the squad manever teams
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cONx3Cr OF FIRE AND ANEUVER (FM 7-7, Page 3-19(Cotinued)
and carrier teams to fire and maneuver. Maneuver teams
fire and maneuver by wedges (whem they have two wedges)
and by buddy teams within the wedge.
6. The fire element covers and protects the advance of
'uits with its fire. !,henever possible, the
imieveri-fire element moves undetected into a firing position. A
high volune of surprise fire from an unexpected direction
has a much greater effect than fire delivered from a
known position. When the fire element is in position, the
following usually takes place:
a. A heavy volume of fire is shot at the enemy position
to suppress it.
b.

hen the enamy position is suppressed, the rate of
fire is reduced. However, suppression must continue.

c. INhen the maneuver element nears its objective, the
rate of fire is increased to cause the enemy to keep
down. This lets the maneuver element assault before
the enany has time to react.

gAl
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#

//
,'11
/1,

,

,,-

7. When the assault begins, or on signal, the fire eleent
will either cease fire, shift its fire to another target area, or
more desirably, '%a!k" its fire across the objective in front of
the maniiver elemet and then shift or cease.
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(fNDUCr OF FIRE AND 11AWMVER (RI 7-7, Page 3-19)(Contirued)

8.

Positions for the fire element should be selected to allow
fire support for the maneuver elemnnt without having movemt
of the maneuver elenent mask the supporting fire. For
this reason, positions selected for the fire element are
often elevated and usually to the flank of the maneuver
element. The maneuver element should neither mask the fire
of the fire element or nve outside its protective umbrella.
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PLATOON DRIL--BYPASS

i.

TASK:

2.

STANDARDS:

3.

Platoon bypasses enemy position. Platoon normally
conducts bypass as part of ccmpany team. Company
team will bypass to prevent light enemy resistance
from slowing momentun.

a.

Platoon employs overwatch element to fix enemy and
supress his fires.

b.

Platoon employs smoke to obscure enemy observation.

c.

Bounding element bypasses using best covered/concealed
route.

d.

After bypassing, bounding elament provides suppressive
fire for bypass maneuver of overwatch element.

Example of company tean conducting bypass (FM 71-1, Page 4-53).
The teamn commander mist destroy, contain, or force to
withdraw only those forces which pose a threat to accomplishnent of his mission. He should not allow light enemy
resistance to slow his momentum. Such enemy forces may be
by passed. The team camnander must report any enemy he
has by passed to his task force commander.

i

3

The lead element
gains contact. returns fire and reports.
The overwatch element
supports

mander requests
and receives permission to bypass.

I

/
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*Under cover of smoke and supporting fires the
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PAI3N DRIL--HREAK COMYCTr

1.

TASK:

Platoon in contact with the enemy uses fire and
maneuver to disengage and withdraw. This task
could be done from a hasty or deliberate defense
position or imediately after enemy contact during an offensive operation.

2. STANDARDS:
a. One element acts as overwatching force while other
elements move back into overwatch positions.
b. Moving elements then overwatch move of forward element.
c. Process continues until contact with enemy is broken.
d.

Maximum use made of carrier team firepower to overwatch withdrawal.

e. Squad rally points designated where maneuver tean
remounts carrier, or platoon asseably area designated
where all maneuver teams remount.
f. Platoon calls for indirect HE and smoke to slow enemy
advance and suppress his fires.
g.
3.

Platoon rst gain mobility advantage and local fire
superiority.

&R.EAKI

ONTACr (FM 7-7, Page 5-47 and F- 7-1, Page 238)

a. Conduct.
DISENGAGING
UNDER ENEMY PRESSURE
Fire and maneuver is the hasic method for
conducting a disengagement under pressure.
One unit acts as an overwatching force and
holds off the enemy while other units move hack
into overwatch positions.
NIT S OVERWATCH.
,

ING FORCE

BACK TO OVERWATCH POSITION
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PLATON DRILL-B-EAK
(gontinmed)

When the moving unit gets to the overwatch
position, it in turn overwatches the movement of
the forward unit.

UNIT

®

OVERWATCH

BACK TO OVER-

WATCH POSITION
UNIT

QRFORCE

®

COVER

This leap-frogging process is repeated until
contact with the enemy is broken or until the unit
passes a higher level overwatching force.

b.

Routes and assembly area. Ihen the platoon employs an
overwatch and a maneuver element, platoon assuibly
areas and routes to the assembly areas must be chosen.
A platoon assembly area is a location where the dismounted part of the platoon rejoins the carriers. The
assembly area can be--

imrthe pluttmn

I

*

%

ASSEMBLV
4AREA
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DRILL--BRFAKaxTA=C
(Caitimued)

Si-ir thei

carrivrs* p13.'Itim)I

ASSEMBLY AREA
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PIAO

MnfL-EEAK ar
(Contiued)

Pick routes and assembly areas whiich--

c.

(1)

Allow covered rwexxmting.

(2)

Have covered routes for both (generally men
require less cover to move than does the APC).

(3)

Speed mvement (the carrier can normally move
faster than men on foot).

(4)

Allow having one el it
in position to cover
the other, especially if no other element is
in position to cover (generally the carriers
with their greater firepower are best suited
for covering the movement of the platoon (-).

(5)

Vithin the assemb~ly areas, positions for carriers
are chosen whiich will ease quick covered remcomtirg even 'whe visibility is limited. Squad
leaders must make sure their men know the location of the platoon assuibly area, the location of
the APC in the assembly area, and routes to the
assem~bly area.

Miethods.
(1)

Disengagement by Thinning the lines, and

(2)

Disengagmet by squads.

DISENGAGEMENT BY
THINNING THE LINES

*

In this method, selected
men from each maneuver
team (often one man from
each fighting position) are
disengaged and move to overwatch the positions toth
rear.

FIRING POSITION

PLATOCN DRILL--BREAK COMTAC

(Continued)

DISUACAGM

BY THINNNG T1E LINES (Continued)

DISUACEMU BY SqUADS.
ben they are in position, the rest of the platoon (-) withdraws covered by the men who withdrew first.

•

. ?

ovERwATC.

..

Machineguns are moved either first or last, whichever best
supports the movement of the platoon (-). Depending on the armor
threat, Dragons may be moved at any time. Remember, the Dragon
has a 65-meter minlmun armirg range. The platoon and squad
leaders move with the last element. The assistant platoon sergeant and team leaders move back first to set up the overwatch.

If the eneny is attacking as one element disengages, men remainirg in position increase their rate of fire to keep the eney
from overnrz g the position. As with other methods of disengagement, this process is continued until contact is broken.
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PLATl)1 DRILL- -BRK 00TACI'
(Continued)
DISOCAME~r BY S(UADS (GCOTNLTE)
WhenthishapenstheNORMAL SECTOR OF FIRES
squad left in position must

cover the entire platoon sector
to cover the movement of the
rest of the platoon. Fighting
positions and sectors of fire
are changed as necessary to
get better coverage of the
platoon sector.

CHANGED SECTOR OF FIRES
TO COVER WITHDRAWAL

-

Tesquad left in position is
disengaged when the rest of
the platoon is in position to
cover its disengagement.

Bounding to the rear by alternating teams is continued until contact is
bro. Once contact with the enemy is broken, the disengagement is
complete 'and the maneuver element withdraws using other movement
techniques.
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PLATOOT DPJ1L--BPEAK OCNTACT
(Continued)

(3)

1%en to use each method.
(a)

Sirmltaneous disengagement is favored
when rapid movement is critical. The
following condictions favor simultaneous disengagement:
(1)

(2)

The enemy has not closed on the
platoon or cannot shoot it; the
platoon can move before the
enemy can (because of an obstacle
or distance between the platoon
and the enemy).
Other units of the team or TF are
adequately covering the disengagement.

(b)

The platoon overwatches its own disengagement when-(1) Use of overwatch forces from the
platoon is required to gain
enou(gh fire power to allow the
platoon to move.
(2) Faced with a close dismounted
enemy threat.

(c)

Diseffgement by squads has the advantage of simplicity in that the platoon's
(-) normal organization and chain of
command remain in effect. It is used
when one squad can effectively cover the
dismounted platoon's (-) sector.

(d)

Disengagement by thinning the lines
allows an even distribution of fire
across the platoon sector during the
disengagement. It is more difficult to
control than disengagement by squad.
Use it when the dismoanted platoon may
not withdraw by maneuver team because no

one maneuver tean can cover the dismounted platoon sector (because the
terrain is close or visibility is
limited).
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PIATOW DPflL--BEAK OONTCr
(Conttinued)

d. Techniques.

Carriers back out of position, keeping
some terrain feature between the carrier and the enemy.
NOT THIS.
THIS ..
n,

(1)
(2)

Mwdnum use is made of the firepower of carrier
teams to averwatch the withdrawal.
Mm normlly =nt the carrier through the carbat
access door (particularly when enemy~ indlirect fire
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PLAT0I DRILL--_BREAK I

ACr

(Continued)

is falling in the area) to avoid destruction
of personnel and equipment located in the
carrier.
(3)

Fast movement is a key to successful disengagement.
Leaders must keep men moving.

(4)

Ihen heavy indirect or small arms fire is
hitting the maneuver element location, but
no enemy AT fire is coming on the position,
the carriers should move as close to the
nmeuver teams' positions as possible to
pick up the dismounted men and to limit
casualties.

(5)

Squad with its APC. Uhen using this method of
employment, the carrier team and maneuver team
(or dismounted individuals) are normally located
close together. Here the dismounted men simply
run to the carrier and remomt it, with the
carrier team overwatching the movement with fire
as necessary.

(6)

However, if the carrier and maneuver teams are
separated, the squad leader can have the carrier
move to the maneuver team, the maneuver team
move to the carrier, or they can both move to a
planned squad rally point. How the movement is
done and the location of routes and the rally

point is based on-(a)

Obtaining the best possible cover for both
(generally men require less cover to move

than does the AP).
(b)

Speeding movement (the carrier can normally

move faster than un on foot).
(c)

Having one team in position to overwatch
the other, especially if no other element
is in position to overwatch (generally the

carrier team with its greater firepower is
best suited for overwatching the movement

of the mneuver teem).
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PLA1ENa

rfLL--BREAK C01TACT
(Continued)

(7)

At times an APC may be backed into position to
speed movement out of the position. 1hen you do
this, the cargo hatch rust be closed if the .50
cal machinegun is pointed to the rear.
(a)

Keep the .50 cal machinegun (not pointed over
cargo hatch with men up) and other carrier
weapons pointed in the direction of the enemy.

(b)

Rapid movennt is normally the key tosuccessful disengagement. The squad leader
must keep men moving quickly.

(c)

When heavy indirect or small arms fire is
hitting on the maneuver element location,
but no enemy AT fire is coming on the position,
the carrier should mve as close to the

maneuver element's position as possible to
pick up the dismounted forces, in order to

limit casualties.
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PLATOJON DRILL--CLOSE AND ASSAULT HOJN'ID

1.TASK.

2.

Platoon closes with enemiy and assaults while
remaining mounted on carriers. This techniique is
used wheni enemy resistance is light, AT weapons
have been suppressed, and terrain allow's rapid
movement. Tanks nonal ly lead.

STANDARDS.
Platoon follows approximnately 100 mreters behind tanks
or on line with platoon leader's APC.
Platoon effectively suppresses AT fire.
Platoon protects flanks and rear of tanks.
Squads modify sectors of the fire based on their
position.
See SQUAD Drill: Assault Monted.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

k,

A.'~,

t-6

"I

Ms..

I
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PIA C

S.L--C OSE

1.

TASK:

2.

STANDARDS:

IVIM3E,

ASSAULT DI-UVIED

Platoon noves mounted to enemy position, dismouts
to assault on or near enemy's position. This technique is used when terrain/obstacles allow rapid
mounted movement onto but not through enemy position,
enemy defenses are strong, and AT weapons can be
suppressed during mounted movement. Tanks normally
lead.

a.

Movement supported by carrier fire.

b.

Maneuver team dismounts on position, while carrier
teams and tanks move across position.

c.

Dismounted Infantry mop up over-run

d.

In close terrain, tanks slow down and dismoumted
Infantry and carrier temns follow close and protect
tanks.

e.

Carrier team controlled by platoon sergeant.

f.

Platoon Leader uses dismount SOP.

g.

Carrier tean has an MO machinegun In addition to

enery.

a .50 cal machinegun.
h.

Dismount behind the enemy fighting position when
enemy cannot engage rear of APC.

i.

Dismount on the enemy fighting position to prevent
enemy from engaging APCs and tanks from the rear.

J.

Dismont in frontof enuny fighting position when
fire will not allow continuance.

k.

Dismounting supported by carrier team fire.

1.

Soldiers not In cargo hatch dimont first and

employ suppressive fire.
m. If the erny is capable of firing into the rear of
the carrier, combat access door may be used while
dimountlng.
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PLATOON4 DRIlL--CLOSE MMMTE,

ASSAULT DISflJNTE

(Continued)

n.
3.

After diui-zit, carrier team nxuves forward behind
tanks engaging targets to rear and flanks.

IECHNICQJ

(RTI 7-7, Page 4-27).

if the maneuver teams dismount on the enemy
position, the tanks and carrier teams will
normally continue to move rapidly across the
enemy position. The carrier teams will protect the
flanks and rear of the tanks. The dismounted
infantry will mop up the enemy positions overrun
by the tanks and APCs.

00D

PAT= UPJflL--CLlSE MUT,

ASSAULT DI

=XUf

(Continued)

AVITfER MAY. The team encounters an enemy which is dug-in
with antitank weapons
ich cannot be adequately suppressed.
The tean cmnmander employs the tank platoon to overwatch
and support while the infantry moves mounted to a covered
and concealed dismount point. They dismount, move to an
assault position and conduct a dismounted assault from the
flank. The APCs are moved to overwatch positions and the
combined fires of APCs and tanks support the dismnted
Infantry. As soon as possible, the tanks and the APCs
will rejoin the infantry.

DISMOUNT
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PLAIOON DRILL--CIDSE AND ASSAULT DISUJNTED

1.

TASK:

2.

STANDARDS:

Platoon moves to and assaults enemy position dismounted. This technique is used when enemy is in
strong defensive positions and anti-armor weapons
cannot be suppressed, terrain will not support
track vehicles, ard there are obstacles to mounted
movement (dense woods, minefields, etc).

a.

APC in covered and concealed position while dismonting.

b.

APCs support by fire after dismounted infantry leaves
APC beaten zone (avoid enemy fire).

c.

As a minlmunraneaver team has an M60 machinegun,

d.

As a minimun, carrier team has one .50 cal machinegum,
one M0 mac~Inegun and one Dragon.

e.

.f carrier canot support by fire from2 dismount point,
't moves to position accamdating t.re support.

L.AWs, Grenade launchers and hand grenades.

41V

I6Elr
5FOR
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FIRE SUPPO

,

two

PLATt0

1.

TASK:

DRILL--N EGMIATE OBSTACLE

Platnn encounters an obstacle, breaches it,
pass(': through continuing the advance. The

and

standards and techniques in this drill are applicable to any type of obstacle or restrictive
terrain. Techniques for breaching specific types
of obstacles are contained in SWAD Drills.

2.

STANDARDS:
a.

Platoon organizes into:
(1)
(2)
(3)

b.

A MANEUVER/ASSAULT ELMIT to close with and
destroy enemy on far side of obstacle.
An OVEPJ.JACH/FIRE SUPPORT ELRIENT to suppress
and fix the enemy by fire.
A BREACHING ELiNT to clear and mark a path
through obstacle for ASSAULT ELUT.

Platoon uses all available fire to supress enemy
covering obstacle (primary mission of OVER.TCH

ELBETr).

3.

c.

Platoon requests smoke to obscure enemy observation
without indicating where breach will occur.

d.

Platoon occupies and secures
with MANEUVE/ASSAULT E
is done before breaching,, as
mounted troops moving across
as in the case of minefield,
take place first.

e.

BREACHING ELEiNr reduces obstacle, and marks a path.

f.

MANEUVER/ASSAILT ELR= passes through breach to
assault and occupy enemy positions and/or key terrain
on far side of obstacle.

g.

WT overwatches while the reMANEUVER/ASSAULT EL
mainder of the platoon passes through breach.

far side of obstacle
. If possible, this
in the case of distank ditch. If not,
then breaching mist

Platoon may have to request special engineer equipment,
such as Combat Engineer Vehicle, AVLB, barkalore torpedos,
or demolitions, to clear some obstacles.
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PLATOON IP.ILL--NECOTLATE OBSTACLE
(Continued)

4.

Fighting in restrictive terrain (RI 7-11B4, Page 2-VIIC-7.3).
a.

In extremely rugged terrain and in areas which are
heavily fortified or which have a high density of
obstacles, the fire of the platoon may be severly
restricted.

b.

In restrictive terrain, the platoon may task organize
into:

c.

5.

(1)

A MINEUVER ELEMENT, to close with and destroy
the enemy.

(2)

AN OVERWATICH ELEMENT, to suppress and fix the
enemy by fire.

(3)

A BREACING ELEMET, (when required) to clear or
mark a path through eneny obstacles for the
assault elemnit.

Enemy positions may be in trenches, buildings, or
fortified btmkers. Host restrictive areas require
the same general techniques:
(1)

Organize into INPIUVER, OVEWATCH, and (if
necessary) EPSACHING elements.

(2)

Maintain control by seizing one objective at a
tim.

(3)

After you seize an objective, secure it with an
element and continue the assault with the rest
of the platoon.

Obstacles (FM 7-1, Page 382),

as illustrated in the follow-

ig exples.
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DMtL--MrIATE OESAhLJE
(Contirued)

STHE

ABATISLO

OBTCE

CR1

Wooded areas with trees 15 inches in diameter
that
close enough to prohibit movement
becomearearmor
obstacles. Tree stumps or vertical
posts 15 inches in diameter and 2 to 4 feet in height
are also obstacles to armor movement. These type
obstacles are most effective when combined with
tactical wire, mines, and boobytraps. Use the
same techniques employed for a minefield to
suppress the enemy's fires and to neutralize mines
and boobytraps. After securing the far side,
remove the post obstacles by demiolitions and

An abatis is an obstacle created by cutting down
trees so their top* are crie-crossed and pointing
toward the expected enemy direction. It is one of
the most effective obstacles to prohibit vehicular
movement in a forest. The bottoms of the trees are
left attached to the stumps as high an possible to
make removal more difficult. This obstacle may be
reinforced with mines and antihandling devices
(boobytraps).
To clear an abatis enemy fires must first be suppressed. Then ntnsed
* boobytrepe must be neutralized (exploded using C4 or tripwires puded with

grappling hooks and long ropes). The trees can then be cut from their stumps
and trimmed using pioneer tools or demolitions to allow vehicles to pull the
los out of the road.
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pioneer tools. Just as with minefields, clear lanes
through the barrier. Derr olitions can be used to
loosen the posts, or they Lan be removed by pulling
them out with vehicles.

PLATOON DRfLL--NEOIF

ATE OBSTACLE

(Cnitirued).

TANK DITCHES

•NAVLB

TANK DITCHES MAY HAVE SLOPING SIDES;
TO BREACH, PLACE CRATERING CHARGES
Tank ditches are normally used in open terrain.

They are extremely time-consuming and hard to
construct. Tank ditches are at least 4 meters (13

feet) wide and 1.8 meters (5 feet) deep. The enemy
will normally put tactical wire inside them to
prevent you from dismounting and using the ditch
for shelter. The enemy may prepare the approaches,
sides and bottom of the ditch with AT and AP
mines or chemicals to make breaching difficult.
Tank ditches must be covere, by AT fire to be
effective. Use tank or ATGM fire to suppress
enemy tanks or AT guns. Cal .50 fire will suppress
infantry AT weapons. Once the enemy fire and
observation is suppressed, you can start reducing
the obstacle. If suppression and smoke are
effective, a dozer tank or combat engineer vehicle
can be used to push down the side of the ditch, or
the ditch can be crossed with an AVLB. Normally,
infantry will cross the ditch to secure the far side
using the same techniques used to clear a
minefield. Engineers may accompany infantry
and remain in the ditch to blow down and slope the
sides so tanks can quickly join the infantry.
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If AVLBs are used, the ditch can be crossed
quickly. You must secure the far side to preclude
destruction of your vehicles as they move single
file over the bridge. As soon as possible, the ditch
should be sloped or filled to permit the AVLB and
other vehicles to accompany the attacking
echelon.

PLATOON DRfL--REACr TO INDIRECT FIM

1. TASK:

Platoon receives indirect fire (artillery, mortars,
rockets) and takes appropriate action.

2. STANDIRPS: (Platoon not in contact or being engaged or
threated by enemy AT fire).
a.

If mounted, platoon closes all hatches and moves rapidly
through or around impact area with hatches closed.

b.

If dismounted, platoon mounts carriers and moves rapidly
through or around impact area with hatches closed.

c. If dismounted without carriers or unable to mount,
platoon moves rapidly out of impact area.
3.

STANDRDS: (Platoon receives heavy concentration of indirect fire while assaulting under enemy direct fire and
must move immediately to prevent annihilation.)
a. Platoon mist "assault in a single rush" with entire
maneuver elemat making final move into eneny position.
b.

Enemy positions mast be effectively suppressed with both
maneuver and overwatch elements delivering heaviest
possible volume of fire.

c. If dismounted, platoon conducts such an assault with fixed
bayonets, with all men running, yelling, and firing
rapidly at the enemy.
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ANNEX A - PURPOSE AND GENERAL OVERVIi£
A-1.
PURPOSE.
To establish p,-ocedures and respcnsibiities for conducting L-1
executing a battledrill to train tank and mechanized infantry company toams or
obstacle assault breaching techniques.
A-2. GENERAL. An assault breach is used to maintain the momentum of U,-:
attack by taking the obstacle win stride" as it is encountered by the
attacking battalion task force. Speed is extremely important and the batte'[,.;
task force must be dble to keep moving at a continuous rate. Combat engiree:r!
should be located with the lead elements of the attacking force to aid in the
assault breaches. However, situational factors may constitute assault breacr;.
by the lead company team without direct engineet participation. This batkle
drill will provide the basis by which effective assault can be achieveo hy the
lead element of an at'icking force.

A-1

_________
___ ___ __

ANNLY B - UNGERSlANDII

THE THRtIT

to be fuli. .
.-arly understan. the p
B-i. PURPOSE. To be ate to
in the assault breaching techniques, leaders ax all levls in the US Any must
understand how and why the Soviets construct obstacles.
8-2. The Soviets use barriers and minefields to slow, disorganize, and
canalize the enemy force. Barriers are used alone or in conjunction witr,
minefields end concentrated fire areas. The use of natural barriers is
stressed; they include lakes, rivers, marshes, escarpments, and densely
forested areas. Artificial barriers may include antitank ditches, wire
entanglements, abatis, and various uses of logs. Hinefields densities are
from 750-1000 mines per Va (-lmine/meter front).
B-3. Fire sacks are preplanned fires of artillery and other weapons irn
specific areas, sic. e. in conjunction with minefields or barriers, used t"
destroy the enemy. They are similar to the US concept of a kill zone and are
areas where the defensive fires of all weapons are brought to bear against th'attacking enemy (See Figure 1). Mines and barriers are planned along the edge
of the fire sack to contain the enemy force, and reserves are placed where
they can counterattack it the "pocket," after the fires are lifted, to dest;-,.
any remaining enemy. Dpfensive positions, mines, and barrier- are often
sighted in a manner that will channel the enemy into a fire sack should the
enemy break forward positions (see figure 2). Also, the enemy units in those
frontal positions may plan to withdraw on purpose in order to entice friendly
units into the fire sack.
B-4.

Indicators of a fire sack.

a. An area, which if penetrated, would leave dominating terrain on at
least two sides.
b. Mines or wire entanglements which tend to channel friendly forces iht\,
an area as described above.
c. Enemy units withdrawing from prepared positions and offering light
resistence.
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ANNEX C - FUNDAMENTALS & CHARACERISTIC

(W b!EACH07, OPERATION2

FUNDAJENTALS. Ail compa-y team commeride-s musi be aware of and
C-1.
understand the fundamentals of breaching operations.
a. Suppress enenLv weaoons using all available fires.
b. Obscure the obstacle with smoke over a large area to prevent enemy
observation.
c. Secure the far side of the obstacle.
d. Reduce the obstacle.
e. Move through the breach and carry on with the mission.
Characteristics os successful breaching operations are:

C-2.

a. Speed.
b.

Coordination.

c. Aggressiveness.
d. A,-curacy of reporting.
e. Combined arms discipline.
f. Prior rehearsal (SOP).

C-1

___

I

ANNEX 0 - ORGANIZATION & RESPONSIBILITIES OF UNITS :N EN TASK FORCE FOR
BREACHING OPERATIONS
D-1.

Organization of the Battalion Task Force.

a. Organization of the battalion task force depends on the task force
commander's judgement if not designated by the brigade commander. A typical
organization of the battalion task force would be as depicted in Figure 4.
The following key principles must be followed in any offensive operation where
breaching operations will be employed (Ref Figure 3).

o

Scouts try to bypass obstacle.

o
Lead company team has at least one mechanized infantry platoon to
act as breaching force (see part lb below).
0

Task force engineers move as one body behind the lead company

o

Engineer platoon is under direct control of Task force commander.

o

Engineer platoon is augmented with a CEV/AVLB/Dozen.

team.

b. Orgenizatiorn of the Lead Company Team. The company team leader
organizes the company team into three forces with a specific mission for
each. These forces include:
o

The Breaching Force.

o

The Assault Force.

o

The Support Force.

(1) The breaching Force. This force consists of one mechanizet
infartry platoon with a mission to assault breach enemy obstacles in order to
create three lanes to pass the battalion task force. Follows the battle drill
format in Annex E for breaching obstacles.
(2) The Assault Force. Consists of one or more tank and mechanized
infantry platoons. Actual organization depends on the team commander's
judgement if not designated by the task force commander. The assault force is
the lead element in the comparv team's movement. Once an obstacle is
encountered and the determination is made to breach, this force takes up
positions in order to provide security to breaching force with direct fire.
After the obstacle is breached, the assault force moves through the breach and
assaults enemy weapons and positions if detected.

D-1

(3) The Support Force. Consists of either tanks, ITVs, or mechanized
infantry APCs. Actual organization depends on the team commander's judgement
if not designated by the task force commander. This force is used as the base
of fire in concentrating its fires on point targets that threaten the maneuver
elements. Last force in the company team to pass through the breach.
D-2.

Responsibilities of the Battalion Task Force during breaching operations.
a. Battalion Task Force Commander.
(1)

Move scouts out as early as possible to determine bypass.

(2) Include obstacle locations as EEI.
(3) Request from Assistant Brigade Engineer (ABE) any additional
engineer support; specifically, a second platoon and a dozer.
(4) Assign a lead company team as the responsible unit for breaching
operations.
(5)
b.

Maintain communication between the breaching force/engineer PLT.

Scouts.
(1)

(See Figures 3 and 4.)

Move out as soon as practical.

(2) Consider obstacles as EEl.
(3) Consider enemy engineer equipment as EEI.
(4) Report enemy engineers building obstacles.
obstacle, remain hidden.
(5)
obstacle.

Do not engage on the

Find a bypass; try to see the battlefield 5 km beyond the

(6) Call for obscuring smoke 100m on the enemy side before the
friendly forces mark their approach even by dust clouds.
(7) Hand over the indirect fire smoke operation to the lead company
team FIST as soon as possible.
(8) Advise the Battalion Commander/Battalion 53 on the following:
(a) Bypass.
(b)

Known enemy locations.
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(c) Best overwatch position..
(d) Detailed description of obstacle (see, Annex E).
(9) If bypass is available just for passagE of APCs, then continue to
see the battlefield beyond the obstacle while the lead company team conducts
breaching operations (see Fiqure 8).
(10) If not able to bypass ubstacle with any vehicles, then secure
vantabe points where you will be able to see the battlefield beyond the
obstacle while breaching operations are being conducted (see Figures 5, 6, and
7).
c. S3.
(1) Have lead company team move forward to breach obstacle.
(2) Reroute or slow down rate of march of other elements in the task
force far from. obstacles so they will not bunch-up (see Figures 4, 5, 6, 7,
and 8).
d. Lead Company Team Commander.
(4) Move forward to conduct breaching operations on order from the 53.
(2) Have FIST call in mortar smoke 100m beyond the obstacle to
obscure breaching operations.
(3) Establish the assault force and support force as the overwatch
element to protect the breaching force and secure the near side from the
flanks of the actual point of the obstacle breaches (ste Figures 6, 7, and 8).
(4) The assault force and support force engage any known enemy
positions with direct fire weapons in securing the near side.
(51 If at all possible, even on foot, far side of the obstacle is
secured before breaching operations begin.
(6) Allow mechanized infantry platoon to immediately conduct
breaching operations. This breaching force moves to the obstacle location to
conduct the assault breaching techniques discussed in Annex E. Mechanized
platoon leader maintains communication with task force commander to insure
start of breach/far side secured.
(7) Lall for TAC Air to cover your force if needed.
(8) Move obscuring smoke out from obstacle before the final breach is
made to prevent silhouetting friendly forces as tney emerge.
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(9) As soon as the lanes have been breached, allow forces to move
through accordingly.
(a) (Figure 8) If bypass is not available for APCs but not tanks and
far side is secure, then move overwatch element immediately through, followed
by breaching force, to continue mission.
(b) (Figure 6). If bypass is not available for any vehicles, then
move assault force through to secure far side followed by scouts. As soon as
scouts are able to see the battlefield, move your force and continue mission.
(10) Allow the engineer platoon to follow the orders of the task
force commander.
(11)
Keep the battalion commander and the S3 informed of the
breaching operation status with the following information:
(a) Beginning of breaching operation/security force in

ace.

(b) Lane I open.
(c)

Lane 2 open.

(d) Lane 3 open.
(12)

Mark all breached lanes with predesignated smoke (see Annex E).

(13) Understand the enemy's concept of fire sacks as explained in
Annex B and as depicted on obstacle example in Figure 8.
e. Task Force Commander.
(1) Locate the engineer platoon (+) behind the lead company team to
provide quick reaction if needed to breach obstacle (see Figure 3).
(2) Have the engineer platoon move to the obstacle location with the
lead company team (see Figures 7 and 8) (see Annex E for actual breaching
procedures).
(3)

Based on the situation, handle engineers accordingly:

(a) Improve breached lanes and mark appropriately (daylight mark with
(See Figure 9.) If
engineer tape/darkness mark with chem lights on pickets).
obscured with smoke, use ground flares.
(b)

Continue to follow engineer platoon behind the lead cc--any team.
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(c) Divert engineer efforts to needed locations.
(4) Give order to execute all demolition breaches.
(5) Release mechanized infantry platoon under OPCON as soon as the
lanes are breached.
f.

Breaching Force Leader (Mechar'zed Infantry Platoon Leader).
(1) Follow the breaching techniques explained in Annex E.

(2) If engineer support is required, the breaching force becomes
OPCON to the task force commander to form breaching team.
(3) Mark all breached lanes with predesignated smoke to act as an
orientation point for remainder of task force. The color of smoke will be in
accordance with the C.(:i.
(4)
g.

Keep task force commander infomed of breaching operation status.

Engineer Platoon Lecder.
(1) Follow orders of the task force commander.
(2) Provide expertise on breaching operations.
(3) Follow breaching techniques explained in Annex E.
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Figure 3
Task Force organization during movement to contact.
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Scout try to find bypass around~ obstacle

Figure 4
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Scouts see the battlefield while lead company team moves into condur- breaching oper.

Figure 5
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Engineer Support.
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Mechanized Inf needs assistsnce of engineers. Breaching team is formed.
Mechanized Inf clear trip wires and secure far side while engineer
breach obstacle.
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ANNEX E - BATTLE DRILL PROCEDURLS FOR ASSAULT BRFACHING OF
VARIOUS OBSTACLES
E-1. This battle drill is deveioped around the three most common types of
obstacles that will be encountered by US forces when atLacking Soviet forces.
a. w.nes and Minefieles. Individual mines can be found by visual
detection, portable mine detectors, ano mine probes. The enemy surface lay
mines as well as bury them depending on the situation. The degree of
extensive preparation will determine if the breaching force or the breaching
team is required. For example, a low density of mines, surface layed and
covering a small area, can usually be cleared by infantry; however, when the
locations of mines are not clear, then engineer support is probably required
to aid in determining their locations. Breaching equipment will consist of
grappllnghooks and hand-placed explosives. Practice and experience will aid
in determining when eng.reer support is required.
b. Wire Entanglements. Wire is a nuisance as it can damage vehicle
suspension systems. Wire obstacles can usually be cleared by mechanized
infantry by stretching or dragging it out with grapplinghooks on 1/4 inch
cable tied to an APC and then cutting with bolt cutters if the need be. If
the wire obstacle is extensive, (example - 1/2 inch cable running through the
middle of concertina and staked) then engineer support will be required to
clear with bangalores. Again, practice and experience will aid in determining
when engineer support is required.
c. Anti-Vehicular Ditches and Craters. These barriers area usually
reinforced with wire and mines. Extensive preparation is taken In
constructing these barriers thus, engineer support is usually required to
breach lanes. A dozer tank or CEV can be used to cross short gaps that are
not more than 5 feet (17.4m) wide. Explosives can also be used to cave in the
sides and partially fill the barrier to allow passage.
E-2. The actual format for which obstacle breaching operations will fall
under will change slightly depending on the situation. However, as this
battle drill procedures designates, responsibilities will remain the same for
all breaching operations. Commanders must remain flexible to the extent where
variatiorns in breaching operations can be formulated around these responsibilities. Practicing breaching operations on different types of terrain, in
different weather conditions, and on different types and configurations of
obstacles will enable the US forces to be better prepared for defeating the
Soviet barrier plan in a timely and victorious manner.
E-3. Below are the procedures that the breaching force/breaching team will
follow in breaching the three most common types of obstacles.
a.

Mines and Minefields.
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(1) If the mines are surface layed and the area covered is small,
then the battalion commander/battalion S3 will recommend that the breaching
force breach the obstacle without engineer support. The breaching force will
follow these procedures under the supervlsien of the mechanized infantry
platoon leader:
(a) Move one squad In an APC to each of the three lanes (see
Figure 5).
(b) If additional smoke is needed for obscuration, then smoke
grenades, grenade launchers, or smoke pots are used. The maneuver team
commander in each squad has this responsibility.
(c) Two personnel from each squad's maneuver team are designated as
near side grapplinghook men. These personnel will clear the lanes of
tripwires by throwing grap'plinghooks or similar devices on 1/4 inch cable
across the minefield and then pull from a safe area (behind or inside APC/lay
flat in wadi and pull). Tripwires may also be removed by hand.
(d) Once tripwires are cleared, the grappplinghook men go into the
minefield and place hooks on remaining mines and pull from a safe area to
detonate those with anti-handling devices.
(e) These same two men plus two other men from the maneuver team
remove the mines from the lane. Mines are placed to the left near side of the
lane.
(f) While mines are being removed, two other men from the maneuver
team become the marking party. One stands on the short U-picket, marking the
edge of the lane, feeding engineer tape off a roll to the other marking party
man who walks to the far side of the obstacle holding the running end of
engineer tape. The engineer tape is cut and secured with stakes or rocks on
the edge of the lane. The process is repeated for the other edge of the
lane. Chem lights on pickets are used during darkness.
(g) As the last few mines are being removed, predesignated smoke is
popped by the squad leaders signifying a breach.
(h) The mechanized infantry platoon leader (breaching force leader)
i nforms the task force commander of breaches at the smoke.
() When two or more minefields separated by wire exist, breaching
operations should take place working from both the near and far sides towards
the middle, simultaneously. This can be accomplished by designating two far
side grapplinghook men with the same responsibilities as the near side
grapplinghook men mentioned earlier. These men use bolt cutters to get
th-ough the wire.
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(J) The remainder of the squads provide local security for the
breaching personnel.
(2) If the mine locations are not clear or the minefield is
extensive, then engineer support is required to breach the obstacle. The
breaching team is formed under the control of task force commander following
these procedures:
(a) The lanes to be breached have already been designated by the
mechanized platoon leader. An infantry squad and an engineer squad take up a
position on the near side of each lane (see Figures 6 and 7).
(b) The infantry squads are responsible for clearing the lanes of
trlpwires by using the procedure mentioned above.
(c) The infantry squad is responsible for local security throughout
the breaching operation.
(d) While tripwires are being cleared from the minefield, the
engineer squad is preparing material for the breach.
(e) After tripwires have been cleared, the engineer squad begins
breaching operations. The engineer squad is broken down into a demolition
team consisting of two explosive placers, one ring main man, one reel man, one
wire man, prepositioning and recovery men, and the squad leader as cap and
blasting man with the following responsibilities:
o
Explosive Placers (two per squad). Positions one, 1/2 pound
block of TNT primed with det cord on each mine within the lane. One placer
takes the left side of the lane while the other takes the rignt. The branch
line of det cord must be at least 15 feet long in order to extend to the
center of the lane. These branch lines of det cord are then connected to the
ring main by using a girth hitch with an extra turn. The explosive placers
are responsible for connecting the branch lines to the ring main. Each
engineer squad should already have as a minimum 50 of these 1/2 pound blocks
of Till already primed before the offensive operation begins.
o
Ring Main Man and Reel Man (one of each per squad). The ring
main man is responsible for forming an oval shape in the center of the lane
with the det cord to serve as the ring main. This ring main is where the
branches of det cord off of the 1/2 pound blocks of TNT are connected. The
reel man is responsible for feeding det cord to the ring main man from a reel
of det cord.
o
Wire Man (one per squad). Responsible for laying electrical
firing wire to be used in demolition. Extend wire from blasting cap location
to safety area designated by the engineer platoon leader.
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o
Prepositioning and Recovery Nan (squad vehicle operator and
reminader of squad). Responsible for supplying the material needed by the
explosive placers, ring main and reel man, and the squad leader. Also
responsible for positioning vehicle and equipment in secure area designated by
the engineer platoon leader for blasting. After demolition is complete and
the lanes have been breached, two of these personnel are responsible for
marking the lane with engineer tape during daylight and with chem lights on
short U-shaped pickets during darkness.
o
Squad Leader. Responsible for priming the ring main with an
electric blasting cap and executing the detonation from a safe area on order
from the engineer platoon leader.
f) If exact locations of mines cannot be determined, as in the case
of a tank ditch/crater or mines being buried, then two personnel from the
engineer squad will use mine detectors or probes to locate mines. Two other
personnel will follow these mine detectors and mark the locations. Once mines
are located, the demolition team from the engineer squads will follow the
above procedures in breaching.
(g) If two or more minefields are separated by concertina or ditches,
they may be detonated simultaneously by using a larger ring main.
(h) The engineer platoon leader is responsible for giving the order
to detonate to the squad leaders once it is cleared through the task force
commander. Take into account the safety of all individuals involved.
(I) The infantry squad leader is responsible for popping
predesignated smoke on all the breached lanes.
(j) The infantry platoon leader/engineer platoon leader informs the
task force comnander of breaches at smoke and continues mission with the lead
company team.
b. Wire Entanglements.
(1) If the wire entanglement is not extensive, then it can be
breached by the mechanized infantry platoon using the following procedures:
(a) Each squad positions its APC on the near side of one of the three
marked lanes with the rear of the APC next to the wire.
(b)
operation.

The TC throws smoke, if needed, to obscure the breaching

(c) One individual per squad throws a grapplinghook attach-d to 1/4
ith the
inch cable into the concertina. The cable is secured to the APC.
grapplinghooks caught in the concertina, the TC orders the APC driver to move
the APC forward stretching the concertina until it breaks or comes apart
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creating a lane. If after pulling the concertina and it will not stretch,
then a person is designated to get out of the APC and cut the wire with bolt
cutters.
(d) The infantry squac leader is responsible for throwing
predesignated smoke to designate the breached lane.
(2) When nuissance wiring exists between minefields in a combined
obstacle, the two far side grapplinghook men from the mechnized infantry
platoon are designated to cut the wire Jiway in the designated lane after the
minefield has been cleared of tripwires.
(3) If the wire entanglement is extensive, then engineer support is
required to breach. The breaching team is formed following these procedures:
(a) One engineer squad is assigned to each of the three breaching
locations (see Figure 7).
(b) Two personnel from the engineer squad are designated to prepare
bangalores for demolition.
(c) One person from the engineer squad runs firing wire from the
location of the blasting cap to a safe area designated by the engineer platoon
leader.
(d) The squad leader primes the bangalore for demolition with an
electric blasting cap and detonates on order from the engineer platoon leader.
(e) The mechanized infantry squads at all three lanes are providing
local security.
(f) The engineer platoon leader gives the order to detonate to the
squad leaders once he receives the order from the task force commander. Take
into account the safety of all individuals involved.
(g) The mechanized infantry squad leaders throw predesignated smoke
to signify the location of breaches.
c. Anti-Vehicular Ditches/Craters.
(1) The wire and mines which usually reinforce ditches/craters will
be cleared as previously discussed.
(2) When the scouts relay the information of an anti-vehicular
ditch/crater to be breached, the task force commander must immediately have
the en lneer platoon leader take the CEV or AVLB to the front to breach the
obstacle.
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(3) Dozer tanks can be used to also breach these obstacles.
(4) Once each lane has been breached, the mechanized infantry squad
leaders are responsible for throwing predesignated smoke to designate the
lanes.
(5) S2 should already have information on obstacles from air
reconnaissance, if possible.
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ANNEX F - COMBINES OBSTACLES TO PRACTICE IN THE BATTLE DRILL
F-i. Following the procedures and responsibilities established in Annex D arc
Annex E, the battalion task force should be able to successfully breach any
combination of these obstacles. This annex will provide examples of combined
obstacles to practice in the battle drill.
F-2.

Obstacle #1 (see Figue 11).

a. This combination of obstacles is not extensive and can be breached by
the mechanized infantry platoon (breaching force) of the lead company team
without engineer support. The mines are all surface layed with a minefield
depth varying from 10-20m. The wire entanglement consists of two rows of
concertina, one in front of the other.
b. The procedure followed by the battalion task force should look like
this:
(1) The scouts report the obstacle location and type of obstacle
according to Annex D. (S2 should have report from air reconnaissance, if
available.)
(2) Scouts are looking for bypasses and enemy locations.
(3) The scouts call in smoke to obscure the movement of the lead
elements in the battalion task force and reports no bypass available for any
type of vehicles, good overwatch positions for the lead company team, and any
known enemy locations.
(4) The scouts secure vantage points that allow them to see the
battlefiel d.
(5) Once lead company team arrives, the team commander follows the
procedures in Annex D for an obstacle where no bypass is available for any
type of vehicle.
(6) The breaching force begins breaching operations as explained in
Annex E, 3, a, (1), and b, (1). (2).
(7) Once breach is complete the lead company team commander and the
rest of the task force follow the procedures in Annex D and continue the
mission.
F-3.

Obstacle #2 (see Figure 12).

a. This combination of obstacles is very extensive and engineer support
is required to breach the lanes. The location of all of these mines is not
known and the minefield depth averages about 20m.
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b. The procedure followed by the battalion task force should look like
this:
(1) The scouts procedures in Annex D.
(2) Deriving that no bypass is available and reporting all known
information, the scouts secure vantage points that allow them to see the
battlefield.
(3) Once the lead company team arrives, the team conander follows
the procedures in Annex D for an obstacle where no bypass is available for any
type of vehicle.
(4) The breaching team with engineer support begins breaching
operations as explained in Annex E, 3, a, (2), and c.
(5) Once breach is complete the lead company team commander and the
rest of the task force follow the procedures in Annex 0 and continue the
mission.
F-4.

Obstacle #3 (see Figure 13).

a. This combination of obstacles is very extensive and engineer support
is required to breach the lanes. There are two belts of standard pattern
minefields with triple strand concertina separating the two belts.
b. The procedure followed by the battalion task force should look like
this:
(1) The scouts follow their procedures in Annex D.
(2) Finding a bypass suitable for just APCs, the scouts report all
known information.
(3) Once lead company team commander has taken over the obscuring
fires, the scouts move out through the bypass to see the battlefield on the
far side of the obstacle.
(4) The lead company team commander follows the procedures in Annex D
for an obstacle where a bypass only suitable for APCs is available.
(5) The breaching team begins breaching operations as explained in
Annex E, 3, a, (2), and b, (3).
(6) Once breach is complete, the lead company team commander and the
rest of the task force follow the procedures in Annex D and continue the
mission.
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II

OBSTACLE

1

The first obstacle consist of two minefields that are covered
by fire and have wire obstacle in -conjunction with the minefields.
The mine fields are placed along the most likely resricted avenue
of approach.The mechanized inf~plt, (breaching Force) should have
the ability to breach this obstacle without engineer support.
Engineers may widen the gaps after the initial breach.Terrain
restricts movement of both APC's and tanks thus tank forcing the
unit to breach.

Figure 11
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OBSTACLE
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The second obstacle consist of minefields in conjunction with
a road crater/tank ditch.The minefields are primarily nuisance mines.
This series of obstacle will require engineer support because of
the requirement to clear the mines whose location is not that clear
(need mine detector). The terrain restricts muvement of both APC's
and tanks thus forcing the unit to breach.

Figure
F-4
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The third obstacle consist of two belts of standard pattern minefield
with extensive wire obstacles included.This series of obstacle will
require engineer support because of extensive mining and wire obstacle
constructionThe terrain on the right restricts movement of both APC's
and Tanks, but the terrain on the left is suitable for passage of the
APC's.Breaching operations are still required for passage of tanks.

Figure 13
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ANNEX G - CADRE RESPONSIBILITIES AND REQUIREMENTS
Personnel Requirements and Responsibilities.

G-1.
a.

OIC.

One infantry or tank company comander.

(1) Coordinate with task force S3 prior to the battle drill.
(2) Coordinate with engineer platoon leader on emplacing the
obstacles and reconning the site.
(3) Discuss with the battle drill team comander the necessary

preliminary training.
(4) Ensure processing of Class IV and Class V request in accordance
with material requirements listed in Part 3 of this Annex.
(5) Ensure site is set up in accordance with Part 4 of this Annex and
Figure 14.
(6) Ensure processing of training area requests.
(7) Confirm heavy equipment tasking in accordance with vehicle
requirements listed In Part 2 of this Annex.
(8) Act as point of contact for any logistical requests by the battle
drill team commander. Work closely with the task force S3 in collecting and
issuing all requested materials.
(9)

Act as Range OIC and provide a Range Safety NCO.

(10) Conduct an after action review (AAR) on the performance of the
company team upon completion of the battle drill.
(11)
(12)
in Annex D.

Ensure site clean up by support personnel.
Ensure personnel being trained follow the procedures established

b. Engineer Platoon With All MTOE.
(1) Engineer platoon leader aid OIC in evaluating the assault
breaching techniques of the company team.
(2)

Construct and maintain the site in accordance with Figure 14.

c. Supporting Personnel.

G-1

(1) One infantry or tank platoon to act as aggressors and to aid in
clean up of site.
(2)

Armored and heavy equipment operators.
Based on vehicles non-organic to the unit under

G-2. Vehicle Requirements.
training.
TYPE
Armored
CE/AVLB

QTY

PURPOSE

1

Breaching anti-tank ditches

1

Breaching obstacles/site clean up.

Heavy Equipment
Dozer w/transport
Loader/JD410 w/transport
G-3.

Material Requirements.
a.

By obstacle number (reference Figure 14).
(1)

Obstacle #1.

(a) Consists of two minefields with surface layed mines; mines are
spaced 4-6m apart.
BOM for Mines - 202 + 202 - 404 mines (AT)
(Trip Wires Optional)
(b) Consists of two strands of concertina-nonstandard; 1 strand in
front of the other.
BOM for Wire - 30
2
60
10

rolls of standard barbed wire concertina
reels of barbed wire
long U-shaped pickets
short U-shaped pickets

(2) Obstacle #2.
(a) Consists of three minefields; only 1/2 of mines are surface layed
(mines are spaced 4-6m apart).

BOM for mines - 202 + 202 + 202 a 606 mines (AT)
(b) Consists of one V-shaped tank ditch (dozer support recired).
(3) Obstacle #3.

G-2

I

(a) Consists of two standard pattern minefields (mines are spaced
4-6m apart).
BOM for mines - 286 + 286 a 572 mines (AT)
(b)

Consists of one belt of triple standard concertina

BOM for wire - 60
3
70
20
b.

rolls of standard barbed wire concertina
reels of barbed wire
long U-shaped pickets
short U-shaped pickets

Total Class IV to construct and maintain obstacles.

At

TYPE
Standard barbed wire concertina
Barbed wire

Long U-shaped pickets

Short U-shaped pickets

90 ea. rolls
5 ea. rolls

130 ea.
30 ea.

c. Total Class V for breaching operations per company/team.

TYPEQT
Bangalore Torpedos
TNT 1/ lb Blocks
Det cord
Blasting Caps (Elect)
Blasting Caps (Non-Elect)
Time fuse
Ignitors, time fuse
Mines, AT (M21/M15)

2 ea
225 ea
2000 ft
15 ea
15 ea
50 ea
15 ea
1582 ea

d. Additional items required:
(1)

Engineer tape - 1000 ft/team for marking lanes.

(2) Chem lights - 30 ea/team for marking lanes a night.
G-4. Battle Drill Site Set-Up. The distances between obstacles and
dimensions will be as stated in Figure 14. Posts or engineer tape should mark
the boundary of the lane and act as a restriction to movement for the company
team forcing the team to breach the obstacles in order to continue movement.
Support personnel should be used to establish fire sacks and act as an
aggressor unit. The third obstacle should be the only one where the company
team leader is allowed to bypass the obstacle with APCs. This will provide
the aspect that terrain around the obstacle is suitable for APCs; however, the
obstacle must still be breached to allow for the passage of tanks.
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BATTLE DRILL SITE SET-UP
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ANNEX H - REFERENCES
H-1.

FM 5-15 (Field Fortification).

H-2.

FN 5-25 (Explosives and Demolitions).

H-3.

FM 5-31 (Boobytraps).

H-4.

FM 5-34 (Engineer Field Data).

H-5.

FM 5-220 (Passage of Obstacles Other Than Minefields).

H-6.

FM 71-1 (The Tank and Mechanized Infantry Conpany Team (DRAFT)).

H-7.

FM 71-2 (The Tank and Mechanized Infantry Battalion Task Force (DRAFT)).

H-8.

FM 90-7 (Obstacles).

H-9.

Soviet Army Operations (April 1978).
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67W; Dk DIZAT! Jh
Inis pamphlet is an attempt to standardize/si.plify platoon and company
Thougn some of the terms and
leiel mnneuver withi the 3a ln:-tntry Ilvision,
techniques are unique to the M?:ne Division, most are common sense terms used to
describe simple maneuvers az.-chn be found it. a :-riad of Arur Field tLnuals and
draft Field ,anuals.
mne.ver tcckxn, ies described herein have been
The platoon and com-pany lev
utilizei for over a year ana we:e revised an-. improved upon during that year.
A. Marne pliatoons xd comlanie. maneu'ter identically t.e same-inking cross
These ma.euve drills, coupled with standard terms established
at:achment easy.
i. the Division :AC.-.P along wi n the atanda:d drx.lls and procedures established
in -he T-h-ief of Sta:- letter on 6tand -rLzat.on,constitute the basis for small
u7-' ULztical traia-ig wtnin. t .e Diviiio,.'.

31N7 MDLrIC(N

Maneuver is a weapon. It is the essence of fighting and defeating a nuerically
superior enemy. Effective movement of combat units to the flanks and rear of
the enemy where the ratio of combat pmeer is locally in our favor is a require-

ment for Victory. Good shooting counts only after wapons have been moved to
critical points on the battlefields where they can kill. Ccmamnications and
maintenance are vital, specifically because they support maneuver. In short,
maneuver is the catalyst which makes the ombined arms tear. work. If we cannot
move, we cannot win.
This pamphlet addresses the HOW to boundinc overwatch and battle drill. The
information contained here should not be considered a substitute for movement
doctrine as described in FM 71-1 and FM 71-2, but rather as a supplement which
tells you bow to achieve a cross country maneuver capability. The formations
and battle drills described in this maneuver pamphlet are not stereotyped
maneuvers. Innovation is encouraged.
In concept, the combat VEE and WEDGE techniques are simple. In practice, they
require considerable training, imaginative use, and support of a variety of
other individual and collective skills. They are not a substitute for owmun
sense, aggressive leadership, calpetant navigation and the proper employment of
the combined arm. The '%wto" execute punch drills, split drills, etc must
become instinctive yet the 'When to" and 'where to" is a judgemental decision
made after considering the objective (punch right to destroy anti-tank missiles
which are firing on your left point platoor.), terrain which iust be traversed
(an open area upon which the enemy -,anbring devasting fire or a covered and
concealed route into the enemy's fli nk), combined arms available to support your
rovement (4.2 mortars with smoke, A-10s in support or the 3rd platoon to cover
your advance) criticality of time ('aft point platoon unable to advance but in
a protected posture or platoon trap ed-being destroyed needs help immediately).
Combined armrs, competent navigation common sense and aggressive leadership are
vital ingredients to maneuver which cannot be shown in diagrams; however, once
the situation is properly assessed n.rd
the decision to execute nude (often in
the heat of battle - a decision madc in a split second) then the instinctive
precise exec tion of the drill must be acomplished with rapidity and a aense
of purpose.
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.

General

The combat VEE Technique is an increenta1 approach to bouriing overwatch. The
basic formation incorporates vtuai supr:ort, flexibility, maximum firepower
forward, and comand and control. It is the
s-ic fighting formntion at company
level for virtually all rrde-.. a-Tieo w rnluie israel and the Soviet Union.
7
..he cr].at wedc is zse-at platoon level.
A deviation of the orbat \
Other Characteristics:

a.

Mutu&!~~

b.

v withow-: stronc reliance on FM
The VEI. displaces e :'.£ a..otaZ
radio. :t therefore cfrers -oc electror-c secarity and makes "SILE,
RLNNINC"-rve;ren-: witnokr. az. radio trars.tu-ssions-possible.

c. The VEE allows sub:r.i t corrnders to oammand by varying formations.
d. The VEE frees the =c'mender fror rnvement of inr.vidual vehicles and
allows hiLn to anticipate future action.
Mastery of the VEI techridqe wi. . g-"e a a-.iz a basic .neuver capability;
however, it will rxot supply a panacea for alI tac-tica. situations. There is
no substitute for good tactics executec with proper cmbat speed and bloodircindedness. The VEE provides the fo,..ndazior on which good maneuver tactics are
,uilt.
The VEE formea-ior. car. be used ir. adw.nce tc conact and attack, as well as

rctrograle

Toverrier.t.

-- cal]y, at compa-y level, the combat VEE maneuvers platoons
bo,.nds while the base of fire elements at the apex fols '..:.ina
omatically, keying on their bounds. This formation
lows the le-.. elene-- - .--

-- I1.

rJ-:

changes at pi-

vel to the comrbrt wedge as explained on page 9.

Figure fL illustrates tt .s

nmveent.

repo-ts: "SIX, 'MHIS 1S RED, MVE, OUT." First element
ri'rst PC.'
moves,° establishes its b-nd position, and reports: "SIX, THIS IS PED, SET,
a rr. 1
Second point elwnent moves autoratically when first element reports SET. Second
reports: "SIX, TUS IS IUTE, MVE, OJT." Establishes its bound position and
reports: "SIX, THIS IS WHITE, SEr, UT."
Then ftytlmvcally, fL-st eleaent reports and moves automatically -hen scond
element reports "S'2"...etc.

3

The APFX ELEMENr keys its advance and automatically displaces on the advance
f the point element.

.i{T

:S REo,

e

"THIS IS WIiITE,
MOVE,

MOVE, OL-r"

OUr"

"THIS :S RED,
Sur, our"

"THIS IS WHITE,
SET, OUr"

"THIS IS RED,
MOVE, OLT"

"7-IS IS WHITE,
MOVE, OL-r"

POI).T ELEMENT

POINr ELEMENT

IZ

'S]

FIGURE 1A
.ITE:
Fornation changes at platoon level to
Cavalry wdge. See page 9.
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APEX ELE~MENT

// /

0
Mechanized Infantry, Armor or

3.

Teaching the Combat VEE and Battle Drill.

The VEF technique is taught in the followirg sequence:
a.

Sand table demonstrations, butcher paper, or blackboard drawings to
illustrate graphically maneuver linked with the oral commands.

b.

Dismounted drills simulating mourted movement, Dismounted, Mounted
Training (DMT). These can be done as IT!

c.

Simple nounted formatic-,s for orienration practice and basic SET/MOVE
Drills (four bas-e steps below).
STEP i

In an onen area, the plar3n is placed in combat wedge formation while the company/troop is placed in combat VEE formation. All leaders will acquaint themselves with these formations.
STEP 2
The unit executes SET/MOVE Drills described previously over a short distance to
familiarize all personnnel with basic movement. This can be practiced
dismounted with element leaders calling out the basic transmissions.
STEP 3
The formation is dispersed, tie-' in with terrain, and oriented on an objective
area. Good firing posit'ons an- speed duri ng bound movements are emphasized.
Step 3 is an expanded version of Ste;) 2 ani is practiced over different types of
At this point, the unit should be beginning
terrain until completely mastered.
to achieve a maneuver capability.
STEP

#

e.es
the init from basic maneuver to the more complicated drills.
This step grr-2d with the more complicated BATTLE DRILLS and DEFILE
SET/MOVE Dr. ils I-e;DRILLS are ex-..Ated over different type of terrain. During Step 4, the platoons
should begir. to demonstrate a confidence to maneuver over any type of terrain
and execute a variety o: battle drills.

d. Finally, as the acid test, execution of a MILES maneuver course oriented
on an enemy that requires:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Covered movement.
Use of good firing positions.
Fluid Bounding movement.
Rapid tactical reaction.
Battle Drills.

REMEMBER: The formation,; and Battle Drills described in this pamphlet are not
be a specific number of
4ntended to he geometric, nor are vchicles expected t,-:
neters apart. The position of each vehicle in the fo.--ation is dependent of the
.actors of METT.

i

LNTPrDYMENT OF MECH INFANTRY DURIG MOVEM1'r
Infantry elements need the capability to fight dismountei or to "fight their
tracks" in a mounted mode. It will be difficult for dismounted infantry to keep
up with mounted elements in a fast-paced maneuver ombat envircaent. Once
dismounted, infantry elements must be recovered prior to continuing the mission.
The relatively small size of the mech squads also makes dismounted cperations
difficult below platoon level.
During mounted cperations, all crew-served weapons should be manned to miximize
firepower. Infantry should rerain .munted:
1.

During most offensive and defe. sive .vrrient

2.

Whenever enemy resistance is light or can be suppressed during hasty or
deliberate attacks.

cperations.

uring a HASTY DISMOUNT, only enough personnel to accorplish the mission will be
dismounted. Light crew-served weapons/AT weapons can be dismounted if required.
The remainder of the squad should continue to "fight the track" and overwatch
the dismounted elements. A HASTY DISMOUNT should be conducted:
1.

During most clearing cperations.
- Obstacles
- Bridges

- Built-up areas

2. During defile drills.
3. To establish a screen or LP/OP's.
4. To establish Battle Position during a "delay" cperation.
5. To conduct Hasuy Dismounted Attack during a Punch Drill.
6. To est olish Dismounted '1irER/KILLER" AT team.
During a DELIB.'ATE DISMOUMT, the majority of the personnel in a vehicle will be
dismounted, along with t.. crew-served weapons necessary to acomplish the
mission.
A DEIBERATE DIS40UNT should be conducted:
1.

When conducting a position defense or when given a "defend" mission.

2.

When an objective cannot be suppressed or cleared in any other nanner.

3.

Clearing extensive obstacles that cannot be by-passed.

4.

Conducting night attacks/patrols.
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The Battle position should incorporate the quad strongpoint built around the APC
to maximize the vehicle nromted Cal .50, Whenever possible. APC' shokuld be
placed in defilade/conoealed position, to maximuize Vmvivability. The
dismounted personnel (Hasty/Deliberate) should disperse around the vehicle and
dig in as time permits. The APC zma~t be accessible to facilitate recvery of
dismuted personnel to maintain nobility.
SM6TXL
PLATOONct

CRANIZhTICN OF MECH PLATOON
Total Strength - 24 Men

:~DUAT
5 M

1st SOMA

2D SQUAD: 5 MEN

1 6 MN

3D SQUAD :7 MEN (INLUWDM

PSG)

W~sF-

Another tetmque in an iznderstrength platoon is to have the platoon leader's
and platoon sergeant 's tracks mfount carrier tams only. All personnel
designated for mounted operat ions would be nounted In the reaining tw tracks.
7

ARMOR OPERATIONS

The speed and ability of the M-1 should be maximized dring maneuver operations.
Because of its increased speed, care must be taken to insure that contact is
maintained with infantry.
When operating in a combined arms environment, M-1 units should remain 'pure" at
the platoon level. When in reserve positions, M-1 units may also be utilized in
a pure configuration to expedite their movement around the battlefield. Once in
the area of operations, M-I units would
"pick-up" local unengaged infantry
units and conduct hasty cross-attachments. Armor units and Infantry units need
to implement detailed SOPs for the "Hasty Pick Up" of Infantry.
Because of the increased capabilities of the M-1, the commander and executive
officer must conduct operations from their tanks. Otherwise, they risk being
left behind. Additionally, the Armor FIST Chief needs to be prepared to operate
from one of the command tanks.
The following hatch positions on the M-1 will be used during tactical
operations.
0 - Open
PO - Protected Open
C - Closed

TACTICAL SITUATION
1. Road March/High Speed movement

HATCH POSITIONS
TC
LDR
DVR
0
0
C

2.

Road March/Restricted Mobility

o

0

C

3.

Traveling For.-tion

0

0

C

4.

Bounding

0

0

C

5.

Contact - Direct Fire

PO

C

C

6.

NBC/Indirect Fire

C

C

C

7.

Night Operations

-2rwatch Formation

SAME
AS
ABOVE

SAME ALWAYS
AS
CLOSED
ABOVE

-A

PLAM

MDVEMET

11riPim

1. Always maintain an overwtch elemnt if ontact is expected.
mally moves as a single elment ecept in split drill.
2. Distance between vehicles is based on
movvrent.
3.

Colu

mDvmnt is

E=r.

Platoon nor-

Platoon leader oorrols

for road marches, not for deployed tactical movmunt.

4. Platoon leader should lead his elements and utilize hand/arm signals whenever possible.
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BASIC MECH/TANK PLATOON a3vBAT WEDGE

PL

I

TI

I

I

I

I
I

SPSG

I- I
t lSET

[_T

r

Ir

WINGMAN

WINGMAI

MOVE

~SET

DESCRIMION

1.

2.

PL and PSG operate in lead vehicles with their wingen forming the trailing
elenents. PL leads and renmining elements key their rrovement to his
track/tank.
All vehicles move simultaneously. Wingnmn key their movement on their
leaders.
unless in split drill.

3.

Platoon moves as a unit, not by sections,

4.

Use Set/l.ve drill as part of combat wedge to advance or withdraw.

5.

Facilitat~s control since leaders are close enough to easily relay hand/arm
signals while covereG by wingmn.

6.

All elements to key moveent directly or indirectly to the platoon leader

APPLICATICN
Basic formation for traveling movumeut or utim platoon is
Vee formntion.

qperating in

a

totEM

NTE: Fbr ariations: Colum with platoon leader leading - B section mwm
behind A section or A sectiFcan move bend B ectian or wingun nowe abreast
of Platoon Leaders and Platoon Sergeant vehicles
10

______

___

-

CAVAI.RY PLATOON

CAVALRY CrIMBAT WFDGEI

SQD

0

0

SEC
SGT
(Dragon)

LDR
(Dragon)

0

0

ITV

rTV

0

SEC SGT

PSG

DESCRIPTION

1. PL stays ;entrally located to ease movement to action and to personnally see
and control tank section.
Platoon Comba. Wedge.

PSG and Tank section sergeant work identical to Tank

2.

Scouts move independent of Tanks using set/move drills.

3.

Dragon Tracks on the outside of wedge, ITV's on inside at Apex of scout VEE.

4.

Use set/move drill

as part of combat wedge to advance or withdraw.

5. Used during reconnaisance missions to find, contact, and maintain contact
with the enemy.
6.

Tanks stay consolidated as punch force.
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ME.C'II/TA NK
SPLIT I'LATOON DRIL.

PL
ftN%

%PSG

<

SE

%

WINGMAN

WINGHAN

MOVE

T

K>SE

DESCRIPTION
1. PL and PSG each form a section with their wingman.
2.

Section uses SEK/MOVE drill to advance or withdraw.

3.

Platoon iee'!,r controls movement of their platoon.

Movement is by section.

APPLICATION
1.

Whenever platoon movement cannot be covered by another overwatch element from

the CO/'.

SAMPLE ORDER
"Execute Split Drill, Alpha Section Left, Move now,

Out."

NOTE:
The Troop/Team combat VEE is the basic configuration for Troop/Tern
maneuver elements Movement by bounds within the platoon is not normally used.
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4

CAVALRY PLATOON SPLIT VEDIR

0 (Dragon)

0

0

ITV

0

(Dragon)

ITV

0 PL

SEC SGT

PSG

HH
DESCRIPTION

1. PL and PSG each each assume responsibilty for a tea--. Movement is by set/move
within the team under the direction of the PL or PSG.
2.

Sections use "SET/MOVE" drill to advance or withdraw.

3. Platoon leader controls movement of platoon.
APPLICATION
1.

Whenever platoon movement cannot be covered by another overwatch element
from the Co,'Tm/Trp.

2.

Whenever platoon is ordered into a "SPLIT DRILL".

SAXPLE ORLER
"Execute Split Drill.

Alpha Section left.

Move now, out."

The Cavalry Combat wedge is the basic configuration for Troop/Team maneuver aleents, split wedge is not normally used when platoon is working an part of troop
VEE.
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BASIC MECH/TANK PLATOON COIL DRILL

DESCRIPT ION
1. PL commands "COIL" and moves to a covered and concealed position in the
direction of march.
2. PL wingman ositions has vehicle in the 3 or 9 o'clock position (depending
on his posir.on in the formation in relation to the PL).
3. PSG posi-ions has vehicle at the 3 or 9 o'clock (depending or has position
in the formation in reliscion to the PL).
4.
PSG wingman automatically finds a position opposite the PL and orients to
the rear.
5.

Individual tanks positioned based on terrain and fields of observation.

APPLICATION
Used when halts are required and a 360'
Provides observation and fires 360.
fire and observation capability is required.

14

CAVALRY
COIL

11HZ
0

0
DESCRI PT ION

1. PL commands "COIL" and moves to a concealed and covered position in the
direction of mr.
2.

PL becomes base an. all vehicles key on him.

3. Scouts move to the *our corners and at a distance great enough to allow the
tanks to be easily within the box and allow for early warning of the platoon
leader.
4. Tanks are based on terrain and field of fire but generally at 1213, 6 and 9
o'clock within 12 o'clock being the direction of movement.
APPLICATION
Provides observation and fires 360 degrees. Used when halts are required and a
360 degrees fire and observation capability is required.
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COMPANY/TROOP MOVEMENT PRINCIPALS
THE COMBAT VEE
1. Movement should be by platoon bounds unless in a "Split Drill".
2. Always maintain an overwatch element while in bounding overwatch. All elements should not be moving simultaneously, except in traveling overvatch.
3. Mech elements operating with M-I's normally move in company VEE employing
traveling overwatch technique behind the tanks, except when dismounted operations
are imminent.
4.

Tank elements should lead when hard combat (tank vs tank) is likely.

5.

Distance between elements is based on METT and overwatch capability.
COMPANY/TROOP COMMANDER CONTROLS MOVEMENT.

6. Company/Troop Commander should go where he can best control movement.
should stay close enough to effect the battle.

He

SPLIT DRILL
1. Point elements use Wedge Technique within the elements, bounding by sections.
Mutual support is within the platoon. Movement is by SET/MOVE DRILL.
2. Used covering closed terrain, a wide sector of responsibility, or multiple
routes. Used when platoon cannot mutually support each other.
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MECHANIZED COMPANY VEE

Or

%

A %

(N

VMOVE

MOVE

O

O

,/

DESCRIPION\

1.

Mech platoons form the point and Apex elements.

2. Movement is conducted using SET/MOVE Drill to advance or withdraw.
bound as an element in %ombat Wedge Formation.

APPLI CATION
1.

Basic movement technique for pure mch company movement.

SAMPLE ORDER

"Execute VEE.

Red move first, White key on them •
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Move now, out."

Platoons

MEmH (MPANY

6
ISE
_ '.,.sET

SPLIT DRILL

SET

\'a,
V
SET

MOVE

SET

0'

MOVE

04%
4-MOVE
MOVE

ELEMENT;0 0
FOLLOW ONE LEAD

--

-

,4404

.MV

40

DESCRIPTICN
1.

2.
3.

Platoons fr-., point and apex elements.
SET/MOVE executed wit" in tht point platoons.
Apex element fllows one of the point elements.

APPLICATION

1. Basic coany level formation hen operating in wide sector or closed terrain when rutual support canot be achieved between platoon.
SAMPLE ORDER
"Execute split drill - heavy right. Red is left point.
Blue follows White. Execute now, over."
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White is right point.

TANK COMPANY VEE

SET

SET

MI1E

[111
1114

LO
//
DISPLACE AS NECESSA~k

DESCRIPTION

/

1.

Tank platoons form point and apex elements.

2.

Movement is by platoon bound.

3.

Platoons in combat wedge.

APPLICATION
I.

Basic movement technique for pure tank company movement or hasty attack.

SAMPLE ORDER
"Execute VEE, Blue moves first,

lite key on him.
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Blue execute noW, Out."

SPLIT ORI'-"

TANK CJMPA.

- -

T I
S :I

a,T

i---

A.,_i-_

i~I

OEMOVEo

FGLLO"

O'- L-AD

L

NT

/

.SCRIPT1C&
Platr, -s
?.

point and apex elements.
executed within the point platoons.

2.

SEr/MOVE "".

3.

Apex element follows one of the point elements.

i.

VQPLICATION
1.
Basic ompany level formation %hen operating in wide sector or closed terrain, when mutual support cannot be achieved between platoons.

SAMPLE ORDER
'---xecute split drill.
R'Ae follo

Red.

!eavy left.

Red is left point.

White is right point.

Execute now, out."
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_____

____

___

MEHTEPAM C4BU~ VEE
"FUR"

Ives

Xs -%s

SET

de0P\
-%

Is

%

%

DVF

MOVE

1.

Mech plr.oons forT -int

2.

Movement is platoon bounid, usinc team level SET/MO\E Drill.

elements.

Tank platoon forms the apex element.

APPLICATION

Basic novement technique for a rech team.
SAMPLE ORDER
"Execute VEE, Red nove first, White key on Red.
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Execute now, out."

MEI I TM!M (lAAT VUE
'TANKS Up"

SET

FTV

MOVE

ISPLACE AS NECESSA Y

1.

Tank ple aon leads moving by section bounds using SEr/MOVE Drill.

2.

Mech pla'.=s

move as apex element.

.
Tank platoon leader decides which section noves f-st
of point elements.

and oontrols movement

kPPLICATION

1.

Used when hard coxrat is expected.

2. Can be used only on a narrow sector.
SAMPLE ORDER
"Execute VEC, Tanks Up.
elemnts.)

Move no, out."

(All elments key on mnvement of point
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__.

_

_
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MW~ 7ERM VEE
"TANKS U1P"
SET
r'

I

a

*

III

SE-T
Ir

r-1

I

II
L-i-

T-

I

I

o

a T ,

"a"

a'- - '- I
I

MOVE

MOVE

~~~D1

CEAS NE SSA

RYRYi

DESCRIPTIONK
1.

Tank pie .oons form noint elements.

Mech platoon fornm the apex.

2. Movuent is by platoon bound.
APPLICATION

1. Basic rverent technique for tank team when hard cxrrbat is expected.
SAMPLE ORDER
"Execute VEE, White nove first, Blue key on him.
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Execute now."

TANK TEAM VEE
"RIFLES UP"

SET

SET

MOVI

MVE

AS NECESSA
SLACE

DESCRIPTICN
n a wide split drill by set/move at lead.

1.

Mech plr.oon moves

2.

Tank pla.oons move as the apex eleimnt.

3.

Mech platoon leader oontrols movient of point ele, ants.

;%2PLICATIG
Used when nch needs to clear ah ad of tanks, or 4ien rapid consolidation
1.
of tanks may be necessary.

2.

Can be used only on a narrow sector.

SAMPLE ORD
VEE
,Ixeite

-

Rifles UP.

Red move nw, out."

of point elements.)
24

(Tank )latoons key on moveomnt

CAVALRY COM BAT VEE

WenV
POINT ET MINT
I.

Two outside platoons nove

clearing/reconning to front flanks.

2.

Apex Platoon follows and clears center after flanks have cleared.

3. This process of clearing flanks then center also greatly inhibits the enemies
use of traps.
4.

On wide fronts tanks travel with platoons on narrower fronts, tanks are con-

soltdated and move behind Apex Platoon.
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4

CAVALRY TROOP RECON VEE
p.,

I'1 ''
II

,

l:-l

II
I.. Ii

0C

0

0

*s

i

ST"

"

I'STI"1
~
l.

0

MOVE

0

0VE

1. Platoon in Cavalry combat wedge; Apex keys movement )n set of flank platoons.
2. Used on wide front when recon is the key and consoL zated tanks cannot overwatch movement of scouts.
SAMPLE ZRDER

Execute Disk .econ VEE, --i left, White right, Blue Apex key on movement of Red
and White move s..
or

Execute Disk recon VEE, Red from A071 West one to A071 East One
Blue from A069 Went Two to A069
White from A069 Went Two to A071 East One
White is Apex, Move Now, Out.
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CAVALRY TROO)P (i'h

0

0

T(o (:ON'rACV')
,MOVvMNT
m

ArT'AK V:I.'

0

0

0

MOVE

I.

0

Tanks consolidated and key on set of flank platoons.
flank scouts are -et using SET/MOVE.
SA!,PLE

RDER

Execute Attack VEE, Ree from A071 to A070
White from A068 to A069
Blue from A069 to A070
PUNCH HOLD at A067
White is Apex, Move out.
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SET

0

0

0

0

0

0

SF

0

0

MOVE

Apex scouts move after

DA'L'

~.

flPTT.V

Cerere1.

tattle -rill is a series of nre-arrarRed maneuvers for immediate execution.
--se 7-aneuvers emilasize tactica resnonsiveness, rapid reaction, violent
'cecuticn, and lexi'ility. 'hey are3 lesigned to produce a "quick start" reac-ion to any battle stimulus. They are not stereotyped maneuvers and must be
-clified as the situation develops.
-.Training.

-.
e nletoon or team ust 'e reaV to Dunch 7eft, right. or center from any for-Rtio excent the qecurity ?rill. Alter deliberate traininp for Punch Drill has
'-'n cornucted., nlatoon leaders ant company/troor com-mners should develop
Freed and resDonsiveness hy ordering the execution of 7unch nrills unexePec"oIy -urinA maneuver training.
.

Dun(--

')rill].

a.
"unchinR" elements should raneizver by a cover-i and concealed route to
e ere: -'s
elanks or rear.
kvci4 r-oving laterally to the enemy.
b.

-'
jossihle, on.iectives should be secured

c.
Tnfartry should attempt to remain rountee,
a 1acl-s should be conducted if necessary.
d. Violence of execution,
C'ess of a "Punch."

Pirepower,

An

by

". re.

how-ver.

bastv dismounted

shock ac-ion are key to the suc-

e.
-he element establishing the base of fire should utilize the combined
arms team. to sunv. ess the objective with direct and indirect fire.
f.

lerneu"-: 'orce use Irl/'OV, Drill if necessary.

P. 'lemer'- shodld utilize smoke caDabilities (lanchers/on-board generaas sit.sation dictates to conceal movement or obscure themselves from
"oserval'ion.

'- rs)

!7'o-e nrill: In the event of a missile attactr or ambush all elements will
4
d-.e
iaelv
"'P" smoke And then execute hunch drill to take out the missile
lunchbine or Pnbusl, element.
f.

Anti-Aircrat Tri"L: 7mmediate resmonse is to move to the oblique, to the
-losest covered and concealed Tosition, and lay up a cone of machine gun fire in
-he areraft's direction of travel.
e Dremared to enage a second aircraft-in
,ql nro"abilitv coming from the same direction as the first.
.
.

Artillerr "rill! WhPen caught in an artillery harraee-move quickly through
, e quickly in the lirection of march until out of the Vill zone.
2A

MAC

FORMATIONS

1.

The platoon or co=pany/team/troop column is used dur ing a THUNDER RUN.
A THUNDER RJN is a rapid road nmoment across the battle field.

2.

The composition of the oolumns should be dictated h1' the tactical situation.

3.

Platoons must be able to deploy fron the march intc the VEE or to execute
Battle Drills without hesitation.

4.

Tanks should lead a THUNDER RUN throagh areas where enemy cxntact is
likely.

5. Proper interval and dispersion should be maintained even during rapid
movements. Elements will never reain in column when stopped in a tactical

situation.

K>C>K<>

TE[HHF;H

T-EL'Rli

TANK TEA!" - TANKS LEAD: Basic nrrch oolam for tank team, when conducting a
Thunder Run or when hard contact is expected. Easy to deploy into aobat Vee.

~

vee24 )

M'EM TFA - RIFLES LEAD:
into combat VEE.

Basic narch
24)

olumn for mach team.

Easy to deploy

.'--4 TEAM - TAN3KS LEAD - Used on Thunder Run %ben hard combat is expected.
Easy to deploy into conbat VEE (See page 23).
T140OP----MARCH MO ATECJ

Ccmirnder goes where he can best cxntrol movment and influenoe the battle.
Trains go where directed.
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NOrI*:s

4
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b
a

-

-

.-

~.------.-----.

--

-

- -

---

%AVA, .IY

0

0

0

10

0

0
0 0

00

0
0

1

ochnena,
sd

0

clm

0

(hndrRn

aksSrmbe)

ocmbtC0ar

VEE attack.
2. Tows can be consolidated to provide overwatch elemient for attack.
3. Dragon Tracks secure the flanks of the attacking element.
SAMPLE ORDER
Execute combat VEE attack.

Red Right, White Left, Blue Apex out.
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2'AVALRY
DI'P:.3YMENT 3RLLL

0

o

0

(PI itoons Intact)

0

Y
0

0
0

Use3 to change mrch columin (Tanks w/Platoons) to

:onbat Cavalry VEE recon.

Platoon assume combat Cavalry wedge recon.
SAMPLE ORDER
.-.xe,:ttte combat VEE recon, Red Rtght, White Left, Blue Apex out.
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N'N

/,,

-

1.

for 'atn
2.

durirg -. lts an tactical road tarches wher use of oil or other
dti1ized
.- t feasible.

All el.eents ::,,v6 rc.didly off ro.d and -.tiiLze available over and
conceari

.t.

-ve'icles

orient -7'ard iro

,

rc

flarks, trail vehicles provde r:a

sac..rity.

4.

Air ;uards will be designatai.

5.

All .,hicles leave roal way Clear f2r

S;.,PLE ORE
"Zxecute Herringbone.

Mve row,

ut.

34

L

.. g vehic'-es orient to alternate

assage of -t'er vehicles.

000PANY OIL DRLL

3d P-

U WLU

Ist PLT

1.

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL
vi
Vehicles rnve into a coil fornation using terrain and natural cover to
the naximm extent possible.

2.

The novenent is accar lished rapidly and in an orderly fashion.

3.

360 degree ground and air secu..ri:y is maintained a- all tines.

4.

Proper vehicle dispersion is maintained.

5. All vehicles are in covered, huli-down positions w th turrets oriented
to the outside of the coil.
6.

Vehicle sectors cf cbservac3r. and fields of fire ,verlap to ensure 360
degree grou-_f and air security o2 -zhe copany.

7. Facilitates c-.,ic ....-upatior. of hasty assenibly areas vhen required for
orders gr.ups or ombat service sapport functions.
SAMPLE ORDER
"Execute coil vicinity R12.

Move now, out."

The "Clock Cut" systen is another variation of this dr 11.
assigned a designated sector of a perimeter to defend.
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II

BLAN

Platoons are

MEMC

PLAIOeN

PULCXRIGEYT

ENE MY

P NCh

:GHT

BASE OF FIRE

.4PrL-arily used when platoon Js corn
platoon wedge.

i...tg
a Split: :ill or basic nech

2. Eie'ient in oontact est3blish ase cf .re.
entire platoon extablishes a "ise cf fIre.
3.

If in cxpany/team Vee,

Rtraining elenventz "pund" to wnmW fld.-k to secure ojective.
"isnounti'g is not desirable w-.th e.ements smaller -.han platoon size.

S.' PLE CRDE
A Tearn - Base of :'ire, B Team - Punch Right.
NOT:

Move no, out."

I. Mech platoons do not nornmlly execute punch drills.

2. Order to execute punch drill is given only after Plt Ldr has nade a
thorough analysis of the situatior. ofronting him by considering the factors of
Z.-. A "Punch Drill" does not nean for elennts punching to totally disregard
the euey and terrain over wich they naUst ove. Spctaneaty to the execute
orler is critical, however the execute order ust be given in a vacuum.
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CAVAI.RY

Ni.AT00O,

PUNCHi

Kt~lil"

FROM

FROM

C(NBAT CAVALRY WEDGE

COMBAT

VALRY

ALIT WEDG.E

N.d

EN'EMY

BASE OF' FIRE

B;

FFR

MIOVEE

I.

Prinarily u ed when platoon is c.3nductLng reconnaeiance wedge.

2. Scoits in contac. establish base ofz:re; if in tro',p VEE, entire platoon
establishes a base of fire.
3. Tank Section "punches" to enemy -lan, and attempts to secure objectives by
ire.
SAMPLE ORDER
Scouts

-

Base ofFire.

Tanks

-

Punch Right.
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Move now, out!"

TANK PEIATY(Y

PMUNC

RIGHT

PUNCH RIGHT

BASE OF

FIRE

I.

?rim:arily ud

when platoon

2.

Scouts in co..tact established "as

3.

Tank Section "punches"
fire.

.

to enemy

_

split drill wedge.

-fre.
Id attempts :3 secure objectives by

!'..

SAXPLE ORDER
ALHA - Base of Fire.

BRAVO

-

?=zch

ighz.

3a

Move now,

out!"

TANK COKPANIY

FJNCH RIGW2

dodqow

*,.W

.&..
1.

Primarily ued~ vhen company is con~ducting a Split D-ill, or tankc company
Vee.

2. Platoon in contact establishes base of fire.

3.

Remaining platoons "punch" to ene.xy flanic and attempt to secure objectives by fire

SAMPLE CRDER
wRed- Dame of Fire.
NOTE:

White; Blue

-

Punch Right.

Move nov9 out."

Tank platoons do not normally execute punch drill.
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I

ME

EN

PUNCH RIGHT

COMPANY

E Y

0

0DISMOUNT L
NE

PUNCH RIGHT

BASE OF FIRE

1.

Platoon in oontact establishes ban of fire.

2.

Reuiining platoons punc

to enwV flank.

3. Mach platoons should rwein mounted if possible. A Hasty Dismunt and
Dismounted Attack may be conducted if racessary.

SWLPEE ON=U
"Red Base of Fire.

hite, Blue - Punch Right, Cut."
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•

_

A

EM MM V="RIFLES UP"
PRtxm MILL LJ2R

ECV

CTIVE BY FIRE

1. one point nech platoon beccins engaged, deploys, and establishes a base
of fire.
2.

Apex tank platoon and other point nuch platoon punch left to bninant

terrain and uecure objective by fire or assault.
3. Tank elemnts adwld lead punch if heavy contact is expected. All elemnts must avoid moving into line of fire of other assaulting eleent or the
base of fire elements.

SAMPLE ON=: "Red Base of Fire - White, Blue - Punch Left, 'White lead west of
Ridgeline, attack mnemy from A27 - Blue follow White.
41

I

MECH 'iAM VEE "TAMIAS UP"
PUN4i DRILL RIGHT

E\E.

0

ITIONS

DISTRTB
ESTABLISH

E, ATTACK

BASE

HASTY

DISMOUNT

,?"'CH RIGHT"

1.

2.

Po;rnt tank platoon is engaged, deploys, and establishes a base of fire.
-o

mch platoons maneuver to the right to a position on eneMY flank.

3. Mech conducts HASTY D:&lJWT because of dense %egetation.
4.

Dismounted infantry conduct hasty attack to clear and secure cbjectiw.

SXMPLE ORD
"31ue - 3ase of Fire. R1d, White - :%=h Right. Hasty Dismount Vicinity
Ciheckpoint A 28. Move no, Out."
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0

CAVALRY TROOP PUNCH LEFT (CAVALRY)

0

1.

Platoon in contact becomes base of fire.

2.

Apex Platoon and other platoon (If

possible) punch left.

SAMPLE ORDER
Blue-

Bae of Fire.

Red/White punch left.
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CAVALRY TROOP PIN4CH I)Rrl~l.
TANKS NNOYI IfATKI

44

r

CAVA:R'

T'ROO? PUNCH RIGHT
(A.TACK VEE)

ENF*IY

PU Chi RIGHT,

00

00

0 0

00000

I

.

Usually dor. f'ron tank consolidated configuration.
2.Amount neccessarv to subdue enerry at Troop Commander discretion.
One section of tanks or all three sections of tanks can be punched.

~.If enem~y directs heavy AT fire i.-on sznuts one tank section (Lead PLT) can be
u~sed as base of fire and two tank suztions (Trail PLTS) used to punch enemy.
SAMPLE ORDER
Scouts SET

-

Base of Fire.

Punch - Punch Right, out.
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I

.e:fi1e

Dri-

a.

m int elements move to secure the sho~lders of ::,e defille using
-7T/ MOVE
Drill. Iwech elements ,-,ay conduct a Haszy Dismount if
necessary.

b.

A:ex elemenlt overwatches
vi.e.;I'
nt&ments and moves
arld~ly to establish a "SE'"~:o.
theIothe-r side of the
iefile after shoulders h-,,e . ee.. as a34-shed.
-':r~t &-emrentsthen boarnd
.--T/MNOVE Drill.

d.

:t

is

ireferable

il.

ze, '-

.,..

~fthe;-.r iiSMoant capab.Ti-.

'-:e F&jex e..

c

x, - eaa:

NEVER XOVE THROUGH A DEF:E

1.

2.
3.

~et
-.!e

cont-,.auing to use
shoulders,

because

HAV:NG CLEARED THE SHOULDERS.

left point element clears left high grund and "sets" to overwatch.
Thnducts Hasty Dismount if necessary.
pih
cin- alement clears

a

-. :

Azex -?eet
supports
and establishes a 'nasty cszc

se-ts ;Zing same procedures.

-n.

-cn

4.

Lef:t 3aide -esumes SEn/X3VF D,-:--.

5.

-.iht siles resunes SET/M4OVE Drll

U:_s

3Lpi

.:hro
ugh t-e defile

s:ce.

S LECz.DER
"EZcecute Weile irill -. ed Left, *whi7;e Rlgizt.
Blue 3ase 3f ?'ire, ?repare
to Thunder 'Rin Thec4.,,int A27.
Move now, out."
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DEFIU LEzi
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HASTY OCCUPATION OF A BATTLE POS:TION

DESCRIPTION

1. A battle drill technique "eZ to occupy a ba:tle position.
"goose egg" is divided into the AB, C sector=-.
2.

Can be occupied from Thunder R~t, pic:oon
configuration.

n

The BPRS

.r split Vee

SAMPLE ORDER
"Guidons this is Red 6, establi.- R-12.

Xove now, ou:."

NOTES:
1.

Elements moving into the battle position understand that "12 O'Clock" is
the direction of travel.

2.

Within the battle position, a 180 degree orientation is assumed with the
individual platoons being responsible for 60 degrees, one sector. Sectors
are linked by fire.

3. Within the 180 degree team orientation, a 360 degree security posture
must be maintained.

A5

S,,d
4%

MOVE

MOVE

DISPLACE AS A & C
ARE BEING OCCUPIED

MOVE

LAK
lzv 8'u

1.

Platoon (Combat Wedge)
a.

Comrand:

b.

Signal:

"Execute VE'/..;edge
Arms or flags uo a-,

.
p

zot

~

45 degree anigle.

2.

,cA-oat.,.,

-z Cc ._-ary Tearn

7
SPLIT DRILL - Platoon or C:_.'"

"Execute SplitjI

a.

Comand:

b.

Signal: Arms or flags s:a:.g
up over head, then vigorc.isy
45 degree angle, repeat.

strait
oped
_3 to

PUNCH DRILL - Platoon

a.

ocrand:

b.

Signal:

"Punch Right (:aefz

=Cenzer)"

Arm and fist up a i c.t

degree ant'-

-.

Move fist

z:45
:,n

.:

directir.. of purch,

4.

PUNC.-I DRILL
a.

Cmand:

b.

Signal:

-

Cczparq/Team.
"Punch Left (Right or Center)"
None.
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